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ABSTRACT
Dynamic control of balance changes with age and changes with declines in sensory and
cognitive abilities. For instance, emerging, yet robust associations between hearing loss and poor
mobility have been described and yet the mechanism underlying these associations remains
unknown. It could be that age-related declines in hearing ability result in different kinematic
strategies when having to walk and listen at the same time (e.g. head and body orienting
responses toward sounds) and/or that declines in hearing result in increased cognitive load during
listening, at the detriment to mobility-related performance. Therefore, this thesis sought to better
characterize these associations by comparing the balance control of adults who differ by age or
by hearing status by having them perform a listening task with varying levels of difficulty while
sitting, standing, or walking.
15 younger adults with normal hearing (YANH), 16 older adults with normal hearing
(OANH) and 11 older adults with hearing loss (OAHL) completed four types of listening trials
while walking along a 5-6 m path. The listening trial types included no auditory stimuli (No
Sound), multitalker babble (Babble Only), and a target sentence presented at a High signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) (i.e. low listening load) and at a Low SNRs (i.e. high listening load).
Kinematic parameters of interest included those related to dynamic balance control and
segmental orientation. Listening accuracy was also measured.
Comparisons by age group (YANH vs. OANH) and by hearing status (OANH vs.
OAHL) revealed that the balance control of all individuals differed when performing listening
tasks while walking compared to when the walking task was performed alone. There was no
evidence that altering yaw rotation of the head-in-space was a strategy used by any of the
participant groups in the listening task when walking. Among OANH and OAHL groups, poorer
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objective hearing acuity were significantly associated with reduced trunk roll variability, while
better self-reported listening ability was associated with making larger yaw rotations of the headin-space. Finally, listening accuracy across the sitting, standing, and walking conditions were
compared and revealed that increased balance control demands of walking compared with
adverse listening (i.e., Low SNR) conditions were more detrimental to the listening accuracy of
the OAHL than the OANH group. The findings of this study demonstrate how the dynamic
balance control of adults, who differ by age or by hearing status, can be affected by increased
cognitive demands of performing a dual – listening and walking task. These findings could
provide the foundation for future exploration of whether the use of hearing aid technology will
affect the head orientation, trunk control, and task prioritization of older adults with hearing loss.
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OVERVIEW
Hearing loss (HL) is a health condition that affects individuals worldwide. According to
the World Health Organization (WHO, 2013), it is estimated that 360 million individuals,
children and adults combined, live with “disabling hearing loss”. This sensory condition most
commonly affects older adults 65 years old and older, such that the prevalence of hearing loss
among individuals in this age cohort is approximately five times greater than among individuals
in other age groups (WHO, 2013). Using data collected from the 2001-2008 phases of the
longitudinal National Health and Nutritional Examination Surveys study, the prevalence of
bilateral HL among adults 60 to 69 years old is estimated to be 26.8% in the United States and is
even higher in older age cohorts. Specifically, 55.1% of adults 70 to 79 years old and 79.1% of
those 80 years old and older are estimated to have bilateral HL in the United States (Lin,
Niparko, & Ferrucci, 2011). Older adults living with HL not only have difficulty with
communication, but also have poorer physical and cognitive functioning as well as poorer mental
health and decreased quality of life than older adults without HL (see review by Bainbridge &
Wallhagen, 2014).
Other major health concerns that affect older adults are falls and fall-related injuries
(Public Health Agency of Canada, 2014). According to the second Seniors’ Falls in Canada
Report by the Public Health Agency of Canada (2014), falls continues to be the most common
cause for hospitalizations for injuries in older Canadians. Many “biological” or age-related risk
factors for falling have been identified and include impairments that affect vision, cognitive
function, and balance (Public Health Agency of Canada, 2014). In recent years, several
epidemiological and longitudinal studies demonstrated a relationship between poorer hearing
acuity and/or HL and increased falls risk (Baloh, Ying, & Jacobson, 2003; Lin & Ferrucci;
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Purchase-Helzner et al., 2004; Skalska et al., 2013; see review by Jiam, Li, & Agrawal, 2016),
reduced postural control, development of walking difficulties, and declines in other measures of
physical function (Kamil, Li, & Lin, 2014; Kamil et al., 2016) Li, Simonsick, Ferrucci, & Lin,
2013; Lin & Ferrucci, 2012; Lopez et al., 2011; Purchase-Helzner et al., 2004; Viljanen et al.,
2009a; 2009b; 2012; see review by Jiam, Li, & Agrawal, 2016). For instance, Viljanen et al.
(2009a) assessed hearing acuity and postural stability during standing in 217 pairs of identical
and fraternal female twins, 63 to 76 years old, and collected self-report data on their incidence
rate of falls (Viljanen et al., 2009b). The twin with poorer hearing acuity had a higher incidence
rate ratio (IRR) for falls than the sibling with better hearing acuity, when the influence of age
was controlled. Lin & Ferrucci (2012) analyzed audiometric and balance control data from
nationally representative sample of adults, 40-64 years of age, as part of the 2001-2004 phases of
in the United States (Lin & Ferrucci, 2012). Hearing loss was found to be a significant predictor
of self-reported incidence of falls, such that a 10-dB increase in an individual’s average better ear
hearing threshold (i.e., thresholds for the ear with better hearing acuity; BEHL0.5,1,2,4 kHz) was
associated with a 1.4-fold increase in the likelihood that the individual experienced a fall within
the past year. This relationship between HL and self-reported incidence of falls remained
statistically significant even when adjustments to the regression model were made to account for
variance explained by demographic factors, health history, and performance on the balance test
(Lin & Ferrucci, 2012).
Since the publications of these epidemiological and longitudinal findings, several studies
have been conducted and their findings not only replicate these findings in experimental settings,
but also elucidate the mechanisms underlying this relationship (Bruce et al., 2017; Kanegaonkar
et al., 2012; McDaniel et al., 2018; Rumalla et al., 2015; Vitkovic et al., 2016; Lau et al., 2016).
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One possible explanation is that this relationship may be attributed to the anatomical and
functional connections between the auditory system and the vestibular system, which plays a
critical role in balance control (Shumway-Cook & Wollacott, 2012). Another possible
explanation for the association between hearing and effective mobility is that the ability to
accurately localize and identify auditory signals in the environment is important for safe
navigation (Lin & Ferrucci, 2012). A common behaviour during listening is to alter the
orientation of the head, to optimize auditory cues that are used for sound localization and spatial
listening (Thurlow & Runge, 1967a, b; Brimijoin, McShefferty, & Akeryod, 2012). Individuals
with asymmetrical HL have been found to alter their head orientation to be directed towards the
auditory signal, thereby improving access to the ear with better hearing acuity (Brimijoin et al,
2012). Therefore, another hypothesis as to why older adults with HL have greater mobility
problems and falls risk could be that they make head movements when orienting to and/or
listening to sounds and that these head movements may compromise their balance and/or
mobility. Importantly, this hypothesis has never been systematically evaluated and is the focus of
the current thesis. Specifically, the overarching aim of the thesis was to understand if and how
the balance control and mobility of adults from different age groups (i.e., younger vs. older
adults) and with different hearing abilities (i.e., with and without age-related hearing loss
(ARHL)), would be affected when performing a listening task while walking.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Postural Control and Segmental Orientation during Locomotion
Definitions and Mechanisms of Postural Control during Locomotion
Goal-directed locomotion, specifically walking, is a complex task such that multiple
systems, including sensory, cognitive and motor systems, must work collectively to generate
rhythmical movement patterns and continually modify these patterns in response to incoming
sensory inputs (e.g. to safely avoid obstacles or aim towards targets in the environment; Patla,
2004). As described by Patla (2004), an individual must be able to ensure that the moving body
is stable so that the body remains in an upright position. This is commonly referred to as dynamic
stability (Winter, 1995). Several terms that are used to describe dynamic stability include: centre
of mass (COM), base of support (BOS), and centre of pressure (COP). An individual’s overall
body COM, for which the approximate location is at the height of the individual’s naval, is the
“weighed average of the COM of each body segment” (Winter, 1995, p.194). To prevent falling,
the relationship between the body’s COM and the BOS, which is formed by the surface areas of
one foot (termed single support) or of two feet (termed double support) on the ground, must be
continuously monitored and controlled by the central nervous system (CNS) (Winter, 1995). The
COP refers to the point where the vertical ground reaction force vector is acting between the foot
or feet and the ground (Winter, 1995). Walking is an inherently challenging task in terms of
balance in that, unlike during standing, where the COM stays within the boundaries of the BOS,
during a single gait cycle most of time is spent in single support, during which the COM lies
outside the boundaries of the BOS (Shumway-Cook & Wollacott, 2012; Winter, 1995). In other
words, to be able to initiate, maintain and terminate gait, the body must continually be placed in
a series of unstable positions. Controlling the body COM is also difficult given that most of the
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body mass, formed by the head, arms, and trunk, is located in the upper two-thirds of the body,
relative to the ground (Winter, 1995).
Proactive, predictive and reactive control strategies are three types of strategies that the
CNS uses to manage the relationship between the COM and COP or to maintain dynamic
stability (Patla, 2004). The sensory systems, specifically the visual, vestibular, and
somatosensory systems, play a critical role in these control strategies (Shumway-Cook &
Woollacott, 2012). In proactive control, a type of feed-forward control, visual information about
the spatial environment, such as the location of obstacles, can be used to adapt an individual’s
locomotor behaviour so that objects that can affect the stability of moving body can be averted
prior to physically contacting the objects (Patla, 2004). Predictive control is also a type of feedforward control, with changes in muscle tone, muscle activation, and postural orientation
occurring in anticipation of a perturbation in order to counteract the effects that the perturbation
will have on balance (Patla, 2004). Finally, reactive control strategies are employed after a
perturbation occurs to minimize the effects of the perturbation on dynamic stability (Patla, 2004).
These control strategies are not used in isolation; rather, they are used in conjunction with one
another and rely primarily on visual, somatosensory and proprioceptive information. The ability
to select and implement the appropriate strategy or combination of strategies is dependent, in
part, on the availability, quality, and accuracy of inputs to these sensory systems and on the
nature of the perturbation. Furthermore, appropriate weighting of inputs from different sensory
modalities is critical to the ability to maintain both static and dynamic stability (Shumway-Cook
& Woolacott, 2012; see reviews by Hausdorff, 2007; Horak, Shupert, & Mirka, 1989; Horak,
2006).
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Roles of Individual Sensory Systems and Sensorimotor Integration in Postural Control and
Adaptive Locomotion
The visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular systems are three sensory systems that play
critical roles in postural control during walking. Vision plays a critical role in gait and the
control of dynamic stability during gait because it is the only sensory system that allows
individuals to make proactive postural and locomotor adjustments in response to the environment
from a distance (Patla, 1997). Vision is not only used to detect the location of obstacles in the
surrounding environment but is also used to self-regulate walking speed and trajectory (Patla,
1997). In regard to stability, the visual system provides information about the position and
movement of the body in relation to the spatial environment (Horak et al., 1989). Organs making
up the vestibular system include the otoliths (utricle, saccule) and semi-circular canals, which are
responsible for detecting linear and angular acceleration of the head and provide positional
information about the head in relation to gravity (Di Fabio & Emasithi, 1997; Horak et al., 1989;
Sloane, Baloh, & Honrubia, 1989). Through the vestibulocollic reflex, cues about head
movement and position are relayed to motoneurons in the neck and help stabilize the position of
the head (Wilson et al., 1995). Maintaining a stable head position is, in turn, necessary for gaze
stabilization, which is controlled by the vestibulo-ocular reflex. A stable head position not only
helps optimize the ability to receive visual cues but also increases one’s sensitivity to vestibular
cues (Pozzo, Berthoz, & Lefort, 1990; Pozzo, Levik, & Berthoz, 1995; Cromwell, Newton,
Carlton, 2001). The third sensory system to play a crucial role in balance control is the
proprioceptive system. This system provides different types of cues important for locomotion
and dynamic stability, including: position of the body in relation to space, proprioception,
vibration sense, and pressure applied to the skin (see review by Shaffer & Harrison, 2007).
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Cutaneous information from the plantar surface of the feet is especially important for
maintaining balance because it provides information about COP movement (Perry, 2001; Perry,
2006).
Less is known about the role of the auditory system and of auditory cues on postural
control (Campos et al., 2018). Changes in acoustic flow have been found to elicit head and body
movement in blindfolded, standing participants (Stoffregen, Villard, Kim, Ito, & Bardy, 2009).
Specifically, in the absence of vision, participants use auditory cues to provide information about
the position of their head and body in relation to the spatial environment (Stoffregen et al.,
2009). Tanaka et al., (2001) examined whether and how moving auditory stimuli presented over
headphones worn by healthy younger and older participants would affect their body sway while
they stood in Romberg stance. Body sway was measured using a force platform during eight
conditions that differed with respect to: the direction of the moving auditory stimuli (clockwise
or counter-clockwise), type of surface that the participant stood upon (normal or compliant
surface), and the availability of visual input (i.e., by closing or keeping eyes open). Older adults
exhibited greater lateral body sway than younger adults during conditions in which they stood on
a compliant surface, with eyes open or closed and with auditory stimuli moving in either
direction. While this study demonstrated age-related differences in the effect of reduced tactile
cues and visual cues on standing balance, the effect of the presence of auditory stimuli on
standing balance is unclear as sound was presented in all experimental conditions. In recent
years, more studies have investigated the effect of presence/absence of auditory cues and the
effect of reduced/increased audibility to cues on standing balance (Bruce et al., 2017;
Kanegaonkar et al., 2012; McDaniel et al, 2018; Rumalla et al., 2015; Vitkovic et al., 2016).
Findings from these experiments are discussed in the third part of the literature review, where
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there will be an integrative discussion on hearing acuity, spatial listening, segmental orientation,
and postural stability.

Age-Related Differences in Gait and Dynamic Stability
Changes and deterioration in the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems, changes in
the integration of sensory information, and changes in sensorimotor integration are commonly
exhibited as part of normal aging (Dowiasch, Marx, Einhauser, & Bremmer, 2015; Paige, 1994;
Patla, 1997; Shaffer & Harrison, 2007; Sloane et al., 1989). Age-related structural and functional
changes in the musculoskeletal system, including a decline in the number of motor neurons, a
decrease in muscle power in lower limbs, and changes in the activation of postural muscle
synergies, have also been documented (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2012; Woollacott,
Shumway-Cook, & Nashner, 1986; Reid et al., 2014). These sensory and musculoskeletal
changes during older age affect locomotor control, static stability, and dynamic stability and
have been identified as factors that contribute to an individual’s risk for experiencing a fall
(Horak et al., 1989; Moreland, Richardson, Goldsmith, & Clase, 2004).
Studies examining the relationship between aging, gait, and dynamic stability often employ
experimental designs in which the effects of external and/or self-initiated perturbations are
compared between younger versus older adults, fallers versus non-fallers, and younger-old
versus older-old adults (e.g., see review by Granata & Lockhart, 2008; Hausdorff, Edelberg,
Mitchell, Goldberger, & Wei, 1997; Marigold & Patla, 2008; Lee, Vergehese, Hotlzer, Mahoney,
& Oh-Park, 2014). Hausdorff et al., (1997) compared different temporal measures of gait
variability of older adults who did and did not have a history of falling. The researchers found
significantly greater stride-to-stride, stride time, and swing time variability in individuals who
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were “fallers” compared with “non-fallers” (Hausdorff et al., 1997). In a one-year follow-up
study, Haudorff, Rios, and Edelberg (2001) identified stride time variability as a predictor of
falls in the sample investigated. In addition to temporal measures of gait variability, Lee et al.,
(2014) found that increased trunk sway in the medial-lateral direction was only associated with
increased gait velocity in participants who exhibited normal gait patterns. Lord, Lloyd, and Li
(1996) tested the sensory function, including visual and vestibular function and tactile and
vibration sense, as well as the balance performance and gait of 183 women, ranging from 22 to
99 years of age. Data on the incidence of falls experienced by participants over a one-year period
was also collected. Together, this information was used to determine which sensorimotor
variables were correlated with and/or were significant predictors of different gait parameters,
including cadence and stride length. Increased age was associated with shorter stride length and
slower gait velocity. Further, increased age was associated with a higher percentage of a stride
being spent in the stance phase indicating that maintaining balance control during walking is
more challenging for older adults.
Marigold & Patla (2008) examined the relationship between age and responses to external
perturbations, which consisted of walking on a surface that included different types of terrain
(e.g., compliant, slippery, uneven, etc.). Older adults exhibited greater center of mass
acceleration RMS as well as greater trunk roll RMS than younger adults, which suggests that the
dynamic stability of older adults was more susceptible to the effects of the perturbation than
younger adults (Marigold & Patla, 2008).
In the literature, having increased variability in spatial-temporal gait parameters and/or in
measures of static and dynamic balance control has been interpreted as being both a positive and
a negative characteristic. For instance, on one hand, increased variability in stride time and stride
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length have been associated with increased falls risk in older adults (Hausdorff, Rios, &
Eldelberg, 2001; Maki, 1997). However, as Brach et al., (2005) found that older adults whose
step width variability at either end of the spectrum – too little or too much variability – had a
history of falling. Similarly, Beauchet et al., (2009) found that for healthy older adults, increased
stride length and stance time variability was associated with reduced gait speed. This result
highlights yet another layer of complexity when it comes to interpreting measures of variability;
specifically, that walking is a complex task in which results observed for one parameter (e.g.,
stride length variability) must be interpreted in the context of other parameters (e.g., gait speed).
Beauchet et al also found that young and older healthy adults had stride-to-stride variability
(STV) on both the high and low ends of the spectrum. This suggested that that both ends of the
spectrum in STV were associated with being able to maintain gait stability.
Other studies have brought new insight into the role of variability on maintaining postural
control during standing. Carpenter, Murnaghan, & Inglis (2010) compared the COP displacement
in the anterior-posterior axis (AP-COP sway) of three groups of healthy young adults (Control,
Eyes Open, Eyes Closed) when they were standing with their AP-COM displacement stabilized
or fixed using a rigid board. In contrast to their hypotheses that reduced AP-COM sway would
be associated with reduced AP-COP displacement, the researchers found that AP-COM RMS
increased when the participant’s COM was stabilized or “locked”. Carpenter et al., (2010)
posited that maintaining sway variability may be a strategy that allows individuals to interact
with and gather sensory information about and from the environment. This posited role of
movement variability during standing is further supported by subsequent studies by the same
research team (see Murnaghan et al., 2011; Murnaghan et al., 2017). Finally, a recent study by
Rajachandrakumar, Mann, Shinkel-Ivy and Mansfield (2018) sought to determine whether
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variability in COM and COP displacement at baseline were associated with an individual’s
response to platform perturbations. The authors found that individuals who exhibited more
variability of their COM and COP in the medio-lateral axis at baseline were less likely to take
reactive steps following a platform perturbation. These results showed that increased ML-COM
and ML-COP variability were associated with better reactive balance control.
Head Stability and Segmental Orientation during Locomotion
As described earlier, head stabilization is also important for maintaining dynamic
stability and to stabilize gaze to obtain visual information while the body is moving (Cromwell,
Newton, & Carlton, 2001; Cromwell, Shurter, Shelton, & Vora, 2004; Pozzo, Berthoz, Lefort,
1990; Pozzo, Berthoz, Lefort, & Vitte, 1991). Further, head angular stabilization is also posited
to optimize the sensitivity of the vestibular system (specifically the otoliths) to linear
acceleration of the head (Pozzo et al., 1990).
Rotational and translational stabilization strategies of the head-in-space and with respect
to the trunk have been investigated in the vertical/sagittal (Pozzo et al., 1990; Cromwell et al.,
2004) and horizontal planes (Cromwell et al., 2001). Pozzo et al., (1990) evaluated the head and
trunk angular rotation and linear displacement with respect to (earth) vertical plane of healthy
adults, 20 – 45 years old, during free walking. The authors compared maximum head angular
displacement in four dynamic conditions (Walking, walking in place, running, and hopping) and
found that maximum amplitude of angular rotation in the Frankfort plane never surpassed 20°.
Mean amplitudes of forward neck and trunk forward pitch were 10° (SD=2.5) and 11° (SD=3),
respectively, during walking. Finally, changes in head angular displacement was found to be
opposite to vertical translational movements of the head, such that upward translation of the head
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on the vertical axis coincided with compensatory forward pitch rotation – the latter of which did
not surpass 10°.
In addition to altering head angular displacement to counteract vertical translations of the
head, maintaining head stability also involves counteracting movements of the trunk, and vice
versa (Cromwell et al., 2001a). Cromwell et al., (2001a) characterized the angular velocities of
the head- and trunk-in-space and of the head-on-trunk in the horizontal plane in healthy adults up
to 35 years old. They also evaluated head stabilization strategies during walking. In all
experimental conditions, including baseline walking at a self-selected speed, head velocities
were always found to be smaller than trunk velocities. Since the experimental conditions were
designed to perturb the trunk, the finding that head velocities were always smaller than that of
the trunk suggests that adjustments at the level of the trunk are used to stabilize segments above
(i.e., the head). Three strategies for head stabilization were identified. Three strategies identified
were head-on-trunk movements in the horizontal plane that either (a) completely, (b) partially, or
(c) over- compensated for trunk movements. Complete compensatory movements refer to those
equal and opposite to movements of the trunk. Complete and partial (i.e., “undercompensation”)
strategies of trunk movements were most commonly found (Cromwell et al., 2001). In a
subsequent study, Cromwell et al., (2004) characterized head and trunk angular velocities in the
sagittal plane in healthy adults, up to 35 years old, during walking. In normal – self-selected
speed – walking conditions, the magnitude of head phase angles in the sagittal plane was almost
always equal and opposite to that of the trunk with a phase shift nearing 180°. In the
experimental conditions in which the head stability and gait of adults were perturbed by
increasing the frequency of arms swings with respect to leg movements, tighter coupling of
head-on-trunk movements were observed such that head and trunk phase angles were even closer
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to 180°. Like the results from the 2001 study by Cromwell et al., these findings suggest that
when head stability is threatened, feedforward control involving adjustments to the head- and
trunk-in-space and to the coordination of their movement are made to ensure head stabilization.
While the studies discussed above investigated head stabilization during walking
conditions in which gaze was not directed to objects, the effect of head movement associated
with gaze orientation on segmental orientation has been investigated by others. Cinelli, Patla, and
Stuart (2007) investigated the effect of head movements in response to visual stimuli on
segmental orientation while standing and while walking on a treadmill. Significant trunk
reorientation was exhibited by the younger adult participants when the head was rotated at an
average of approximately 67degrees while walking (Cinelli et al., 2007). Performance of the
younger adults was compared to that of the older adult participants in a subsequent study by the
same researchers (Cinelli et al., 2008). In comparison to younger adults, it took longer for older
adults to rotate their body following gaze reorientation. Furthermore, unlike younger adults who
exhibited less variability in shoulder and hip rotation during the walking condition than in the
standing condition, older adults exhibited the opposite trend (Cinelli et al., 2008). Since the focus
of their research was on the effect of gaze reorientation on the movement of individual body
segments, the effect of gaze reorientation and head movements on static and dynamic stability as
well as walking trajectory in the treadmill walking condition were not investigated. This thesis
expands on this work and explores the potential relationship among head and trunk orientation
and overall trunk stability. Vallis and Patla (2004) examined the effect of voluntary head
movements in response to an auditory stimulus lasting 1500 msec in duration on segmental
coordination, walking trajectories, and COM movement of younger adult participants. During
voluntary head movement conditions in which visual information was not manipulated, the
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medial-lateral COM trajectories moved in the same direction as the head turn (Vallis & Patla,
2004). Walking direction was not affected by voluntary movements of the head (Vallis & Patla,
2004).
In addition to the age-related changes in gait behaviour described previously, younger
and older adults have also been found in the strategies used to coordinate head and trunk
movements during walking (Kavanagh, Barrett, Morrison, 2005) and in adjustments in upper
body rotation movements when walking at different speeds (Van Emmerik, McDermott, Haddad,
& Van Wegen, 2005). Kavanagh et al. (2005) compared the head and trunk accelerations of
healthy younger and older participants while they walked at a self-selected speed. Although agerelated differences in spectral characteristics of head (linear) acceleration patterns were observed,
a greater proportion of the linear trunk acceleration signal in older adults was concentrated in the
higher end of the frequency spectrum (i.e., greater than 6 Hz) compared to their younger
counterparts. This finding suggests that while ability to maintain a stable head position in space
is unaffected by age, trunk stability and thus, dynamic stability is affected in older age. The two
age groups were also found to use different strategies for head stabilization, with older adults
Further, analysis of harmonic ratios of head and trunk acceleration revealed that the largest group
differences in smoothness were observed in accelerations in the medio-lateral (ML) axis. Taken
together, the authors interpreted these findings as indicators that older adults may prioritize
stabilization of the head during walking and maintenance of lateral (i.e., ML) stability is affected
in older age. Van Emmerik et al. (2005) also examined the movement and coordination of upper
body segments of participants from three different age groups (younger, middle, and older) while
walking on a treadmill. The degree of rotation of the pelvis in all three axes were found to differ
significantly among the three age groups, such that participants in the oldest age group exhibited
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smaller pelvic rotations compared to the middle and younger age groups. Likewise, participants
in the middle age group exhibited smaller pelvic rotation compared to the younger age group. At
slow walking speeds, between 0.2 and 1.0 m/s, younger adults exhibited greater trunk rotation in
the sagittal plane and less axial rotation compared to the two older age groups. Axial rotation of
the head and rotation in the sagittal plane were also found to decrease as a function of age group
(Van Emmerik et al., 2005).

Binaural Hearing, Spatial Listening, and Segmental Orientation

Definitions of Hearing Loss and Interaural Asymmetry
It is important to note that there is no universal audiometric definition for normal hearing,
hearing loss, or interaural asymmetry. The definitions for hearing loss and grading of severity of
hearing loss can vary from study to study and among different health organizations. These
definitions vary with respect to the frequencies of sound being considered and in terms of the
threshold values that are used to define the boundaries between “normal hearing” and “hearing
loss”. For instance, the American Speech-Language Association (ASHA, 2011; Clark, 1981)
defines HL as an air conduction threshold that is greater or equal to 16 dB HL. Lin & Ferrucci
(2012) as well as Viljanen et al., (2009a; b), on the other hand, define HL has having a pure tone
average in the better ear (BE-PTA) of greater or equal to 21 dB HL for the frequencies, 0.5, 1, 2,
and 4 kHz. Given that the use of different audiometric definitions will directly affect the
interpretation of study outcomes, definitions used by key experiments discussed in the second
and third part of this review will be described in detail.
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Sound Localization Cues and the Role of Head Orientation in Spatial Listening
The ability to maintain spatial awareness and safely navigate one’s spatial environment
are in part dependent on one’s ability to detect a sound, approximate the location of the sound
source, and modify one’s listening and physical behaviour in response to different auditory
stimuli. Numerous studies have investigated how human listeners are able to localize different
types of auditory stimuli (e.g., noise, babble, speech from a single or from multiple speakers,
etc), presented from different spatial locations (see review by Middlebrooks & Green, 1991).
Some studies have investigated localization in the horizontal (azimuth) plane, while others have
focused on localization in the vertical (elevation) plane. For instance, research examining the
localization of sound in the horizontal plane has found that listeners rely on two types of cues,
interaural time difference (ITD) and interaural level difference (ILD; also known as interaural
intensity difference) cues (Yost, 2007). These interaural cues are produced by differences in the
acoustic signal arriving at one versus the other ear. The head of the listener interferes with the
propagation of a sound wave and in doing so, creates a type of interference known as a sound or
head shadow (Yost, 2007). According to the duplex theory of localization, also known as the
Rayleigh Duplex Theory, the propagation of higher frequency pure tones greater than 500 Hz
that are presented from a lateral position to the listener, such as to left ear (at - 90-degrees
azimuth), are more greatly affected by the head because higher frequencies have smaller
wavelengths and have more difficulty traveling past the head (Strutt, 1907; Macpherson &
Middlebrooks, 2002). As a result, ILD cues are produced in which the sound pressure level
(SPL) of the signal arriving at one ear will differ from the SPL of the signal arriving at the
opposite ear. In other words, the pure tone signal perceived by the ear closest to the sound source
will be perceived as being louder than it will by the ear further from the source. While ILD cues
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are predominantly used for localizing higher frequency signals, ITL cues are used to localize low
frequency tones which less affected by the head shadow. ITL cues refer to the fact that the sound
signal will be in one specific phase in the waveform cycle when it reaches the one ear and in a
different phase when it reaches the opposite ear (Macpherson & Middlebrooks, 2002;
Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). The distinction between “low frequencies” and “high
frequencies”, and the use of interaural cues produced by these frequencies, can vary. Some
studies have found that the range of frequencies at which both types of interaural difference cues
are minimal is around 1500-3000 Hz (Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). Stevens and Newman
(1936) compared the accuracy with which listeners could localize different (frequency) pure
tones. The researchers found that listeners made the greatest number of localization errors when
the sound stimulus was around 2000 Hz (Stevens and Newman, 1936). For localization of sound
sources that vary in their positions along the vertical (mid-sagittal) plane and in front of or
behind the listener, studies have demonstrated that listeners rely on monaural spectral cues (also
known as pinna cues) that are produced from the interaction between a sound signal and the
outer ear, specifically the pinna, whereby the pinna amplifies and filters certain frequencies of
sound (Middlebrooks & Green, 1991).
Macpherson and Middlebrooks (2002) perform experiments to determine the extent to
which listeners use of ILD and ITD cues to localize more realistic auditory stimuli, such as
complex sounds (i.e., those containing more than one frequency component). The researchers
characterized the ability of younger adults with normal hearing to localize three types of noise
(wideband, low-pass, and high-pass) that were presented from a (virtually simulated) lateral
position over headphones, in an anechoic chamber. The frequency bandwidth of the three types
of auditory stimuli were 0.5 to 16 kHz, 0.5 to 2 kHz, and 4 to 16 kHz, respectively. They aimed
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to characterize the use of ITD, ITD, and spectral-shaped cues by listeners by digitally altering the
availability and relative availability of these three types of localization cues. Listeners indicated
the perceived spatial location of the sound source by turning their head in the direction of the
perceived location. The findings from this study were consistent with Raleigh Duplex Theory as
listeners relied primarily on ITD cues than on ILD cues when localizing low-pass noise.
Conversely, the majority of listeners utilized ILD more so than ITD cues when localizing highpass noise. The use of these two types of interaural cues was roughly the same when listeners
localized wideband noise. Finally, listeners did not appear to use spectral-shaped cues in the
localization task. In addition to studies on the localization accuracy of young adults with normal
hearing, researchers have also investigated how aging and ARHL affects spatial discrimination
and localization accuracy of auditory stimuli that vary with respect to bandwidth (narrow vs.
broadband), type (e.g., noise bursts vs. pure tones), and location (along vertical plane vs.
horizontal plane vs. front-back discrimination) (Dobreva, O’Neill, & Paige, 2011; Otte,
Agterberg, Van Wanrooij, Snik, & Opstal, 2013). These studies will be described in the next
section, in which age-related changes and differences in sound localization and listening
performance will be discussed in detail.
While studies in auditory localization and listening perform have gradually moved
towards investigating the ability of humans to detect and listen to more realistic and complex
auditory stimuli, there are still several limitations or factors that are important to keep in mind
when reviewing literature on auditory localization. Two key limitations are that most studies
investigate the ability to localize only a handful of spatial locations and use a specific auditory
stimulus that may not be commonly perceived in real life (Macpherson & Middlebrooks, 2002;
Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). For instance, a common test conducted for hearing is pure-tone
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audiometry, where the thresholds at which an individual can detect a pure tone (i.e., a simple
sound with a single frequency component) are determined. Although an individual’s pure-tone
audiometric configuration is used to determine whether an individual has HL, these hearing
thresholds may not be representative of an individual’s functional hearing ability in the complex
listening environments encountered in daily life (e.g., with multiple talkers, competing
background noise, etc.). For these reasons, knowledge about sound localization gained from
these studies may only be generalizable to listening performance in a few, well-controlled sound
environments (Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). Moreover, most studies that have been conducted
on sound localization have consisted of listeners in a stationary, standing or seated position
where body movements are limited to changes in head position, whereas many important
everyday interactions involved listening while moving.
Within the literature on sound localization, several researchers have investigated the
effects of head movements on sound localization (see review by Middlebrooks & Green, 1991;
Wallach, 1940). These studies have varied in the characteristics of the auditory stimuli used (e.g.,
duration, type, frequency, quantity, etc.), by the type of head movements examined (e.g., plane
of rotation, passive vs. active movement, directed vs. undirected “natural” head movement), and
by the position of the listener (e.g., seated vs. standing, stationary vs. moving). One final
distinction that is important to make is the difference between head movement and behaviour in
response to the presentation of an auditory stimuli and localization accuracy. As summarized by
Middlebrooks & Green (1991), studies that have investigated the role of head movements in the
localization of short auditory stimuli have produced inconclusive results. Head movements are
only thought to play a role in this process when the duration of the sound stimulus is long enough
to permit orientation of the head towards the perceived location of the sound source
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(Middlebrooks & Green, 1991). For instance, Pollack & Rose (1967) conducted a series of five
experiments involving younger adults with presumed normal hearing to determine whether head
movements resulted in increased localization accuracy of different sounds (15 msec clicks, 1 sec
white noise, 3 sec white noise). The sounds were presented from 19 different locations, which
were arranged in a semi-circular fashion in the horizontal plane around the listener’s head
(Pollack & Rose, 1967). The authors also compared the effects of “extreme neck positions” (i.e.
+/- 90-degree head-on-trunk positions), constrained (passive) vs. unconstrained head movements,
speed of constrained head movements (40-degrees/sec vs. 120-degrees/sec), the stimulus
duration, and frequency composition (clicks vs. white noise) on localization accuracy (Pollack &
Rose, 1967). In four of the five experiments conducted, the authors demonstrated that head
movement resulted in poorer localization accuracy than when the head was non-moving (Pollack
& Rose, 1967). Head movement was only found to improve accuracy in the last experiment, in
which the sound source was located towards the side of the head (i.e., at least a 45-degree angle)
and the sound was sustained, lasting 3 seconds in length (Pollack & Rose, 1967). An interesting
distinction and suggestion that was made by the authors (1967) was that head movement may
only be beneficial when the localization task involves competing sound sources, as is the case in
studies involving multiple speakers (a.k.a “cocktail party” effect). The findings of Pollack &
Rose contrast those of studies conducted, by Thurlow & Runge (1967a, b). The experiment
conducted in this thesis expands on the findings of and observations made by Pollack & Rose
and examines the “natural” and uninstructed orientation and movement of adults when listening
to target speech with and without masking from multitalker babble presented at different SNR
levels.
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Thurlow & Runge (1967a) also characterized the type/sequence and magnitude of
angular head movements of blindfolded young adults in an anechoic chamber, by using a
moving-picture camera. The participants were tasked with localizing a 5-sec low- and high-band
noise that were presented individually and they were free to move their head while their torso
remained stationary (Thurlow & Runge, 1967a). The spatial locations of the 10 sound sources
ranged from 129° to the left and 94° to the right along the horizontal plane and from -26° to +41°
in elevation along the vertical plane. Head movements exhibited by the young adults included:
head yaw movements alone, a combination of head yaw and pitch movements, and a
combination of angular movements about all three axes (Thurlow & Runge, 1967a). However,
head yaw rotations were the most common type of rotational movement observed. Limitations of
this study include the following. First, since localization performance was not measured in this
study, it is unknown whether and which of these head movement behaviours resulted in a more
accurate localization of the sound source (Thurlow & Runge, 1967a). Second, given that the
listener was only allowed to move his/her head freely while the rest the body remained in place.
As results of the restrictions placed on trunk and therefore, head-on-trunk movements, it is
unknown whether the magnitude of head yaw, roll and pitch movements observed in the study
participants would be observed in settings in which body movement are unrestricted.
In addition to investigating head rotation behaviour, Thurlow & Runge (1967b)
investigated the accuracy with which younger adults with normal and symmetrical hearing could
localize four types of sounds that varied in location in the vertical and horizontal planes. The
loudspeakers were positioned in semi-circular fashion above and below the seated participant.
The effect of “induced” or passive head movements with an angular velocity of 19.8°/sec on
localization accuracy was compared to that of free (voluntary) head movements (Thurlow &
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Runge, 1967b). Head rotation about the three axes (yaw, pitch, roll) was investigated
individually. The four types of auditory stimuli were 5-sec high- and low-band noise and 0.06msec high- and low-band clicks. While the range of spatial locations in this study remained
identical to the 1967a study, the current study evaluated localization accuracy of sounds
presented from 14 spatial locations. Participants were blindfolded and in a seated position in an
anechoic room throughout testing. In comparison to the condition with no head movement,
“induced” head yaw movements resulted in significantly fewer horizontal localization errors for
all four types of auditory stimuli (p<0.01) (Thurlow & Runge, 1967b). Overall, head movement
had a less pronounced effect, but still statistically significant effect, in reducing vertical
localization errors. The effect of free (voluntary) head movements were also investigated and
they were found to have significant effects in reduced horizontal localization error for both
bandwidths of noise. It also helped significantly reduce vertical localization error. However, no
significant differences in vertical and horizontal errors were found between induced and active
head rotation (i.e. head yaw movement) conditions (Thurlow & Runge, 1967b). This indicated
the method in which these head movements were initiated did not have an effect on localization
error.
Since the publications of these two articles in 1967 and the review by Middlebrooks &
Green (1991), understanding of the relationship between head movements and dynamic sound
localization has expanded (see Brimijoin et al., 2012; Kim, Barnett-Cowan & Macpherson, 2013;
Macpherson, 2013; Perrett & Noble, 1997a; b; Van Barneveld, Van Grootel, Albert, & Van
Opstal, 2011). The majority of these studies have examined the role of head movements in the
localization of sounds that do not contain semantic content (i.e., clicks, tones, and noises) and/or
only examined “directed” or “induced” head movement behaviour. One notable exception to this
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is research conducted by Brimijoin et al., (2012) who examined the role of natural or
“undirected” head movements of adults with asymmetrical HL who do not use hearing aids
during a listening task. The listening task was adaptive speech identification task in which
competing noises were presented. The target sentence and competing noise were presented from
one of five spatial locations using an array of 24 loudspeakers, which encircled the participant
(Brimijoin et al., 2012). Participants were seated on a rotatable chair and therefore, could rotate
both their head-/trunk-in-space as well as their head-in-trunk freely (Brimijoin et al., 2012). The
authors found that adults with asymmetrical HL exhibited made angular head movements so that
their better ear would be directed towards the location of the target stimulus. The adults exhibited
this behaviour regards of where the competing noise was presented relative to the target stimulus
(Brimijoin et al., 2012). Interestingly, the authors noted that this behaviour of rotating their head
so that the better ear is directed towards the stimulus may not be the most advantageous strategy
as it would not optimize the signal-to-noise ratio in the better ear (Birmijoin et al., 2012).
While extensive research has been conducted in the area of sound localization and some
studies have examined the role of head movements in sound localization, the vast majority of
these studies have been conducted in highly controlled listening environments and in conditions
in which the participant is seated and/or stationary. The head movements and other possible
physical behaviours of individuals performing a listening task during locomotion have yet to be
characterised.
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Age-Related Changes and Differences in the Human Auditory System, Auditory Processing,
Sound Localization, and Listening Performance
Age-related changes in the auditory system and in functional aspects of hearing have
been well-documented and studied (see reviews by Bainridge and Wallhagen, 2014; Committee
on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics (CHABA), 1988; ISO 7029, 2017). These agerelated changes affect both peripheral as well as central auditory processing, such as the temporal
processing required to detect brief pauses or gaps in auditory stimuli (Gordon-Salant, S.,
Fitzgibbons, & Yeni-Komshian, 2011). These changes not only affect a large proportion of
adults, 65 years old and older who experience ARHL or presbycusis, but also affect older adults
who have age-normative audiometric thresholds but do not meet the criteria for clinical criteria
for HL.
ARHL is a type of sensori-neural hearing loss that is not only the result of long term
noise exposure on the structure of the sensory receptors in the auditory system but also involves
other physiological and morphological changes to the human auditory system (Lin et al., 2011;
Yost, 2007; see reviews by Bainbridge & Wallhagen, 2014; Kidd III & Bao, 2012; Gacek &
Schuknecht, 1969). Sensory, neural, metabolic, and mechanical presbycusis are four subtypes of
ARHL that are distinguished by the primary site at which age-related degeneration or changes
occur. In sensory presbycusis, the hair cells in the organ of Corti are affected and results in
difficulty with perceiving high frequency sounds. The primary pathology in neural presbycusis
consists of degeneration of the auditory or spiral ganglion neurons and functionally is associated
with difficulty with speech perception and discrimination (Gacek & Schuknecht, 1969). In
metabolic presbycusis, degeneration of the stria vascularis – a wall of the cochlear duct that
consist of blood vessels – occurs and as such, the maintenance of membrane potentials necessary
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for neural signalling is affected. Finally, in mechanical presbycusis, pathology occurs in other
structures in the auditory system and can include structural issues with the basilar membrane,
spiral ligament, and other areas of the cochlea (Gacek & Schuknecht, 1969).
Functionally, ARHL typically involves difficulty with hearing high frequency sounds,
above 3 kHz, and gradually progresses to include difficulty with perceiving lower frequency
sounds (Bainbridge & Wallhagen, 2014; Yost, 2007, ISO 7029, 2017). These age-related
changes in hearing not only affect the listener’s ability to perceive and identify simple sounds
like tones and noises, but also complex sounds, like speech in challenging listening environments
(e.g., noisy or multiple talkers) (Pichora-Fuller & Souza, 2003). Factors contributing to
difficulties with speech understanding not only include age-related physiological changes to the
auditory system but also differences in the neural processing and comprehension of complex
auditory stimuli, such as speech, which not only requires the detection of the speech sounds but
also higher-level cognitive processing including the allocation of attentional resources and
memory (Gordon-Salant et al., 2011; Pichora-Fuller, 2003; Schneider, Daneman, & PichoraFuller, 2002). This in part explains why older adults with normal hearing as determined using
pure-tone audiometry still experience greater listening effort (Gosselin & Gagne, 2011). Leading
scientists who conduct research in or related to the field of cognitive hearing sciences convened
to summarize and discuss existing knowledge on “Hearing Impairment and Cognitive Energy”
and highlight areas where further research is needed (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016). As defined in
the resulting publication from these discussions, listening effort refers to “the deliberate
allocation of mental resources to overcome obstacles in goal pursuit when carrying out a task”
that involves listening (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016, p.5S). As Lemke and Besser (2016)
summarized, limited cognitive resources and environmental factors that influence one’s ability to
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perform a listening task are two factors that can make the act of listening effortful. Examples of
such environment factors include the presence of competing sounds/talkers and the relative
spatial positioning of sources of target and/or masking sources to the listener (Lemke and Besser,
2016). For instance, a complex auditory environment for older adults can include situations
where the location of the target speech or speaker is near one or more competing sources of
speech or non-speech sounds. The listening challenge associated with this scenario can become
even more demanding for an older adult if the content of the competing stimuli (i.e., maskers) is
similar to that of the target such as the case when multiple speakers are talking at the same time.
Researchers have employed a variety of methodological designs to investigated and
compare listening performance of younger adults with normal hearing, older adults with normal
hearing, and older adults with HL. Methods used in these studies have also been used to study
listening effort and the effects of manipulating cognitive load on the performance of listening
and non-auditory tasks. Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, and Daneman (1995) determined the
psychometric thresholds of younger adults with normal hearing, older adults with normal
hearing, and older adults with HL on a word identification task in which listeners had to identify
the final word in sentences presented in background babble. The relative levels of the target
sentence, the signal, and the noise were varied, and the sentences were presented via earphones
using an adaptive staircase procedure in a sound-attenuating booth. The stimuli used in their
study were from the Speech Perception in Noise-Test - Revised (SPIN-R) which includes
sentences in which the predictability of the final word in the sentence is either high or low
because the semantic content of preceding words in the sentence are either congruent with or
incongruent with the final word (Bilger et al., 1984). Examples of sentences with high
predictability include, “Stir your coffee with a spoon” and “For dessert he had apple pie” (Bilger
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et al., 1984, p.47). In both sentences, the semantic content in the carrier phrases, “Stir the coffee
with a ____” and “For dessert he had apple ____” provides clues about the identity of the final
words. Conversely, the carrier phrases in sentences with low-predictability such as, “Bob has
discussed the splash” and “She’s glad Jane asked about the drain”, do not contain semantic cues
to help the listener predict the final word (Bilger et al., 1987, p.47). The difference in
psychometric functions obtained using high-context and low-context stimuli were calculated to
determine whether and the extent to which word identification accuracy of each participant
group would benefit from stimuli with high-context. Older adults with and without HL were
found to benefit more from the presence of high-context stimuli than younger adults with normal
hearing. Further, improvements in word identification accuracy due to the presence of highcontext rather than low-context stimuli were seen across a wider range of signal-to-noise (SNR)
levels for older adults with ARHL than for participants in other groups. These results
demonstrate older adults with HL benefit from the availability of context cues at a wider range of
SNR levels than younger and older adults with normal hearing (Pichora-Fuller, et al., 1995).
Overall, the studies described so far have helped increase our knowledge of how the act
of listening is complex and one’s ability to accurate perceive and make sense of an auditory
stimulus can be influenced by factors, internal and external to the listener. Research in the area of
auditory perception and aging are gradually moving towards investigating how listeners perceive
complex auditory stimuli and/or multimodal stimuli involving sound within typical, everyday
conditions. However, most hearing or hearing-related studies involving older adults with and
without HL have largely focused on comparing and characterizing listening performance in
terms of speech understanding, word/speech recognition accuracy, and accuracy in localizing
auditory stimuli. It is only in recent times, that researchers have begun to evaluate listening or
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task performance in more realistic scenarios involving auditory and multi-modal stimuli. One
example of this has been research focused on understanding how individuals manage the
competing demands of performing a listening task in conjunction with other common
sensorimotor tasks, like standing or walking.
In addition to the effect of cognitive and auditory aging on listening performance, aging
has also been found to affect spatial localization of auditory stimuli. In one experiment, Dobreva
et al. (2011) compared the accuracy and precision with which young, middle-aged, and older
adults with age-normative thresholds can localize different broadband and narrowband sound
presented from various locations in the horizontal plane (and vertical plane). The position of the
listener’s head remained fixed throughout the study. Listeners were tasked with identifying the
perceived location of the stimulus. One stimulus was presented at a time at positions that varied
by 10°-intervals within a maximum range of ±40° in the horizontal plane and ±20° in the vertical
plane. Unlike younger adults, the precision with which middle-aged and older adults could
localize all types of broadband sounds in the horizontal plane became worse over repeated trials.
Vertical localization accuracy of all types of broadband targets was worse in older adults
compared to younger adults. Dobreva et al. also evaluated the localization accuracy and
precision of narrowband targets, which unlike broadband sounds, do not provide spectral-shaped
cues for localization (Middlebrooks, 1992). The localization precision of older adults for 12501500Hz bandwidth sound along the horizontal plane was worse than that of younger adults.
Further, localization precision of older adults was worse than that of younger as well as middleaged adults for 1250-1575 Hz bandwidth sounds presented along the horizontal plane. While
Dobreva et al. found that the localization of auditory stimuli along both vertical and horizontal
planes were affected by age, a study by Otte et al. (2013) found that ARHL affected vertical but
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not horizontal localization. In their study, children, younger adults, and older adults localized
Gaussian-distributed noise bursts that were presented from locations that varied within ±75° in
the horizontal plane and ±55° in the vertical plane. Five of the 14 older adults met the clinical
criteria for having hearing loss. Unlike the findings of Dobreva et al, older adults in the study by
Otte et al. did not exhibit difficulty with localization sounds along the horizontal plane, even
though some individuals in this age group had hearing loss. In contrast, older adults with hearing
loss did exhibit difficulties with vertical localization of sounds (Otte et al., 2013). One important
difference between the two studies, however, was that participants in the latter study were able to
move their head freely while those in the listener’s head was placed in a fixed position in the
earlier study.
Integrative Discussion on Hearing Acuity, Hearing Loss, Spatial Listening, Segmental
Orientation, and Postural Stability

Associations Between Hearing Acuity, Balance Control, and Falls: Findings from Longitudinal
and Epidemiological Studies
In addition to the findings of Viljanen et al (2009a; b) and Lin and Ferrucci (2012)
described earlier, other researchers have also investigated whether hearing acuity, impairment
and/or loss are related to different self-reported and objective measures of physical functioning.
One of the earliest studies that looked at how HL is related to increased falls risk was conducted
by Purchase-Helzner (2004). The authors collected data on the occurrence of falls over a threeyear period among 6480 women who were at least 65 years of age and were taking part in a
study on fractures due to osteoporosis. In an analysis that controlled for the influence of age, the
researcher found that annual fall rates did not differ between individuals in “normal hearing”,
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“mild hearing loss”, and “significant hearing loss” groups. The differences in the findings from
this study compared to those from Viljanen (2009a; b) and Lin and Ferrucci (2012) may be
attributed to differences in how Purchase-Helzner et al. (2004) measured hearing acuity and how
each hearing acuity category was defined. More specifically, hearing testing was performed in an
uncontrolled acoustic environment and furthermore, pure-tones at standard speech frequencies
from 0.5 to 4 kHz were only presented at two sound levels, 25 and 40 dB Hearing Level (dB
HL). This method of determining an individual’s hearing thresholds would be less precise than
thresholds obtained using a more typical, adaptive staircase procedure.
In contrast to the findings of Purchase-Helzner et al., (2004), the results of three more
recent studies provide additional evidence that HL is related to poor physical functioning and
increased falls risk. First, Chen et al. (2014) examined whether different self-report measures of
physical functioning are associated with hearing impairment. Information from 1669
community-dwelling adults 70 years old or older were obtained from data collected as part of the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey in the United States. After adjustments for
the influence of confounding factors (e.g., age, cardiovascular health), higher levels of hearing
impairment were found to be associated with greater odds of having difficulty with performing
activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living, and having poorer limb lower
function (Chen et al., 2014).
While Chen et al., (2014) analyzed data from a sample of community-dwelling older
adults, Criter and Honaker (2016) collected and compared the incidence of falls among a group
of older adults, 60 years old or older, who were patients at an audiology clinic with a group of
age- and gender-matched adults who were not patients at the clinic. Individuals were ineligible
for the study if they were unable to walk independently without the use of mobility devices, had
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a lower limb injury, or did meet the cut-off score on a cognitive screening test. Criter and
Honaker found a significantly higher incidence of falls among adults who were audiology
patients than their non-patient counterparts. No significant group differences with respect to
balance confidence (as measured using the Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale) or
performance on the Timed Up and Go (TUG) test were observed. Where the two groups did
differ, however, was with respect to their scores on the Hearing Handicap Inventory for the
Elderly (HHIE), a questionnaire that assesses an individual’s subjective level of hearing
impairment. As would be expected, the mean score of the audiology patient group was in the
upper limits of the mild to moderate impairment category, while scores for the non-patient group
were slightly above the cut-off for the no impairment category (Criter and Honaker, 2016).
While Chen et al., (2014) and Criter and Honaker (2016) examined how HL is related to selfreported measures of physical functioning, other studies have looked at its relationship to
objective assessments of physical performance. For instance, Deal et al., (2016) analyzed data
from 250 adults (M= 77 years old) to determine whether there was relationship between hearing
impairment and poor physical functioning and falls. Hearing impairment was defined as having a
BE-PTA0.5-4kHz greater than 25 dB HL and key measures of physical function consisted of scores
on a test of lower limb function (Short Physical Performance Battery), grip strength, and the
number of falls incurred over a six-month period. When compared to those with no hearing
impairment, adults with hearing impairment had poorer scores on the lower limb function test.
When considering the study results (summarized above) that indicate links between the
increased risk of falls and poor physical functioning to hearing loss, it is important to note there
are many factors that have been found to contribute to one’s risk for falling (see Public Health
Agency of Canada, 2014). While the statistical models in these studies have adjusted for
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common falls risk factors, such as age, other important factors (e.g., vestibular function, vision,
etc.) should also be considered in order to elucidate the relationship between falls risk/physical
functioning and hearing.
Age- and Hearing-Related Differences in Segmental Orientation and Balance: Findings from
Behavioural Studies
A handful of behavioural studies have investigated how hearing and/or listening is related
to postural control in the following groups of participants: younger and older adults with normal
hearing, older adults with HL who do not use hearing aids, experienced hearing aid users, and
adults with vestibular impairments. Among the seven studies described below, five studies
examined postural control during standing (Bruce et al., 2017; Kanegaonkar et al., 2012;
McDaniel et al, 2018; Rumalla et al., 2015; Vitkovic et al., 2016) and only two studies assessed
postural control during walking (Lau et al., 2016; Nieborowska et al., in press).
Kanegaonkar, Amin, and Clarke (2012) compared the postural sway of participants with
normal hearing who were 23 to 44 years of age, while standing on a Nintendo WiiTM balance
board. Postural sway was measured over 30-second periods and compared across conditions
where the following variables were manipulated: visual input (eyes open/closed), acoustical
environment (normal/clinic room vs. soundproof room), proprioceptive input (standing on
balance board with and without foam), and acoustic input (with and without industrial ear
defenders). Among many comparisons made in the study, greater postural sway was observed
when participants stood with eyes open in a sound-controlled room compared to when they stood
in regular clinic room. The effect of wearing hearing protection while standing on foam in a
soundproof room with eyes open was also examined. Greater postural sway was observed when
hearing protectors were used. Results of these studies suggest that ambient sound in the
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environment can affect static balance control (Kanegaonkar et al., 2012). Rumalla et al., (2015)
also examined the effect of sound on standing balance but did so by comparing the postural sway
of adults over 65 years during conditions in which their bilateral hearing aids were activated
(aided condition) and made inactive (unaided condition). The auditory stimulus, broadband white
noise, was presented over a loudspeaker, positioned in front of the participant. Participants
performed better on both the Romberg task on foam and tandem stance tests when hearing aids
were turned on compared to when they were turned off (Rumalla et al., 2015). Although the
study controlled for the potential effects of experience with hearing aids by only including
participants who had worn hearing aids for at least three months, the frequency of hearing aid
use is unknown. The potential influence of experience with amplification on postural sway
during both aided and unaided conditions is unknown. Like Rumalla et al. (2015), McDaniel,
Motts and Neeley (2018) assessed balance control of bilateral hearing aid users in aided and
unaided conditions but older adults in this study had used hearing aids for an average of roughly
3.5 years. The effect of hearing aid use on balance control during the Sensory Organization Test
(SOT) was compared to balance control when the same participants were not using hearing aids.
The SOT evaluates how an individual use and prioritizes the use of three types of sensory cues
(visual, proprioceptive, vestibular) to help maintain balance. Multitalker babble was presented
throughout the study from speakers positioned in front of the standing participant. Results from
this study differed from those from Rumalla et al. as no significant differences in balance control
were found between aided and unaided conditions.
A study by Vitkovic al., (2016) sought to determine whether sound cues affect the
balance control of participants with HL and those with both hearing and vestibular impairments.
The four study groups were as follows: younger adults with normal hearing (21 to 26 years of
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age), older adults with HL (binaural PTA0.5-4kHz > 20 dB HL) who did and did not have hearing
aids, and older adults with vestibular impairments but do not have hearing loss. Hearing aid users
and non-users, together, formed the participant group with HL. While most individuals with
hearing loss had bilateral and symmetric hearing impairments, a small percentage of participants
had unilateral and/or asymmetrical HL. Further, the types of HL present in this participant group
included sensorineural and conductive HL. Postural sway was measured while participants stood
atop a Nintendo Wii Balance board for 60-second periods. The experiment included the
manipulation of several variables including: visual input (eyes open/closed), proprioceptive input
(standing atop a foam or firm surface), and four acoustic environments (regular room or soundcontrolled room with ear plugs, with white noise, or with moving noise). The two types of
auditory stimuli were presented from a horizontal, semicircular array of speakers. The stimulus
in the moving noise condition involved repeated presentations of white noise with the sound
presented from the left to the right side and subsequently in the opposite direction. The authors
found a significant reduction in mean COP path length of younger adults with normal hearing in
conditions where sound was presented compared to conditions where no sound was presented.
Specifically, mean COP path length was significantly greater in the ambient sound condition
(i.e., standing in the regular room) than when moving sound was presented. No significant
differences were found among the four acoustic conditions. In contrast to these results, mean
COP path length of older adults with HL was not found to differ when there was no sound. The
authors reasoned that older adults with HL were unable to use surrounding acoustic cues to
support their balance control. Finally, with respect to the question of whether hearing aids can
affect balance performance, it was found that in conditions where sound was presented, mean
COP length was reduced during aided compared to unaided conditions. Overall, the findings
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from this study suggest that sound cues can be used to support balance control when participants
are able to perceive the sound cues.
Bruce and colleagues (2017) explored the relationship among aging and cognitive, motor,
and auditory function and investigated task prioritization using a dual “listening/remembering
while balancing” paradigm. In this study, three groups of participants (younger adults, older
adults with normal hearing, and older adults with HL) performed two types of tasks, either alone
(single-task conditions) or together (dual-task condition). The balance task involved maintaining
balance on a moving platform for periods of 30-seconds. To test the balance control of
participants, perturbations involving horizontal translation of the platform were presented in
some trials. The second task was an auditory working memory task, commonly known as an “nback” task, in which participants listened to a sequence of 15 numbers that were presented over
headphones. Following the presented sequence of numbers, the participants were told a particular
target number and asked to report the number presented immediately before that target number.
This auditory cognitive task was performed with and without multitalker babble in the
background. The key outcome parameters in the balance recovery task were the amplitudes of
hip extension and of plantarflexion as measured using a motion capture system. Performance on
the cognitive task was measured by the percentage of accurate responses. Not surprisingly, with
respect to cognitive task performance, percentage accuracy of younger adults was greater than
older adults with ARHL in both single- and dual-task conditions with and with noise. However,
no differences were found between older adults with normal hearing and older adults with
ARHL. In contrast to the younger and older adults with normal hearing, the n-back task
performance of older adults with ARHL were found to be more negatively affected by the
increased attentional demands of performing the dual- (cognitive and balance) tasks versus
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single-task conditions when noise was present. With respect to balance performance, mean
amplitude of plantarflexion was found to be greater overall in the two groups of older adults than
in the younger adults. Further, participants from all three groups exhibited greater plantarflexion
when performing the balance task alone than in the more attentionally demanding dual-task
conditions. Finally, while younger adults had greater hip extension during dual-task performance
than during single-task performance, no other significant effects of group or of attentional load
were found. Overall, the finding that older adults with ARHL exhibited greater dual-task costs
than groups with normal hearing, considered together with the finding that they were still able to
maintain their balance (i.e., refrain from taking a compensatory step in response to a
perturbation) during these dual-task conditions, suggests that these participants prioritize
performance on the balance task over performance on the cognitive task. The authors interpreted
the findings that all three groups exhibited greater plantarflexion in all conditions, but that only
younger adults exhibited differences in hip extension between single- vs. dual-task conditions as
evidence that younger adults are better able to adapt to changing task demands by employing
different postural control strategies compared to older adults.
The studies described thus far have evaluated how balance control during standing is
related to hearing acuity and HL. Few studies have examined about how balance control during
walking (i.e., dynamic stability) may be affected by hearing difficulties because of aging and HL.
Two of these studies have compared the listening response accuracy, head/trunk orientation, and
gait behaviours between younger and older adults with normal hearing (Nieborowska et al., in
press) and between older adults with normal hearing and older hearing aid users (Lau et al.,
2016) while performing a listening while walking task. In both studies, participants completed a
series of single- (listening only, walking only) and dual (listening while walking) tasks in a
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virtual reality environment. A spatial listening task was used and consisted of one target and two
masking sentences from three spatial locations (left, center, right) in the Nieborowka et al. study
and one target and one masking sentence from two spatial locations (left, center) in the Lau et al.
study. These studies also examined the effects of cognitive load and the allocation of attention by
manipulating the likelihood that the target sentence would be presented from the front (i.e.,
center) loudspeaker. The participant was informed that the target sentence would be presented
from the front loudspeaker during all trials (“likely” condition; i.e., 100% of the time) or during
60% of trials (“unlikely” condition). With respect to differences between younger and older
adults with normal hearing, Niebrowoska et al., found that the magnitude of head pitch angles as
well as stride time variability was reduced among older adults during dual-compared to singletask conditions and that these differences were more pronounced during dual-task conditions in
which the location from which the target sentence would be presented was uncertain (i.e.,
“unlikely” trials). In contrast, no corresponding differences between single- and dual-task
conditions were found among younger adults. Dual-task costs, defined as the difference in
listening response accuracy and gait parameters between single- and dual-task conditions, were
also evaluated. For older adults, the difference in listening response accuracy during dual versus
single-task conditions was greater than the corresponding differences in the gait parameters
examined (e.g., stride time variability). These results suggest that older adults prioritized their
walking behaviour over performance on the listening task.
With respect to differences between older adults with normal hearing and older hearing
aid users, Lau et al., found both groups were found to exhibit reduced head pitch angles (i.e., less
neck flexion) and reduced variability in head pitch angles during single- (walking only)
compared to dual-task conditions (i.e., for both “likely” and “unlikely” listening trials).
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Conversely, both groups exhibited greater trunk pitch angles (i.e., greater flexion) and greater
variability in trunk pitch during dual-task compared to single- (walking only) task conditions.
Together, these results suggest that both groups of older adults prioritized the stabilization of the
head during the more cognitively demanding dual-task conditions, but this may have been at the
cost of increased variability in trunk pitch rotation. Dual-task costs were observed for mean trunk
pitch angle and mean trunk pitch variability in “likely” and “unlikely” listening trials.
Comparatively, among participants with normal hearing, dual-task costs were observed only in
mean trunk pitch variability, and only in the more demanding trials in which the location of the
target sentence was uncertain. Among the segmental orientation and gait parameters examined,
group differences were only found in mean stride time variability, whereby adults with HL
exhibited greater overall stride time variability than their counterparts with normal hearing.
Together, the results of this study suggest that both groups of older adults prioritize their head
stability during the more cognitive demanding dual-task conditions. As noted by the authors,
given that variability in gait parameters are associated with an increased risk of falls [INSERT
CITE], the finding that older adults with HL exhibit greater stride time variability than those with
normal hearing is consistent with the epidemiological findings that HL is associated with
increased risk of falls and difficulties with mobility (Lin & Ferrucci, 2012; Viljanen et al., 2009a;
2009b).
Possible Explanations for Relationship among Poor Hearing Acuity, Postural Control, Dynamic
Stability
Four possible mechanisms that may, independently or jointly, explain the connection
between poor hearing acuity and difficulties with balance control or increased falls risk include
the following. First, given that the auditory and vestibular systems are both structurally and
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physiologically interconnected, older adults with poor hearing acuity and/or ARHL may also
have impaired vestibular function. While some medical conditions are known to affect both
auditory and vestibular function, such as conditions that affect the inner ear (e.g., Meniere’s
Disease, acoustic neuroma/vestibular schwannoma), whether individuals with ARHL, a type of
sensorineural HL, also have impaired vestibular function has yet to be explored. Second, another
possible mechanism that may explain the link between poor hearing and balance is that auditory
input may play a role in balance control. Several studies have shown that different types of
auditory input, including multitalker babble (McDaniel et al., 2018), ambient sound in regular
versus sound-proofed rooms (Kanegaonkar et al., 2012; Vitkovia et al., 2016), continuous or
stationary white noise (Rumalla et la., 2015; Vitkovic et al., 2016), can affect balance control
during standing.
The current study evaluated the “cognitive compensation” hypothesis, which as Bruce et
al., (2017) describe, posits that older adults have limited cognitive resources and as a result, may
have difficulty managing the competing demands and increased attentional load associated with
performing dual-tasks, involving listening and maintaining balance. The potential effects of
cognitive load on the segmental orientation, balance control, and gait behaviour of adults with
HL but who do not use hearing aids have yet to be explored. The present study also examined the
possibility that changes in segmental orientation during spatial listening may affect overall
balance control during walking. More specifically, listeners may have altered their head and/or
trunk orientation to direct their attention and/or ears towards the sound source. Changes in
segmental orientation may, on their own or in conjunction with cognitively demanding
situations, have affected an individual’s ability to maintain balance.
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INTRODUCTION
In summary, the literature review showed that several studies have been performed to
determine whether balance control of older adults with HL differ from those with normal hearing
and to determine the mechanisms that may explain the relationship observed between hearing
acuity/loss and balance (Lin & Ferrucci, 2012; Viljanen et al., 2009a; 2009b; 2012). While these
studies have provided insight into differences in static and dynamic balance control among
younger and older adults with normal hearing and older hearing aid users, little is known about
the dynamic balance control of older adults with hearing loss who do not use hearing
instruments. Evaluating the balance control and mobility of individuals from this population is
especially important as most older adults will have experienced difficulties with hearing and
listening for many years before opting to seek treatment and be clinically diagnosed as having
hearing loss (Kochkin, 2009). Moreover, most older adults who have been diagnosed with HL do
not purchase and/or use assistive hearing technology (Kochkin, 2009). Assessing the potential
effects of increased cognitive load on the balance and listening performance of this population is
a necessary progression from previous research.
The overarching aim of this thesis was to understand if and how the balance control of
individuals who differ with respect to age group and hearing loss would be affected when
performing a concurrent listening task while walking. To understand the potential contributions
of ARHL to this problem, the performance of older adults with normal hearing was compared to
the performance of older adults with ARHL. The use of a dual-task paradigm that includes a
listening component as well as a locomotor component enables the determination of whether
changes in cognitive load are associated with differences between age groups and between older
adults with and without hearing loss. The current study also explored the possibility that changes
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in dynamic stability and/or segmentation orientation such as head/trunk orientating responses to
the detection of an auditory stimulus may contribute to the relationship observed between
hearing acuity/loss and poor balance control.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
The overarching aim of this study was to determine whether balance control when
performing a dual-task (listening and walking) differ as a function of age group (younger vs.
older) and/or as a function of hearing status (normal hearing vs. hearing loss) (see Figures 1 and
2). Two mechanisms that may explain the link between poor hearing acuity and poor balance
control and mobility were explored. First, changes in head and/or trunk orientation in response to
spatial sound cues may affect balance control. Second, increased listening load may affect older
adults with hearing loss as the combined demands of performing the physical and listening tasks
leaves fewer resources available to support balance control and mobility.
The effects of the spatial listening task and increased listening load on balance control
were evaluated by comparing dynamic balance control of participants while performing a singletask (walking only; No Sound) versus a dual-task (walking while listening) (see Figures 1 and 2).
The effects of cognitive/listening load were also explored by manipulating the degree of listening
difficulty. In contrast to performing single-task walking with no auditory stimuli (No Sound),
listening to background babble (Babble Only) was more effortful as adults must discern whether
the speech-like content presented contained a sentence to be recalled (i.e., a target sentence).
Such listening conditions became even more demanding when listeners were tasked with
identifying and recalling the target sentence that was presented simultaneously with multitalker
babble. Finally, the listening effort required to perform the sentence recognition task was
manipulated by modifying the sound level at which the signal (i.e., the target sentence) was
presented with respect to the background noise. By doing this, the effects of less adverse (High
SNR) and more adverse (Low SNR) listening scenarios on balance control was evaluated. The
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four listening trial types in order from highest to lowest cognitive load were as follows: Low
SNR, High SNR, Babble Only, and No Sound.
The second mechanism that was explored was the possibility that individuals altered their
head and/or trunk orientation in response to the presentation of an auditory stimulus that
contained a target sentence. Thus, this study aimed to understand whether segmental orientation
and/or trunk stability during increasingly challenging listening conditions were associated with
objective hearing acuity. To address this question, kinematic data collected from older adults
with normal hearing during dual-task conditions were compared to that of older adults with
hearing loss. Finally, participants’ performance on the listening task (i.e., during High SNR and
Low SNR trials) was evaluated to understand whether listening accuracy differed as a function of
the challenge of maintaining balance during three physical conditions. These conditions
consisted of sitting on a bench (Sit), standing (Stand), and walking (Walk).

Demands of balance control
Sit

Stand

Walk
Effort

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Demands of listening task (SNR)
Figure 1. Illustration of the cumulative effects of increased demands of balance control across
three Physical Conditions and increased demands of the listening task on overall effort required
to complete the dual- listening and walking – task.
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BETWEEN-SUBJECT COMPARISONS:
Age: YANH vs. OANH

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Hearing status: OANH vs. OAHL

KINEMATIC PARAMETERS:
Dynamic Balance Control
and Segmental Orientation

Does the dynamic balance control of
adults from different age groups or
with different hearing statuses differ
when performing a dual- (listening
and physical) task?

(a) Are there differences in
kinematic parameters (balance
control and segmental orientation) in
listening accuracy when performing a
walking task while listening
compared to walking alone?
(b) What are the effects of increased
levels of listening load on these
outcome parameters?

WITHIN-SUBJECT COMPARISONS:
Type of Listening Trial: No sound,
multitalker babble, High SNR, Low
SNR

BETWEEN-SUBJECT COMPARISONS:
Age: YANH vs. OANH
Hearing status: OANH vs. OAHL

LISTENING PERFORMANCE:
Listening Accuracy

WITHIN-SUBJECT COMPARISONS:
Physical Condition: Sit, Stand, Walk
SNR Level: High, Low

Figure 2. Flowchart of research objectives and questions. A summary of overall research objectives and research questions addressed
in this thesis.
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The hypotheses for research questions addressed in this experiment are listed here and
will be described in more detail in the following three sections:
I. Does the type of auditory stimulus presented in the listening task affect dynamic
balance control and, if so, are differences in these effects associated with age
and/or hearing status?
II. Does segmental orientation differ depending on the type of auditory stimulus
presented while walking and, if so, are differences in these effects associated with
age and/or hearing status?
III. Does listening accuracy differ depending on the SNR level and/or the Physical
Condition and, if so, are differences in these effects associated with age and/or
hearing status?
IV. Are performance measures of segmental orientation, dynamic balance control, and
measures of subjective and objective hearing acuity associated with one another?

I. Does the Type of Auditory Stimulus Presented in the Listening Task Affect Dynamic Balance
Control and, if so, are Differences in These Effects Associated with Age and/or Hearing Status?
In order to evaluate the effect of the type of auditory stimulus on dynamic balance
control, the following parameters were examined: mean trunk pitch variability, mean trunk roll
variability, mean variability in center of mass displacement in the medio-lateral direction
(MLCOM), and mean velocity of the center of mass in the axis of progression (anterior-posterior
axis; APCOM).
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Comparison by Age Group
Dynamic balance control, in terms of angular and linear variability of the trunk was
expected to be affected to a greater extent in the OANH group than in the YANH group. Balance
control in the OANH group was expected to be most affected in the most challenging listening
condition (Low SNR) and least affected in No Sound trials. For parameters related to angular
variability (e.g., mean trunk roll variability, mean trunk pitch variability), if individuals in the
OANH group reduce their range of trunk movement during high cognitive load conditions (e.g.,
a postural prioritization effect), then angular variability was expected to be lowest in the Low
SNR condition (i.e., Low SNR < High SNR < Babble Only < No Sound). However, if the OANH
group did not exhibit the postural prioritization response, then the opposite trend was expected
with respect to angular variability (i.e., Low SNR > High SNR > Babble Only > No Sound).
With respect to linear COM in the medio-lateral direction (MLCOM), it was not expected
to differ across listening trial types but was expected to be affected by age. The OANH group
was expected to exhibit greater MLCOM variability than the YANH group.
With respect to COM velocity in the axis of progression, the OANH group was expected
to have a slower velocity than the YANH group overall. COM velocity in the listening trial type
was expected to differ as a function of the level of cognitive load (i.e., Low SNR < High SNR <
Babble Only < No Sound). Further, it was predicted that older adults would be more negatively
affected (i.e., have slower COM velocity) by increased listening load than younger adults and
most affected in Low SNR trials.
Comparisons by Hearing Status
It was predicted that increased listening load would have a proportionally greater
negative effect on the angular variability. However, increased listening load was not predicted to
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affect MLCOM variability. With respect to group differences, it was predicted that angular and
MLCOM variability would differ between OANH and OAHL groups. The OAHL group was
predicted to exhibit smaller angular variability if they reduce the degree of freedom in trunk
movement compared to the OANH group. Further, the OAHL group was expected to have
poorer balance control and have greater MLCOM variability than the OANH group. Mean
APCOM velocity was expected to be slower as cognitive load increased across the listening trial
types increased and APCOM velocity was expected to be slower in the OAHL group compared
to the OANH group.
II. Does Segmental Orientation Differ Depending on the Type of Auditory Stimulus Presented
While Walking and, if so, are Differences in These Effects Associated with Age and/or Hearing
Status?

In order to determine whether individuals alter their segmental orientation in response to
the type of auditory stimulus presented, the means of the largest head yaw, trunk yaw, head-ontrunk angles and head pitch angles were evaluated.
Comparisons by Age Group
Yaw rotation of the head-in-space was expected to increase among the four Listening
Trial Types as function of the level of cognitive/listening load. It was also expected to differ
between YANH and OANH groups. If the OANH exhibit orientating behaviours towards the
auditory stimulus and if these orienting behaviours are greatest when listening is most difficult,
then the largest head yaw angles are expected to be observed in Low SNR trials (i.e., Low SNR >
High SNR > Babble Only > No Sound).
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Among the OANH group, yaw rotation of the trunk-in-space was expected to differ
among the four listening trial types. If the OANH group behaves in an “en bloc” manner when
orienting towards a sound, particularly under difficult listening conditions, then yaw rotation of
the trunk-in-space is expected to coincide with yaw rotations of the head-in-space and these
rotations would be largest in Low SNR trials (i.e., Low SNR > High SNR > Babble Only > No
Sound). However, if the OANH group prioritize their postural stability, then yaw rotations of the
trunk-in-space were not expected to differ among the four listening trial types. Finally, head-ontrunk was expected to differ among the listening trial types and expected to be smaller in the
OANH compared to the YANH group. The nature of the differences among the Listening trial
types were dependent on whether the OANH group make large head yaw rotations and also
make corresponding rotations of the trunk-in-space.
In accordance with the findings of Nieborowoska et al. (in press), the amplitude of
forward head pitch rotation was expected to be smallest in the most cognitively demanding
condition, Low SNR trials, and largest in No Sound trials (i.e., Low SNR < High SNR < Babble
Only < No Sound). It was also expected to be smaller in the OANH group compared to the
YANH group, with the smallest head pitch angles observed in the OANH group in the Low SNR
conditions.
Comparisons by Hearing Status
Yaw rotation of the head-/trunk-in-space and head-on-trunk was expected to differ
among the four listening trial types and between the two groups. The OAHL group was expected
to have larger head-in-space rotations compared to the OANH group and the largest rotations
were expected to be observed in the most adverse listening condition (i.e., Low SNR > High SNR
> Babble Only > No Sound trials). If both OANH and OAHL groups behave in an “en bloc”
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manner, then the amplitude of trunk yaw rotations was expected to coincide with head yaw
rotations (i.e., Low SNR > High SNR > Babble Only > No Sound). Along the same lines, the
OAHL group was predicted to have larger trunk yaw rotations than the OANH group. However,
if all older adults prioritized their postural stability first, then trunk yaw rotations were not
expected to differ among the listening trial types or between OANH and OAHL groups. Whether
differences in head-on-trunk angles were observed among Listening trial types or between
OANH and OAHL groups was dependent on whether the OAHL group make large head yaw
rotations and corresponding trunk rotations in an “en bloc” manner.
As described in the literature review, no significant differences in head pitch angles were
observed between older adults with normal hearing and older hearing aid users in the study by
Lau et al. (2016). The absence of a group difference may have been a result of the amplification
of the auditory stimuli provided by hearing aids. Since individuals in the OAHL group for the
current study do not use hearing aids, the amplitude of forward head pitch rotation was expected
to be the smaller (i.e., more upright) in the OAHL group as the level of listening difficulty
increased (Low SNR > High SNR > Babble Only > No Sound).

III. Does Listening Accuracy Differ Depending on the SNR Level and/or the Physical Condition
and, if so, are Differences in These Effects Associated with Age and/or Hearing Status?

Listening performance, as represented by the mean percent listening accuracy, was
compared across High and Low SNR trial types in each of the three Physical Conditions (Sit,
Stand, Walk).
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Comparisons by Age Group
Listening accuracy was predicted to get worse as the requirements for balance control in
the physical task became more demanding. Specifically, it was predicted to be lowest during the
Walk condition, followed by the Stand condition, and highest in the Sit condition. While both
groups were expected to perform worse in the Low than in the High SNR trials, listening
accuracy was expected to be proportionally worse in the OANH group in Low SNR trials during
the Walk condition (i.e., Sit High SNR > Sit Low SNR > Stand High SNR > Stand Low SNR >
Walk High SNR > Walk Low SNR).
Comparisons by Hearing Status
Listening accuracy was expected to decrease as the demands of balance control and task
complexity (i.e., single- vs. dual-task) increased. Specifically, listening accuracy was expected to
be worst in the Walk, condition, better in the Stand condition and best in the Sit condition. It was
predicted that the OANH group would have better overall listening accuracy than that of the
OAHL group.
IV. Are Performance Measures of Segmental Orientation, Dynamic Balance Control, and
Measures of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity Associated with One Another?
Finally, predictions were also made about whether there were associations among
measures of segmental orientation (i.e., yaw rotation of head-in-space and head-on-trunk),
dynamic balance control, and objective and subjective hearing acuity. Hypotheses were made for
No Sound, Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials and for data collapsed across all older
adults, include those with and without hearing loss (i.e., OANH and OAHL groups).
Hearing and listening abilities, as represented by measures of objective and subjective
hearing acuity, are predicted to be associated with dynamic stability and segmental orientation
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such that poorer objective and subjective hearing would be associated with reduced dynamic
stability and increased segmental orientation.
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METHODS
Study Sessions
The study consisted of two separate sessions, held on separate days. Session One was
approximately 1.5 hours long and consisted of administering baseline assessments of sensory,
cognitive and motor function in the Communication Function Laboratory (CFL) at the Toronto
Rehabilitation Institute-University Health Network (TRI-UHN). Session Two involved the
collection of listening accuracy and kinematic data as participants completed a series of listening
and physical tasks. This session was approximately two hours in length and took place at the
Function and Mobility Laboratory (FML) in the Department of Physical Therapy at the
University of Toronto.

Participants
Participants were recruited from the Volunteer Research Participant Pool at TRI-UHN
and from the community in the Greater Toronto Area. Prospective participants took part in a
screening interview over the telephone, which determined their eligibility for the study. To
qualify, individuals needed to meet the following criteria: (1) be either 18-30 years old or 60
years old and older; and (2) be fluent in English. Individuals were excluded from taking part in
the study if they used assistive devices for hearing or mobility, had one or more pre-existing
serious health condition or took prescribed medications that could affect their cognitive function,
hearing acuity, balance, and/or mobility. Eligible individuals were assigned to one of three
participant groups: younger adults with normal hearing (YANH), older adults with normal
hearing (OANH), or older adults with hearing loss who do not use hearing aids (OAHL). Older
adults were assigned to the OAHL group if the PTA0.5-4kHz for at least one ear exceeded 25 dB
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HL as thresholds over 25 dB HL are indicator that the indicator that the individual as poor
hearing acuity (Lin, Niparko, & Ferrucci, 2011). Results from assessments administered inperson were used to verify eligibility for the study a second time.
Session One
Fifty-five individuals participated in Session One. Three participants were not eligible to
continue to Session Two: one younger adult did not meet the audiometric criteria for normal
hearing; two participants in the OANH group were excluded because one participant of
incomplete data, and the other individual had a MoCA score under 24 (out of 30). The final
sample of 52 individuals consisted of 19 YANH, 20 OANH, and 13 OAHL participants.
Demographic information and descriptive statistics for selected assessment tools for all
individuals in Session One are provided in supplementary tables and figures (Appendix A).
Session Two
Forty-eight of the 52 participants with complete data from the Session One continued on
to Session Two. Three younger adults and one OANH participant dropped out due to scheduling
conflicts.
During Session Two, 1 YANH, 3 OANH and 1 OAHL participants were excluded
because of issues with the quantity and/or quality of usable kinematic data. The final dataset
(n=42) consists of data gathered from 15 YANH (M=25.60 years, SEM=0.81; 5 males/10
females), 16 OANH (M=67.88 years; SEM=1.40; 6 males/10 females), and 11 OAHL (M=70.09
years, SEM=2.04; 5 males/6 females) participants.
Approval to conduct this study was obtained from the Research Ethics Boards at TRIUHN (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) and the University of Toronto (Toronto, Ontario, Canada).
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Stimuli and Apparatus
I. Session One: Baseline Assessments
Assessments for hearing and visual acuity were administered to all participants (see details
below). Information about demographics, language background, hearing health history, listening
ability, general health, and history of falling was gathered using self-report questionnaires. Older
adults completed two additional measures, a screening assessment for mild cognitive impairment
(MoCA) and a questionnaire on balance confidence (Activities-specific Balance Confidence
Scale). Apart from hearing thresholds obtained during pure-tone audiometry and MoCA scores,
data collected during this session were used to determine whether there were group differences
for each parameter, used as covariates in later analyses and were not used to determine eligibility
for study participant. Hearing thresholds were used for both screening and characterization
purposes. They were used to verify whether younger adults had normal hearing and to categorize
older adults into the OANH and OAHL groups. In addition to these assessment measures,
preliminary psychophysical testing using speech-in-multitalker babble stimuli was performed to
inform the selection of the two SNR levels in Session Two. These tests were performed to ensure
that the SNR levels used in Session Two would have the intended effect of creating an “easier”
(High SNR) and relatively “more difficult” (Low SNR) listening conditions as evidenced by
listening accuracy score. Please refer to “Selection of Auditory Stimuli” and “Programming of
Auditory Stimuli sections” below for more information. Like hearing thresholds, MoCA scores
were used to determine eligibility and to characterize an individual’s cognitive function.
These measures and stimuli used in Session One are described in detail below:
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Characterization of Cognitive Function
1. Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA): The MoCA is a validated and standardized
tool used to screen individuals for mild cognitive impairment (MCI; Nasreddine, 2004;
Nasreddine et al., 2005). It was used to determine eligibility and to characterize cognitive
function, including working memory, attention, and language processing, of older adult
participants. The recommended cut-off score to screen for mild cognitive impairment,
after adjustments for years of education, is 26 out of a total score of 30 (Nasreddine et al.,
2005).
Characterization of Demographic and Health Background
1. Demographic and Health History Questionnaire: This questionnaire was used to
collect information on demographic characteristics (e.g., age, ethnicity, sex, educational
attainment), language background (e.g., fluency with English language), hearing health
history (e.g., history of noise exposure and ear infections), level of physical activity,
general health history, and use of prescribed medications. This data was used to address
any potentially confounding or explanatory factors that may influence performance on
tasks in the experiment.
Measurements of Hearing Acuity, Subjective Listening Ability, and Preliminary Testing with
Auditory Stimuli used in Session Two
1. Pure-Tone Audiometry: Air conduction hearing thresholds at standard octave
frequencies (0.25 to 8 kHz) as well as thresholds at two higher frequencies (10 kHz and
14 kHz) were obtained using a Grason-Stadler 61 clinical audiometer (GSI-61; GrasonStadler Inc., Eden Prarie, MN) in a double walled, sound-attenuating booth (Industrial
Acoustics Company, Inc., New York, NY). Telephonics TDH-50P headphones were used
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for standard frequency testing and Sennheiser HDA-200 headphones were used for
testing at high frequencies. The pure-tone average (PTA) for each ear was determined by
calculating the average of hearing thresholds for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz tones (PTA0.5-4 kHz).
Older adults with a PTA0.5-4 kHz greater than 25 dB HL in at least one ear were assigned to
the OAHL participant group.
2. Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing Scale (SSQ): The SSQ scale is a 49-item
self-report measure created by Gatehouse and Noble (2004) to measure the experiences
of listening in diverse and complex environments. Respondents are asked to reflect on
their everyday ability to detect and/or understand different types of auditory stimuli
and/or make judgements about such stimuli in settings that vary in terms of the number of
conversation partners present, availability of cues that aide speech comprehension (e.g.,
facial expressions), and the number and type of background or interfering sounds present.
Items on the SSQ are categorized into three groups: (a) questions pertaining to
intelligibility and perception of speech, (b) items pertaining to spatial hearing, and (c)
“other” qualities or parameters that are important for auditory perception and listening
(Gatehouse & Noble, 2004). The seventeen items in the Spatial Hearing section of this
self-report tool are particularly relevant to this research as they inquire about the
respondents’ ability to make judgements about the direction of a moving sound stimulus
and the relative distance between the sound source and the listener (Gatehouse & Noble,
2004). Outcome measures from this questionnaire include the global or overall score as
well as scores for each of the three subscales. Higher scores represent better self-reported
listening ability and fewer difficulties with hearing and listening.
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3. Preliminary Testing with Auditory Stimuli used in Session Two: Preliminary testing
using sentence-in-babble stimuli was conducted in ideal acoustic conditions (i.e., in the
sound booth) and TDH-50P headphones. The objective was to narrow down and identify
two SNR levels at which auditory stimuli should be presented in Session Two. These two
SNR levels must be relatively “more” (Low SNR) and “less” (High SNR) demanding from
a listening perspective for all three participants group. The auditory stimuli, digital
programming, and equipment used for these psychophysical tests will be described
below:
a) Selection of Auditory stimuli. The auditory stimuli used in this study were from the
Revised Speech Perception in Noise Test (R-SPIN; Bilger et al., 1984b). The R-SPIN, a
modified version of the SPIN Test (Kalikow et al., 1977), evaluates how listeners use
contextual linguistic information, such as semantic and syntactic cues in addition to
acoustic information during speech recognition (Wilson et al., 2012). Half of the
sentences in the corpus have High-Predictability and the remaining half have LowPredictability. In a High-Predictability sentence, the carrier phrase contains linguistic
information that can be used to predict the final (target) word in the sentence (e.g., “Stir
your coffee with a spoon”; Bilger, 1984a, p. 47 of 57). Conversely, Low-Predictability
sentences, such as “The old man talked about the lungs”, contain little or no information
that can be used to predict the final word (Bilger 1984a, p.47 of 57). In the R-SPIN test, a
single list of 50 sentences is presented, where each sentence is presented to one ear while
multitalker babble in the background is presented binaurally at a single, set signal-tonoise ratio. This procedure is then repeated for the other ear. The R-SPIN corpus was
selected for use in this experiment because linguistic properties known to affect speech
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intelligibility, including but not limited to phonetic content, familiarity of words, prosodic
attributes (e.g., placement of stress), are standardized across test sentences (Kalikow et
al., 1977). Secondly, the SNR in the audio recordings could be reprogrammed to create
listening conditions that vary in difficulty, thereby allowing researchers to manipulate the
degree of cognitive load placed in the listener. Sentences with Low-Predictability, rather
than High-Predictability, were used as they reduce the likelihood individuals with greater
fluency in English would have an advantage in sentence recognition over individuals who
are less fluent. The use of Low-Predictability sentences also ensured that perfect scores in
listening accuracy could not be obtained by making guesses based on the individual’s
linguistic knowledge alone.
b) Programming of Auditory Stimuli. Low predictability sentences from the 8 R-SPIN
lists were edited to create stimuli with different SNRs ranging from +24 dB to -4 dB at
intervals of 2 dB. This method of modifying the original R-SPIN sentences to create
stimuli at various SNRs for use in psychometric tests was modelled on previous studies
(Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995, Wilson, 2003; Wilson & McArdle, 2007). The volume level
of the multitalker babble (i.e. the noise) was held constant while the level of the sentence
(i.e. the signal) was varied to achieve each desired SNR. The temporal relationship
between the sentence and background babble in each audio recording remain unaltered.
However, the length of each R-SPIN audio file was trimmed down to 3-second segments
so that participants could take at least two steps in the Walk condition while the auditory
stimulus was present. The final product of digital processing consisted of two sets of
files, low-gain sound files (at 24 to 14 dB S/N) and high-gain sound files at 12 to -8 dB
S/N, with a gain difference of 10 dB. The audio files were presented using a CD player
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(Sony CDP-CE375 5-Disc CD Changer, Sony Corporation, Japan) and clinical
audiometer at 60 and 50 dB HL, respectively.
c) Testing Procedure and Scoring of Listening Accuracy: The following testing
procedure was adapted from the protocol used in the WIN test (Wilson, 2003; Wilson et
al., 2003). Five sentences at each of the 15 SNRs, from 24 to -4 dB SNR, were presented
at decrements of 2 dB SNR. First, sentences were presented to the left ear with
multitalker babble in stereo. This procedure was then repeated for the right ear. Listeners
were informed that they would hear a male voice speaking sentences presented in
background babble from multiple other voices, which would become louder as the task
progressed. Listeners were instructed to repeat each sentence in its entirety and to guess
word(s) as needed. However, the experimenter only scored the accuracy of the last word
in each sentence (1 point per word). The experimenter stopped the presentation of
sentences for the test ear when the listener was unable to identify the final words in any
of the five sentences at a given SNR correctly or was no longer able to guess any words
in the sentences presented. The word identified must be identical to the word presented
for it to be deemed correct (i.e., an identified singular form of the final presented word
“bugs” would be assigned a score of 0). The score for last word recognition accuracy for
each ear at each SNR ( /5) was tallied and converted into a percentage. The percent last
word recognition accuracy score was plotted as a function of SNR to determine the 60%and 40%- correct thresholds for each person (see Appendix B for results).
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Measurement of Visual Acuity:
1. Visual Acuity Testing using Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS)
Eye Chart (Ferris et al, 1982). Participants stood 4.0 meters from the ETDRS chart,
which consists of 14 rows of letters where each subsequent row contains letters that are
smaller in size than the previous row. Individuals who usually wear corrective lenses
when performing most daily activities (i.e., activities not limited to reading) were
instructed to wear their corrective lenses during this assessment. Participants read the
chart twice; one time with each eye covered. The test was stopped when the participant
made three consecutive errors within a row of letters or was unable to guess the identity
of the letter. The total number of letters correctly identified were tallied for each eye and
converted to a score (20/X) in U.S. notation. These visual acuity scores were then
converted to logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) units to enable
statistical analyses to be conducted. Scores less than or equal to 0.1 logMAR (20/25 U.S.
notation) and scores between 0.2 and 0.5 logMAR (20/32 to 20/63 U.S. notation) are
considered to be normal or near-normal, respectively (International Council of
Ophthalmology, 2002).
Measurements of Balance Confidence, Balance Control, and Mobility
1. Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale: The ABC scale is a 16-item selfreport questionnaire that asks respondents to rate their level of confidence with
performing different tasks without losing their balance (Powell & Myers, 1995).
Respondents provide ratings on an 11-point scale, from “no confidence” (0%) to
“completely confident” (100%). The final ABC score represents the average of ratings
for the 16 items.
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2. Dynamic Gait Index (DGI): At the end of the Session Two, older adults completed an
additional assessment of balance and gait, the Dynamic Gait Index (DGI; ShumwayCook & Woollacott, 2012). DGI consists of eight separate motor tasks that include
making head turns, avoiding obstacles, and altering gait speed while walking on a 6metre (20 ft.) path. Older adults completed all eight motor tasks and received a total score
out of 24 possible points (see Appendix C).

II. Session Two: Auditory Stimuli and Equipment and Motion Capture Equipment
Data collection in Session Two was conducted in the Function and Mobility Laboratory
(FML), a rectangular and non-acoustically controlled space used for gait research (see Figure 3).

Screening Interview

Session One: Baseline
Assessments
(1.5 hours)

Session Two:
Experimental Tasks

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pure-tone audiometry
Psychometric testing using R-SPIN stimuli
Demographic & Health History Questionnaire
Montreal Cognitive Assessment*
Speech, Spatial, & Qualities of Hearing Questionnaire
Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale*
ETDRS Visual Acuity Test

•
•

Instrumentation: Placement of Reflective Markers
4 Types of Listening Trials in 3 Physical Conditions
(Counterbalanced)
o Listening Trial Types: No Sound, Babble Only,
High SNR, Low SNR
o Physical Conditions: Sit, Stand, Walk
Dynamic Gait Index*

(2 hours)

•
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Figure 3. Flowchart of study protocol. Asterisk (*) denotes assessments only completed by older
adults.

Auditory Stimuli and Equipment in Session Two
1. Auditory stimuli: One hundred and twenty-two of the 200 Low-Predictability
sentences were randomly selected for use in the experimental session. Eighty
sentences were presented in Sit and Stand conditions (40 per condition), while 28
sentences were selected for use in the Walk condition. The remaining 14 sentences
served as substitute sentences, to be used in cases where a trial would need to be readministered. The chosen SNR levels for the High (“less challenging”) and Low SNR
(“more challenging”) listening conditions were 12 dB and 6 dB SNR respectively.
These two SNRs were selected upon review of the relative differences in listening
accuracy thresholds among participant groups when testing was conducted in ideal
sound booth conditions in Session 1 and were also based on results from testing with
pilot participants in the FML. In addition to the sound files containing R-SPIN
sentences, tracks containing only babble were also used in the experiment as part of
the Babble Only listening condition.
2. Audio Equipment Setup and Sound Level Measurements: Four pairs of
loudspeakers (BlueSky Media Desk 2.0 System, Blue Sky International, USA) were
arranged in a semicircular array at one end of the lab space (Figures 4 and 5). The
heights of the four pairs of speakers were 1.6 m, with speaker pair #1 positioned at an
in-depth distance of 2.6 m from the individual’s standing position during the Stand
condition (see Figures 4 and 5). Speaker pair #4 was furthest from the individual, at
an in-depth distance of 5.3 m and at an angle of approximately 14.9° to the left and
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right of the individual during the Stand condition. In the Walk condition, speaker pair
#4 was at an in-depth distance of approximately 8 m and at an angle of roughly 10°
relative to the individual’s starting position. Sound files were presented using
Windows Media Player software (Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Corporation, USA)
on a laptop or desktop computer (Dell Inc., Texas, USA). Sound was routed to a
Yamaha R-S201 Receiver (Yamaha Corporation, Japan), which was connected to the
8 loudspeakers. Sound level measurements were taken using an Extech Instruments
digital sound level meter (Model 407768; Extech Instruments Corporation, USA;
ANSI S1.4:1983 Type 2). The meter was positioned at a height of 1.5 m to
approximate the location of a listener’s head during the standing (Stand) condition.
The means of maximum and minimum noise levels of the calibration files were 62.38
dBA (SD=0.68) and 60.26 dBA (0.11), respectively.
3. Motion Capture System and Instrumentation: Kinematic data was collected using
a passive motion capture system consisting of 9 Bonita B10 cameras, Vicon Data
Station ADC Patch Panel, and Vicon Nexus 1.8.5 software (Vicon Motion Systems
Ltd., UK). Data was collected at a 1000 Hz sampling rate and subsequently downsampled at 100 Hz during post-processing. Signals from the Yamaha Receiver and
Vicon cameras were routed to an analog-to-digital converter (Vicon Data Station
ADC Patch Panel) to synchronize data sampling. The 27-marker model used in the
current study was based on the Vicon Plug-in Gait model and the Winter 21-marker
setup (Winter, 2009). Positional information about the head, trunk, and lower limbs
were captured using 4, 11, and 12 reflective markers, respectively. Reflective markers
were placed on the forehead (FTHD), above the left/right ears (L/RTHD), and the
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back of the head (BKHD). Trunk markers were placed at the following locations: C7
vertebrae (C7), left/right acromion process (L/RACR), jugular notch (CLAV), body of
the sternum (STRN), inferior edge of the right scapula (RSHO), left/right anterior
superior iliac spine (L/RASI), left/right posterior superior iliac spine (L/RPSI), S1
vertebrate (S1). Marker setup for the lower limbs consisted of the following: left/right
greater trochanter (L/RTHI), lateral epicondyles of the femur (L/KNE), left/right tibia
(L/RTIB), left/right lateral malleoli of the tibia (L/RANK), left/right fifth metatarsal
(L/RTOE), and left/right heel (L/RHEE).
Procedure
Session Two: Experimental Design and Protocol
All individuals completed the listening task in three physical conditions: sitting (Sit),
standing (Stand), and walking (Walk) (Figure 4). The three conditions were counterbalanced
across individuals. Participants were either in bare feet or socks during the session.
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Position
(Sit and Stand)

Start Position
(Walk)

(Inactive)

L
4

~ 5.3 m

~ 2.7 m

Key sound
source of
interest

~ 14.9°

~ 21.8°
R4
~ 32.5°

(Inactive)

~ 59.4°

Figure 4. Schematic diagram (top-down view) of arrangement of 8 loudspeakers at the Function & Mobility Lab and their relative
positions to participants during Sit, Stand, and Walk conditions.
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Start Position
(Walk)

(Inactive)

Analysis window
(First Heel Strike post-audio
onset + 2m)

L
4
Key sound
source of
interest
R4

Start Position to Loudspeaker Pair #4
~8m
Onset of auditory stimulus
(First Heel Strike)

(Inactive)

Figure 5. Schematic diagram (top-down view) of arrangement of 8 loudspeakers at the Function & Mobility Lab and analysis window
for kinematic data in the Walk condition. Four loudspeakers are positioned to the left (L) and to the right (R) of the participant.
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Physical Tasks and Conditions
During the Sit condition, participants were seated on a wooden bench (with no back rest)
with their body facing the array of loudspeakers and their feet resting on a foot stool (Figure 4).
During the Stand condition, participants stood with feet apart while facing the array of
loudspeakers. Participants were told to keep their eyes open during these two conditions. A
mandatory rest period was enforced after every 10 trials or 30-40 second period and participants
were told to walk around the laboratory. During the Walk condition, listeners walked
approximately 5 to 6 m towards the loudspeaker array at the opposite end of the room.
Participants were instructed to walk at a quick, but comfortable pace. The individual was
verbally instructed to begin walking at the start of each experimental trial.
Listening Task and Trial Types
Participants were informed that they would complete a series of four listening tasks in each
condition (Listening Trial Types). In some trials, no auditory stimuli were presented (No Sound).
In other trials, a sentence could have been presented from the left or right side with multitalker
babble. For sentence trials with a high SNR, the SNR was 12 dB SNR between the babble and
the sentence stimuli. For sentence trials with a low SNR, the SNR was 6 dB between the babble
and the sentence stimuli. In a subset of trials, only background babble with no target sentence
(Babble Only) was presented. Participants were informed that the sound could originate from any
of the four pairs of loudspeakers. If participants heard a sentence, they were instructed to repeat
the entire sentence after the sound file had stopped playing. In the WALK condition, the
presentation of the stimulus was controlled manually and presented when the participant made
their first heel contact after gait initiation in a given trial (Figure 5). An experimenter scored the
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accuracy of a listener’s response on a form. Listener responses were also recorded on a voice
recorder.

There were 38 trials in the Walk condition, where 30 of the trials were presented from
loudspeaker Pair #4. In addition to five No Sound and 5 Babble Only trials, listeners completed
10 Low and 10 High SNR trials in which half of the trials included sentences from the left side
and the remainder of the sentences were presented from the right side (see Table 1). To reduce
the likelihood that listeners could anticipate the location of the sound source, 4 High and 4 Low
SNR probe trials were presented from the two pairs of active decoy speakers (Pair #1 and Pair
#2). The order in which the 38 trials were completed was pseudo-randomised, so that there
would be no consecutive trials of the same trial type. All participants completed the experimental
trials in the same pseudo-randomised sequence order.
Table 1. Summary of the number and types of listening trials included in data analyses.
Listening Trial Type and
Location of Target Sentence (if
applicable)
No Sound
Babble Only
High SNR
Left
Right

Number of Trials in Each Physical Condition
Sit
Stand
Walk

10
10

10
10

5
5

10
10

10
10

5
5

10
10
-------------

10
10
-------------

5
5

Low SNR
Left
Right
Probe trials (Loudspeaker Pair
#1)
High SNR, left
High SNR, right
Low SNR, left
Low SNR, right

1
1
1
1
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Probe trials (Loudspeaker Pair
#2)
High SNR, left
High SNR, right
Low SNR, left
Low SNR, right
Total number of trials

-------------

------------1
1
1
1

60
Data Analysis

60

38

Listening accuracy and kinematic data from trials with stimuli presented from the left and
from the right were collapsed together for analysis. This collapsing of data was performed after
statistical tests revealed that there were no significant differences in any of study parameters
between trials with sentences presented from the left versus the right.
Overview of Kinematic Data Analysis
Kinematic data was processed using Vicon Nexus 1.8.5 and MATLAB software. Data
was filtered using a low-pass, dual-pass, 3rd order, Butterworth filter with a 6 Hz cut-off
frequency. While kinematic data was collected in all three Physical Conditions, only kinematic
parameters from the Walk condition will be reported in this thesis. All kinematic outcome
parameters were calculated from data points within the following start and end frames (i.e.,
analysis window) in a given trial. For all equations listed below, n represents the frame number,
a is the frame at first heel contact after audio onset in trials with auditory stimuli and b the frame
number at 2-meters after a. For parameters for No Sound trials during Stand, the first frame (n) is
that frame at which the first heel strike in the trial occurs. In the global coordinate system, the
horizontal axis, axis of progression (y+), and vertical axis were defined by x, y, and z,
respectively.
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Dynamic Balance Control Parameters (Walk)
The key measures of trunk control and dynamic stability were mean trunk pitch
variability, mean trunk roll variability, and mean variability in trunk center of mass displacement
in the medio-lateral direction (MLCOM). In addition, the mean velocity of COM in the axis of
progression (i.e., anterior-posterior axis; APCOM) was also evaluated. Two virtual markers were
created from signals from the reflective markers describe in the Stimuli and Apparatus
subsection in this document. Virtual “shoulder” (SHDR) and “pelvis” (PELV) markers were
created and represented the mid-points between the L/RACR and between the L/RASI markers,
respectively. These virtual data points were created for use in the calculations of mean trunk
pitch variability and mean trunk roll variability.
Descriptions of how each parameter was calculated are provided below:
1.

Mean trunk pitch variability: The mean trunk pitch variability (𝛽𝑥 ) for an
individual was given by equations [3.1 – 3.4]:
(𝑆𝐻𝐷𝑅𝑧 − 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝑉𝑧 )
𝜃𝑥 (𝑛) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [
]
(𝑆𝐻𝐷𝑅𝑥 − 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝑉𝑥 )
3000

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑥 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

1
= ∑ 𝜃𝑥 (𝑛)
𝑛

[3.1]

[3.2]

𝑛=1

𝛽𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 (𝑛) = 𝜃𝑥 (𝑛)𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑥 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

𝑏

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝛽𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

1
= ∑ 𝛽𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑛

[3.3]

[3.4]

𝑛=𝑎
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2.

Mean trunk roll variability: The mean trunk roll variability (𝛽𝑦 ; i.e., lateral bend)
for an individual was given by equations [4.1] to [4.4]:
(𝑆𝐻𝐷𝑅𝑥 − 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝑉𝑥 )
𝜃𝑦 (𝑛) = − 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [
]
(𝑆𝐻𝐷𝑅𝑧 − 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝑉𝑧 )

[4.1]

3000

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑦 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[4.2]

1
= ∑ 𝜃𝑦 (𝑛)
𝑛
𝑛=1

𝛽𝑦 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 (𝑛) = 𝜃𝑦 (𝑛)𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑦 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[4.3]

𝑏

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝛽𝑦 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

[4.4]

1
= ∑ 𝛽𝑦 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑛
𝑛=𝑎

3.

Mean MLCOM variability: The mean MLCOM variability (SD COMx) for an
individual was given by equations [5.1] to [5.2]:
𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑥 = 0.25(𝐿𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑥 ) + 0.25(𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑥 ) + 0.5(𝑆𝑇𝑅𝑁𝑥 )

[5.1]
[5.2]

𝑆𝐷 𝑀𝐿𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑏

𝑏

𝑛=𝑎

𝑛=𝑎

2

1
1
= √
∑ [𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 (𝑛) − ∑ 𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 (𝑛)]
𝑛−1
𝑛

4.

Mean APCOM velocity: The mean APCOM velocity (COMy Vel) for an individual
was given by equations [6.1 - 6.2]:
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𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑦 = 0.25(𝐿𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑦 ) + 0.25(𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑦 ) + 0.5(𝑆𝑇𝑅𝑁𝑦 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑦 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 =

1
[𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑦 (𝑛 + 1) − 𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑦 (𝑛 − 1)]
50

[6.1]
[6.2]

Segmental Orientation Parameters (Walk)
Segmental orientation angles, including axial rotation (yaw angles) of head and trunk,
during the experimental trials were calculated with respect to the average head/trunk position of
participants during the 30-second period of standing during the No Sound trial. The key measures
of interest for segmental orientation were: the mean of the largest magnitude of head yaw angle,
mean of the largest magnitude of head pitch angle, mean of the largest magnitude of trunk yaw
angle, and largest magnitude head-on-trunk angle.
Descriptions of how each parameter was calculated are provided below:
1.

Mean of the largest magnitude head yaw angle: The mean head yaw angle (𝛼𝑧 ) or
axial head rotation for an individual was given by equations [7.1 – 7.4]:

𝜑𝑧 (𝑛) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [

(𝐿𝐹𝐻𝐷𝑦 − 𝑅𝐹𝐻𝐷𝑦 )
]
(𝐿𝐹𝐻𝐷𝑥 − 𝑅𝐹𝐻𝐷𝑥 )
3000

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜑𝑧 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

1
= ∑ 𝜑𝑧 (𝑛)
𝑛

[7.1]

[7.2]

𝑛=1

𝛼𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 = 𝜑𝑧 (𝑛)𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜑𝑧 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[7.3]
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𝑏

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝛼𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

[7.4]

1
= ∑ (𝛼𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 )
𝑛
𝑛=𝑎

2.

Mean of the largest magnitude head pitch angle: The mean head pitch angle (𝛼𝑥 )
for an individual was given by equations [8.1] to [8.4]:

𝜑𝑥 (𝑛) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [

(𝐹𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑧 − 𝐵𝐾𝐻𝐷𝑧 )
]
(𝐹𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑥 − 𝐵𝐾𝐻𝐷𝑥 )

[8.1]

3000

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜑𝑥 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[8.2]

1
= ∑ 𝜑𝑥 (𝑛)
𝑛
𝑛=1

𝛼𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 = 𝜑𝑥 (𝑛)𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜑𝑥 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[8.3]

𝑏

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝛼𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

[8.4]

1
= ∑ (𝛼𝑥 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 )
𝑛
𝑛=𝑎

3.

Mean of the largest magnitude trunk yaw angle: The mean trunk yaw angle (𝛽𝑧 )
or axial trunk rotation for an individual was given by equations [9.1] to [9.4]:
(𝐿𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑦 − 𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑦 )
𝜃𝑧 (𝑛) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [
]
(𝐿𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑥 − 𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑥 )
3000

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑧 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

1
= ∑ 𝜃𝑧 (𝑛)
𝑛

[9.1]

[9.2]

𝑛=1

𝛽𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 = 𝜃𝑧 (𝑛)𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑧 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[9.3]
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𝑏

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝛽𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

[9.4]

1
= ∑ (𝛽𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 )
𝑛
𝑛=𝑎

4.

Mean of the largest magnitude head-on-trunk angle: The mean of the largest
head-on-trunk angle (𝛾𝑧 ) for an individual was given by equations [10.1 – 10.2]:

𝛾𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 (𝑛) = 𝛼𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 (𝑛) − 𝛽𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 (𝑛)

[10.1]

𝑏

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝛾𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒

[10.2]

1
= = ∑ (𝛾𝑧 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 )
𝑛
𝑛=𝑎

Analysis for Listening Accuracy (Sit, Stand, Walk)
Listening accuracy scores in Session One were based on the identification of the final
word in the target sentence; in Session Two, accuracy was based on reporting of the entire
sentence. In Session One, analysis of listening performance was only based on the final word
because the purpose of these preliminary tests was in guide the selection of the High and Low
SNR levels. The final parameter for listening performance considered the accuracy of all words
in the entire sentence to verify that the individual was attending to the auditory stimuli and
actively listening while performing the walking task. Unlike the analysis of kinematic data,
listening accuracy was scored and compared across all three Physical Conditions. A word was
counted as incorrect if the listener altered the tense, used a different form (e.g., plural vs.
singular), and/or modified the word by adding or removing prefixes and suffixes. Characteristics
at the sentence level, such as maintaining the correct word order, were not considered. Listening
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accuracy scores (%) of the words in the entire sentence were calculated for each individual and
used as the key outcome parameter to evaluate listening performance. The number of words in a
sentence that could be identified accurately was tallied and the corresponding percentage of total
words within a given sentence was calculated.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics software (Version 24).
Data for each outcome parameter was reviewed graphically and using statistical techniques to
identify potential outliers. In cases where suspect values were identified, further investigation
and review of lab notes were conducted to determine whether the values were a result of errors in
data collection or analysis.
Group comparisons of key demographic characteristics (e.g., age, educational) and scores
from screening assessments (e.g., hearing thresholds, visual acuity scores) were performed using
independent samples t-tests and non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests. A mixed factorial
analysis of variance (ANOVAs) was performed for each parameter of interest. In instances
where the assumption of sphericity was violated (i.e., the resulting p-value for Mauchly’s test
was less than 0.05), the degrees of freedom were adjusted using the Greenhouse-Geisser or the
Huynh-Feldt corrections. The Sharpiro-Wilk test was used to determine whether standardized
residuals were normally distributed and Levene’s test was used to evaluate homogeneity of
variance amongst different levels of a given variable. In some instances, the results of the
ANOVA indicated that the assumptions of normality and/or homogeneity of variance had not
been met. An alpha-level of 0.05 was used to determine whether a result was statistically
significant and Bonferroni corrections (b) were applied to the p-values of analyses involving
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multiple comparisons. A subset of the ANOVA tests conducted did not meet the assumption of
homogeneity of variance and/or the assumption of normality.
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RESULTS
Preface to Results
This section is separated into two sections: 1) results from comparisons by age group
(YANH vs. OANH) are reported; and 2) results from comparisons by hearing status (OANH vs.
OAHL) are reported. Each of these two sections includes four parts:
I.
II.

Demography and baseline assessment outcomes
Listening accuracy during three physical conditions (Sit, Stand, Walk)

III.

Dynamic balance control parameters (Walk)

IV.

Segmental orientation parameters (Walk)
The results comparing the effects of hearing status also include a fifth section, in which

the results from correlational analyses among dynamic balance control and segmental orientation
parameters (Walk) and objective and subjective measures of hearing acuity are reported. Given
the large number of statistical analyses reported in this document, summaries of relevant
parameters of interest and results from statistical analyses can be found in Tables 2 to 13.
Part 1: Results from Comparisons by Age Group
I. Demography and baseline assessment outcomes
Independent samples t-tests and non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted
to determine whether there were significant differences in demographic and key assessment
characteristics (e.g., hearing acuity, visual acuity) between the younger and older adults with
normal hearing. Mean values and differences between groups are discussed in cases where
parametric t-tests were performed, and median scores are reported when Mann-Whitney U tests
were performed (Table 2).
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As a group, the OANH participants (Mean age=67.88 years, SEM=1.40) were
significantly older than the YANH group (M=25.60 years, SEM=.081) [t(29)=-25.70, p<0.001].
On average, YANH and OANH had similar educational backgrounds with the mean number of
years of education being 17.87 (SEM=0.67) and 16.69 (SEM=0.89) [t(29)=1.05, p=0.302],
respectively. The OANH group still had poorer hearing acuity than YANH group as represented
by the mean pure tone average values for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz for the left ear; OANH = (LEPTA0.5-4kHz; M=13.75 dB; SEM=1.56), right ear (RE-PTA0.5-4kHz; M=13.28 dB; SEM=1.62), and
better (BE-PTA0.5-4kHz; M =12.11 dB, SEM=1.45), YANH = (M=1.08, SEM=1.26; M=4.00,
SEM=1.11; M =1.08, SEM=1.26, respectively). Mean age group differences for these objective
measures of hearing acuity were all found to be statistically significant (ps <0.001). In contrast
to the flat audiometric configuration of the YANH group, the configuration of the OANH group
was flat for the low to mid-range frequencies and exhibited a downward slope beginning in the
region between 4 and 8 kHz (Figure 6) (ISO 7029, 2017). This downward slope exhibited for
higher frequencies (i.e., those greater than 4 kHz) are a common indicator of normal age-related
hearing declines (ISO 7029, 2017). However, the finding that thresholds in the lower and midfrequencies (i.e., those below and up to 4kHz) are below 25 dB HL indicate that individuals in
the OANH do not meet the study criteria for being in the OAHL group. With regards to
subjective measures of hearing acuity, both groups had comparable mean and median global
scores on the SSQ on each of the three SSQ subscales. Median scores on the Speech and Spatial
subscales were 9.0 and 9.0, respectively, for younger adults and 8.00 and 8.25, respectively, for
older adults. No significant age-group differences were found between the Speech subscale
(U=72.00, p=0.60) or Spatial (U=103.00, p=0.52) subscales scores.
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Figure 6. Mean hearing thresholds for the standard octave frequencies for the left and right ears
of YANH (n=15), OANH (n=16), and OAHL (n=11) groups.
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Table 2. Demography, health status, and hearing and visual acuity of YANH and OANH groups.
Variable

YANH (n=15)
̅
𝒙

Age (yrs.)
Education (yrs.)
PTA0.5-4 kHz (dB
HL)
Left ear
Right ear
Better ear
Binaural average
SSQ
Global score2
Speech subscale
Spatial subscale2
Qualities of
hearing subscale
ETDRS score
(logMAR)
Left eye
Right eye
ABC Score4
DGI Score4

Median

SEM

OANH (n=16)
̅
𝒙

Range

Median

SEM

Range

Group
Comparisons
t-statistic or
MannWhitney U

25.60
17.87

26.00
19.00

0.81
0.67

DEMOGRAPHIC
20.00 – 30.00
67.88
14.00 – 22.00
16.69
HEARING & VISION3

67.00
16.00

1.40
0.89

59.00 – 80.00 -25.70***
10.00 – 24.00 1.05

1.08
4.00
1.08
2.54

0.00
3.75
0.00
2.50

1.26
1.11
1.26
1.14

-6.25 – 11.25
-3.75 – 12.50
-6.25 – 11.25
-5.00 – 11.88

13.75
13.28
12.11
13.52

13.13
11.25
11.25
12.19

1.56
1.62
1.45
1.50

6.25 – 25.00
5.00 – 25.00
5.00 – 21.25
6.25 – 21.88

-6.28***
-4.73***
-5.72***
18.00***

8.731
8.731
8.401
9.271

9.00
9.00
9.00
10.00

0.32
0.25
0.32
0.27

6.00 – 10.00
7.00 – 10.00
6.00 – 10.00
7.00 – 10.00

8.091
7.591
7.661
8.441

8.50
8.00
8.25
8.75

0.47
0.43
0.54
0.46

3.50 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
2.50 – 10.00

99.00
72.00
103.00
85.00

-0.01
-0.05

0.00
-0.12

0.03
0.04

0.05
0.05

0.00 – 0.80
-0.12 – 0.60

44.00**
-3.72***

---------------

---------

---------

1.75

75.00 – 99.38 ---------

---------

---------

0.32

20.00 – 24.00 ---------

-0.30 - 0.10
0.18
0.10
-0.30 - 0.18
0.16
0.14
BALANCE & MOBILITY
--------94.29
96.88
---------

23.00

23.50

COGNITION
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MoCA Score4,5

--------

---------

---------

---------

27.63

28.00

0.43

24.00 – 30.00 ---------

Abbreviations: ABC – Activities-Specific Balance Confidence scale; dB HL – decibel Hearing Level; DGI - Dynamic Gait Index; logMAR – Logarithm of the
Minimum Angle of Resolution; MoCA – Montreal Cognitive Assessment; OANH – older adults with normal hearing; PTA – pure tone average; SEM – standard
error from the mean; SSQ – Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing Scale; YANH – younger adults with normal hearing.
1

Values represent the average of individuals median scores. 2Item 14 in the Spatial Hearing section of the SSQ was excluded in the calculations of the Global
and Speech subscale scores. 3For corrected vision. 4Assessments were only completed by older adults. 5Adjusted for years of education.
*significant at an alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed); ** significant at an alpha level of 0.01(2-tailed); *** significant at an alpha level of 0.001 (2-tailed). MannWhitney U test statistic values are italicized.
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Visual acuity scores on the ETDRS chart for younger adults ranged from -0.30 (20/12
U.S. notation) to 0.10 logMAR (20/30.5) for the left eye and from -0.30 (20/12) to 0.18 (20/30.5)
logMAR for the right eye. These visual acuity scores fell within the range of scores classified as
normal (or near-normal) (International Council of Ophthalmology, 2012). Visual acuity scores
for older adults were also in the normal (or near-normal) range, with the exception of one
participant (OANH-01) whose left eye had an acuity value of 0.80 logMAR (20/126 U.S.
notation). The acuity of the right eye of this older adult was 0.48 logMAR or 20/66 U.S notation
and as such, was in the boundary between the near-normal vision (a.k.a. mild visual impairment)
and moderate visual impairment categories. Age group comparisons revealed that older adults
(Mdn=0.10 logMAR or 20/25 U.S. notation) had poorer visual acuity in their left eye than
younger adults (Mdn =0.00 logMAR or 20/20 U.S. notation, U=44.00, p=0.002). Similarly,
visual acuity scores for the right eye were also poorer in older adults than in younger adults with
a mean difference of -0.21 logMAR between groups [t(29)=-3.72, p=0.001].
Results from the three assessments only completed by older adults are also reported in
Table 2. The mean score on the ABC scale was 94.29% (SEM=1.75), indicating that the OANH
group exhibited nearly complete confidence in their ability maintain their balance when perform
daily activities. These self-report ratings of balance confidence were consistent with the
performance of this group on the DGI, where the mean score was 23 out of 24 possible points
(SEM=0.32). OANH-01, the individual who had the poorest visual acuity scores in the group
also had the lowest score of 20 out of 24 on the DGI. At 80 years of age, OANH-01 was the most
senior member of the OANH group and the third oldest adult in the study. Cognitive
performance on the MoCA ranged from scores of 24 to a maximum score of 30 points (M=27.63,
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SEM=0.43), with one individual falling below the established cut-off for mild cognitive
impairment (<26).
II. Listening Accuracy during Three Physical Conditions (Sit, Stand, Walk)
Three-way mixed factorial ANOVAs were performed to evaluate the effects of
experimental condition (PHYSICAL CONDITION; Sit, Stand, Walk) and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR; High, Low) on the listening task performance of younger and older adults with normal
hearing (see summary in Table 3). The key outcome measure used to assess performance on the
listening task was mean listening accuracy (%).
Table 3. Summary of ANOVA results for mean percent listening accuracy for YANH and
OANH groups.
Dependent Variable: Mean percent listening accuracy
BetweenComparisons of
Results
Subjects
Interest
(p-values)
Comparison
Age Group Physical Condition
<0.001***
SNR
Age Group
Physical Condition x
SNR

<0.001***
0.005**
0.012*

Physical Condition x
Age Group
SNR x Age Group

0.133

Physical Condition x
SNR x Age Group

0.304

0.009**

Significant Pairwise Comparisonsǂ

Sit > Walk
Stand > Walk
High SNR > Low SNR
YANH > OANH
• Sit: High SNR > Low SNR
• Stand: High SNR > Low SNR
• Walk: High SNR > Low SNR
• Low SNR:
o Sit > Walk
o Stand > Walk
• High SNR:
o Sit > Walk
o Stand > Walk
-----------------------•
•
•
•

High SNR: YANH > OANH
Low SNR: YANH > OANH
YANH: High SNR > Low SNR
OANH: High SNR > Low SNR
------------------------
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*

significant at alpha level of 0.05; **significant at alpha level of 0.01; *** significant at alpha level of 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons for significant interaction effects are only reported if main effects for all factors in the
interaction are statistically significant.
ǂ

Mean listening accuracy (%)

100

90

80

70

60
Sit High
SNR

Sit Low Stand High Stand Low Walk High Walk Low
SNR
SNR
SNR
SNR
SNR
Physical Condition, SNR Level
YANH

OANH

Figure 7. Mean percent listening accuracy for YANH (n=15) and OANH groups (n=16) for High
and Low SNR Trials during 3 Physical Conditions (Sit, Stand, Walk). Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
A 2 (age group: YOUNGER vs. OLDER ADULTS with NORMAL HEARING) x 3
(physical condition: SIT vs. STAND vs. WALK) x 2 (SNR: HIGH SNR vs. LOW SNR) mixed
factorial ANOVA was conducted. The mixed ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of
Physical Condition [F(1.75,50.70)=36.44, p<0.001, ηp2=0.56], SNR [F(1.29)=297.69, p<0.001,
ηp2=0.91], and Age Group [F(1,29)=9.03, p=0.005, ηp2=0.24] on mean listening accuracy (Figure
7). Specifically, Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests revealed that listening accuracy was higher
during the Sit than during the Walk condition by difference of 5.75% (SEM=0.87) (p<0.001b).
Listening accuracy was also higher during Stand compared to Walk (p<0.001b). There was also a
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main effect of SNR such that in the High SNR condition, listening accuracy was 11.32%
(SEM=0.66) better than in the Low SNR condition (p<0.001b).
Finally, there was a main effect of Age Group, whereby the OANH group (M=85.00%,
SEM=1.01) had poorer listening accuracy overall than the YANH group (M=89.37%, SEM=1.05)
(p=0.005b). Two interaction effects were found to be significant. First, there was a significant
SNR x Age Group interaction [F(1,29)=7.97, p=0.009, ηp2=0.22]. A simple main effect of Age
Group was found at both High and Low SNR levels. The YANH performed 2.53% (SEM=1.07)
better than the OANH group during High SNR trials (p=0.025b). The group differences in
listening accuracy were even larger in Low SNR trials, with the YANH performing 6.23%
(SEM=1.99) better than the OANH group (p=0.004b) (Figure 8).

Mean listening accuracy (%)

100

90

80

70

60
High SNR

Low SNR
SNR Level
YANH

OANH

Figure 8. Mean percent listening accuracy collapsed across 3 Physical Conditions for YANH and
OANH groups for High and Low SNR trials. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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A simple main effect of SNR was also found, such that both groups exhibited greater listening
accuracy in High SNR compared to Low SNR trials. Among the YANH group, there was a mean
difference of 9.47% (SEM=0.94; p<0.001b) in listening accuracy between High and Low SNR.
The difference in listening accuracy was even larger among the OANH group, with a mean
difference of 13.17% (SEM=0.91, p<0.001b) in High compared to Low SNR trials. The second
significant interaction was between Physical Condition and SNR [F(1.42,41.14)=5.77, p=0.012,
ηp2=0.17] (Figure 9). A simple main effect of SNR was found at each level of the factor, Physical
Condition. All adults performed better in the High SNR trials than in Low SNR trials during all
three Physical Conditions. However, the largest decrease in listening accuracy between High and
Low SNR trials was found in the Walk condition. Specifically, there was a 14.21% decrease in
listening accuracy between High and Low SNR trials in Walk (SEM=1.36, p<0.001b). The second
largest difference in listening accuracy between the two SNR levels was in the Sit condition
(Mean Difference=10.01%, SEM=0.84, p<0.001b). Finally, listening performance was, on
average, 9.74% lower in the Low SNR than in High SNR trials during the Stand condition
(SEM=0.96, p<0.001b). Pairwise comparisons of mean percent listening accuracy among the
three Physical Conditions at each SNR level were also conducted. For High SNR as well as Low
SNR trials, significant differences in performance were only observed between Sit and Walk
conditions and between Stand and Walk conditions, but no significant differences were observed
between Sit and Stand. Listening accuracy was higher during Sit and Stand conditions than
during the Walk condition. For High SNR trials, listening accuracy was 3.65% (SEM=1.57) better
during Sit than Walk and it was 3.93% (SEM=0.87) during Stand compared to Walk (ps<0.001b).
The differences in listening accuracy between Sit/Stand and Walk conditions was even more
pronounced in Low SNR trials. In these trials, listening accuracy was during Sit was 7.85%
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(SEM=1.37) better during Sit than during Walk and 8.40% better (SEM=1.57) during Stand than
during Walk (ps<0.001b). The last possible two-way interaction whereby listening accuracy of
younger and older listeners differed depending on the type of Physical Condition, was not
statistically significant. A three-way Age Group x Physical Condition x SNR interaction on
accuracy scores was not statistically significant.

Mean listening accuracy (%)

100

90

80

70

60
Sit

Stand
Physical Condition
High SNR

Walk

Low SNR

Figure 9. Mean percent listening accuracy collapsed across 2 age groups during 3 Physical
Conditions (Sit, Stand, Walk). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

III. Dynamic Balance Control Parameters (Walk)
The overarching aim of this thesis was to evaluate if and how the balance control of
adults who differ by age group were affected when performing a listening and walking task. For
this reason, statistical analyses were only performed on kinematic outcome parameters from the
Walk condition (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Summary of ANOVA results for dynamic balance control parameters for YANH an
OANH groups.
Between-Subjects Comparisons: Age Group
Dependent
Comparisons of
Results (pVariable
Interest
values)
Mean
Listening Trial Type
<0.001***
trunk pitch
variability
Age Group
0.013**
Listening Trial Type x
0.169
Age Group
Mean
Listening Trial Type
0.008**
trunk roll
Age Group
0.833
variability Listening Trial Type x
0.086
Age Group
Mean
Listening Trial Type
0.314
MLCOM
Age Group
0.005**
variability Listening Trial Type x
0.341
Age Group
Mean
Listening Trial Type
<0.001***
APCOM
velocity
Age Group
0.007**
Listening Trial Type x
0.243
Age Group

Significant Pairwise Comparisonsǂ
No Sound > Babble Only
No Sound > High SNR
No Sound > Low SNR
YANH > OANH
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------YANH < OANH
----------------No Sound < Babble Only
No Sound < High SNR
No Sound < Low SNR
YANH > OANH
-----------------

*

significant at alpha level of 0.05; **significant at alpha level of 0.01; *** significant at alpha level of 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons for significant interaction effects are only reported if main effects for all factors in the
interaction are statistically significant.
ǂ

A 4 (listening trial type: LOW SNR vs. HIGH SNR vs. BABBLE ONLY vs. NO
SOUND) x 2 (age group: YOUNGER vs. OLDER ADULTS with NORMAL HEARING) mixed
factorial ANOVA was performed for each primary kinematic parameter. These tests were
performed to determine whether and how the type of listening trial differentially affected the
dynamic balance control of YANH and OANH groups (Table 4). Parameters of interest were as
follows: mean trunk pitch variability, mean trunk roll variability, mean MLCOM variability, and
mean APCOM velocity.
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Mean Trunk Pitch Variability
The first measure of trunk control to be evaluated was the mean standard deviation, or
variability in trunk pitch angle. There were significant main effects of Listening Trial Type
[F(1.46,42.20)=24.50, p<0.001, ηp2=0.46] and of Age Group [F(1,29)=7.00, p=0.013, ηp2=0.19].
As illustrated in Figure 10, both groups exhibited greater mean trunk pitch variability in No
Sound trials than in Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials (ps<0.001). No significant
differences were observed among Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials. Additionally,
there was a main effect of Age Group, where the OANH group exhibited 0.30° less trunk pitch
variability than the YANH group (p=0.013b) (Figure 11). No significant interactions between
Listening Trial Type and Age Group were found.
***

Mean trunk pitch variability (degrees)

2.50

***

***
2.00
1.50

1.00
0.50
0.00
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type

Low SNR

Figure 10. Mean trunk pitch variability for YANH and OANH groups: Main effect of Listening
Trial Type. Data has been collapsed across listeners in these groups.
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0.00
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Figure 11. Mean trunk pitch variability for YANH and OANH groups: Main effect of Age
Group. Data has been collapsed across the four listening trial types.
Mean Trunk Roll Variability
The ANOVA test performed on mean trunk roll variability revealed that there was a
significant main effect of Listening Trial Type [F(3,87)=4.23, p=0.008, ηp2=0.13]. However,
pairwise comparisons indicated that there were no significant differences in mean trunk roll
variability between any combination of the four Listening Trial Types. Results from two
pairwise comparisons had p-values that were close to reaching an alpha level of 0.05. Mean
trunk roll variability for all listeners was slightly greater in No Sound trials (M=1.58°, SEM=0.10)
compared to Babble Only trials (M=1.47°, SEM=0.10; p=0.052b) and compared to High SNR
trials (M=1.49°, SEM=0.10; p=0.085b). There were no significant Age Group differences as both
YANH (M=1.53°,SEM=0.14) and OANH groups (1.49°, SEM=0.14) exhibited similar levels of
trunk roll variability. Finally, there was no significant Listening Trial Type x Age Group
interaction effect on this parameter (Appendix D: Suppl. Figure 6).
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Mean MLCOM Variability
The last measure of trunk control and dynamic stability evaluated was the mean
variability of trunk center of mass sway in the medio-lateral direction (MLCOM; mm). There
were no significant differences in the mean level of variability of MLCOM sway among the
Listening Trial Types. On the other hand, there was a main effect of Age Group [F(1,29)=9.37,
p=0.005, ηp2=0.04] (Figure 12). Mean MLCOM sway variability was greater in the OANH group
(M=26.25 mm, SEM=1.40) than in the YANH group (M=20.11 mm, SEM=1.44). There was no
significant Listening Trial Type x Age Group interaction effect on MLCOM sway variability.

Mean MLCOM variability (mm)

35.00

**

30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00

0.00
YANH

OANH
Age Group

Figure 12. Mean MLCOM variability for YANH and OANH groups: Main effect of Age Group.
Mean APCOM Velocity
In addition to the three measures of dynamic balance control, a mixed factorial ANOVA
was also performed to compare mean APCOM velocity (m/s) of YANH and OANH groups
while completing the four Listening Trial Types. Collectively, mean APCOM velocity of the two
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groups was slower during No Sound (M=1.11, SEM=0.03) than during Babble Only (M=1.15,
SEM=0.03), High SNR (M=1.14, SEM=0.03), and Low SNR trials (M=1.14, SEM=0.03)
(ps<0.001b) [F(1.91,55.51)=24.95, p<0.001, ηp2=0.046] (Figure 13). Further, there was a
significant main effect of Age Group, where mean APCOM velocity was slower in the OANH
group (M=1.05 m/s, SEM=0.04) than in the YANH group (M=1.22 m/s, SEM=0.04)
[F(1,29)=8.56, p=0.007, ηp2=0.23. A Listening Trial Type x Age Group interaction effect was
not found.
***
***

Mean APCOM velocity (m/s)

***
1.20
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type

Low SNR

Figure 13. Mean APCOM velocity for YANH and OANH groups: Main effect of Listening Trial
Type.
IV. Segmental Orientation Parameters (Walk)
The same type of ANOVA procedures that were used to evaluate the effects of Listening
Trial Type and Age Group on trunk control/dynamic stability and trunk velocity were also
conducted to assess their effects on segmental orientation (see summary in Table 5). Parameters
of interest consisted of the following: magnitude of the largest head yaw angle in space,
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magnitude of the largest trunk yaw angle in space, magnitude of the largest head pitch angle in
space, and the largest head-on-trunk angle. The purpose of these statistical tests was to determine
whether YANH and OANH groups altered their body orientation in response to sounds and if so,
whether these changes in body orientation were different for different sound stimuli conditions.
Head yaw and angles were expected to be largest in Low SNR trials, followed by High SNR
trials, and smallest in Babble Only and No Sound trials. Conversely, mean head pitch angles
were predicted to be larger (i.e., greater forward head pitch) in trials without sentence stimuli
than in Low/High SNR trials. Next, mean trunk yaw angles and head-on-trunk angles were
predicted to vary as a function of cognitive load, with the smallest angles (i.e., more upright head
pitch) observed in Low SNR and the largest observed in Babble Only and No Sound trials.
Lastly, the OANH group were expected to make larger head-in-space and, correspondingly,
larger trunk-in-space yaw rotations than the YANH group. Further, the OANH group were
expected to have a more upright head position than the YANH group.
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Table 5. Summary of ANOVA results for segmental orientation parameters for YANH and
OANH groups.
Between-Subjects Comparisons: Age Group
Dependent
Comparisons of
Results (pVariable
Interest
values)
Mean of
Listening Trial Type
0.282
largest
Age Group
0.608
magnitude Listening Trial Type x
0.276
head yaw
Age Group
angle

Significant Pairwise Comparisonsǂ
-------------------------------------------------

Mean of
largest
magnitude
head pitch
angle

Listening Trial Type

0.019*

No Sound > High SNR

Age Group
Listening Trial Type x
Age Group

0.004**
0.340

YANH < OANH
-----------------

Mean of
largest
magnitude
trunk yaw
angle

Listening Trial Type

0.037*

Age Group
Listening Trial Type x
Age Group

0.985
0.595

No Sound > High SNR
High SNR < Low SNR
---------------------------------

Mean of
largest
magnitude
head-ontrunk angle

Listening Trial Type
Age Group
Listening Trial Type x
Age Group

0.357
0.474
0.240

-------------------------------------------------

*

significant at alpha level of 0.05; **significant at alpha level of 0.01; *** significant at alpha level of 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons for significant interaction effects are only reported if main effects for all factors in the
interaction are statistically significant.
ǂ

Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Yaw Angle
First, a 2 (age group: YOUNGER ADULTS vs. OLDER ADULTS with NORMAL
HEARING) x 4 (listening trial type: NO SOUND vs. BABBLE ONLY vs. LOW SNR vs. HIGH
SNR) mixed factorial ANOVA with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons was
performed on mean of the largest magnitude of head yaw angles. Relatively larger horizontal
head angles are a possible indicator of orientating behaviour towards a sound source. As
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illustrated in Figure 14, no significant differences were observed among the four the Listening
Trial Types or between YANH and OANH groups. Further, there was no significant Listening

Magnitude of largest head yaw angle
(degrees)

Trial Type by Age Group interaction.

12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0

2.0
0.0
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type
YANH

Low SNR

OANH

Figure 14. Mean magnitude of largest head yaw angles for YANH and OANH groups.

Mean of Largest Magnitude Trunk Yaw Angle
The same ANOVA was conducted on mean values of the largest trunk yaw angles to
evaluate the horizontal trunk orientation (i.e., axial trunk rotation) of adults during the
experiment (see Appendix D: Suppl. Figure 7). There was a significant main effect of Listening
Trial Type [F(1.75,50.17)=3.72, p=0.037, ηp2=0.11] (Figure 15), whereby the mean trunk yaw
angle was slightly larger during No Sound trials than in High SNR trials (Mean
Difference=0.59°, SEM=0.13; p=0.001b). Mean trunk yaw angle was also 0.35° greater in Low
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SNR than in High SNR trials (p=0.002b). There was no significant main effect of Age Group or
Listening Trial Type by Age Group interaction effects.

**

Mean magnitude of largest trunk yaw
(degrees)

10.0

**

9.0
8.0

7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type

Low SNR

Figure 15. Mean magnitude of largest trunk yaw angle for YANH and OANH groups: Main
effect of Listening Trial Type Data has been collapsed across listeners in these two groups.

Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Pitch Angle
In addition to examining head and trunk orientation in the horizontal axis, the mean
magnitude of the largest head pitch angles of YANH and OANH groups in the four Listening
Trial Types were evaluated. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of Listening Trial
Type [F(2.25,65.12)=4.02, p=0.019, ηp2=0.12]. The mean head pitch angle during No Sound
trials was significantly larger by 2.36° than during High SNR trials (p=0.029b). No other
pairwise comparisons were statistically significant (p>0.05). In addition to a main effect of
Listening Trial Type, there was also a main effect of Age Group [F(1,29)=9.60, p=0.004,
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ηp2=0.25]. The OANH group had a larger mean head pitch angle (M=17.23°, SEM=1.60) than
younger adults (M=10.09°, SEM=1.66; p=0.004b) (Figure 16). There was no Listening Trial Type
x Age Group interaction effects on mean head pitch angle.

Mean magntiude of largest head pitch
(degrees)

25.0

**

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
YANH

OANH
Age Group

Figure 16. Mean magnitude of largest head pitch angles for YANH and OANH: Main effect of
Age Group. Data has been collapsed across all listening trial types.

Mean of Largest Magnitude Head-on-Trunk Angle
Lastly, mean head-on-trunk angles of the YANH group during each of the Listening Trial
Types were also compared to that of the OANH group. No main effects of Listening Trial Type
or of Age Group were identified (see Appendix D: Suppl. Figure 8).
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Part 2: Results from Comparisons by Hearing Status
I. Demography and baseline assessment outcomes
Data collected from 16 older adults with normal hearing were compared to data from 11
older adults with hearing loss (see summary in Table 6). The OANH and OAHL groups had
similar mean ages of 67.88 years (SEM=1.40) and 70.09 years (SEM=2.04), respectively [t(25)=0.93, p=0.362]. The two groups also had comparable educational backgrounds, as represented by
the average number of years of education (M=16.69, SEM=0.89; M=16.14, SEM=0.99,
respectively) [t(25)=.409, p=0.362]. Results from independent samples t-tests comparing LEPTA, RE-PTA, and BE-PTA between the two older adult groups verified that the OAHL group
had poorer hearing acuity than the OANH group (ps<0.001). More specifically, the mean PTA
values for the OAHL were greater than the OANH by 19.09 dB HL (SEM=2.45), 22.74
(SEM=2.60), and 18.35 dB HL (SEM=2.19), respectively. While the audiometric configurations
of both groups exhibited a downward sloping pattern for the higher test frequencies, as depicted
in Figure 6, the dashed lines representing the mean left and mean right ear thresholds of the
OAHL group were translated or shifted downward, in the direction of higher threshold values on
the vertical axis, in comparison to the solid lines representing the PTA values for the OANH
group. Self-reported hearing acuity and listening performance, as represented by global scores on
the SSQ, were similar between the two groups, with median scores of 8.50 and 8.00 for those
with normal hearing and with HL, respectively. The group with HL had slightly lower median
scores of 7.00 on the Speech and Spatial subscales than those with normal hearing, who had
median scores of 8.00 and 8.25, respectively, however, the distribution of scores for these
subscales were not found to be statistically significant (U=73.50, p=0.481b; U=66.50, p=0.294b,
respectively).
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Mean and median visual acuity for the left and right eye for OANH and OAHL groups
were below 0.5 logMAR or 20/63 U.S. notation, which represents the upper limit of scores in the
near-normal vision category (International Council of Opthalmology, 2012). Group comparisons
of visual acuity for both eyes were not found to be significant (ps > 0.05).
Median scores and the distribution of scores for balance confidence and for the DGI were
not statistically different between the two groups. Results from the Mann-Whitney U-tests
confirmed that there were no significant group differences for scores on the ABC scale
[U=58.50, p=0.148b] and DGI [U=85.00, p=0.904b]. Finally, cognitive performance of
individuals with normal hearing (M=27.63, SEM=0.43) was not significantly different from that
of the HL group (M=27.73, SEM=0.47) [t(25)=-0.16, p=0.875].
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Table 6. Demography, health status, and hearing and visual acuity of OANH and OAHL groups.
Variable

OANH (n=16)
̅
𝒙

Median

SEM

OAHL (n=11)
Range

̅
𝒙

Median

SEM

Range

Group
Comparisons
t-statistic or
MannWhitney U

67.88
16.69

67.00
16.00

1.40
0.89

DEMOGRAPHIC
59.00 – 80.00
70.09
68.00
10.00 – 24.00
16.14
17.00
3
HEARING & VISION

13.75
13.28
12.11
13.52

13.13
11.25
11.25
12.19

1.56
1.62
1.45
1.50

6.25 – 25.00
5.00 – 25.00
5.00 – 21.25
6.25 – 21.88

32.84
36.02
30.45
34.43

32.50
36.25
28.75
34.38

1.91
2.07
1.59
1.53

22.50 – 41.25
27.50 – 50.00
22.50 – 38.75
16.25 – 22.50

-7.78***
-8.75***
-8.38***
0.00***

8.091
7.591
7.661
8.441

8.50
8.00
8.25
8.75

0.47
0.43
0.54
0.46

3.50 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
2.50 – 10.00

7.591
7.051
6.861
8.00ǂ1

8.00
7.00
7.00
8.00ǂ

0.56
0.58
0.65
0.64ǂ

3.00 – 10.00
3.00 – 9.00
2.50 – 10.00
3.50 – 10.00

70.50
73.50
66.50
67.00

0.18
0.16

0.10
0.14

0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05

0.00 – 0.60
0.00 – 0.60

66.00
-1.05

ABC Score
DGI Score

94.29
23.00

96.88
23.50

1.75
0.32

2.28
0.30

75.63 – 100.00
21.00 – 24.00

58.50
85.00

MoCA Score4

27.63

28.00

0.43

0.00 – 0.80
0.22
0.18
-0.12 – 0.60
0.23
0.18
BALANCE & MOBILITY
75.00 – 99.38
90.08
90.00
20.00 – 24.00
23.18
23.00
COGNITION
24.00 – 30.00
27.73
28.00

0.47

25.00 – 30.00

-0.16

Age (yrs.)
Education (yrs.)
PTA0.5-4 kHz (dB
HL)
Left ear
Right ear
Better ear
Binaural
average
SSQ
Global score2
Speech subscale
Spatial subscale2
Qualities of
hearing subscale
ETDRS score
(logMAR)
Left eye
Right eye

2.04
0.99

61.00 – 84.00
11.00 – 21.00

-0.93
0.42
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1

Values represent the average of individuals median scores. 2Item 14 in the Spatial Hearing section of the SSQ was excluded in the calculations of the Global
and Speech subscale scores. 3For corrected vision. 4Adjusted for years of education.
*significant at an alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed); ** significant at an alpha level of 0.01(2-tailed); *** significant at an alpha level of 0.001 (2-tailed). MannWhitney U test statistic values are italicized. ǂValue represents mean across data of 10 participants.
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II. Listening Accuracy during Three Physical Conditions (Sit, Stand, Walk)
A 2 (hearing status: NORMAL HEARING vs. HEARING LOSS) x 3 (physical
condition: SIT vs. STAND vs. WALK) x 2 (SNR: HIGH vs. LOW) mixed factorial ANOVA
was conducted (see summary in Table 7). There were significant main effects of Physical
Condition [F(1.49,29.81)=27.35, p<0.001, ηp2=0.58], SNR [F(1,20)=115.141, p<0.001,
ηp2=0.85], and of the between-subjects factor, Hearing Status [F(1,20)=5.00, p=0.037, ηp2=0.20]
on listening accuracy (see Figure 17). In terms of the physical condition, participants had
significantly higher listening accuracy in the Sit (M=78.95%, SEM=2.71) and Stand conditions
(M=80.15%, SEM=2.64) compared to the Walk condition (M=71.86%, SEM=3.06) (ps<0.001b).
However, no significant differences were observed between Sit and Stand conditions
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Table 7. Summary of ANOVA results for mean percent listening accuracy for OANH and
OAHL groups.
Dependent Variable: Mean percent listening accuracy
BetweenComparisons of
Results
Subjects
Interest
(p-values)
Comparison
Hearing
Physical Condition
<0.001***
Status
SNR
<0.001***
Hearing Status
0.009**
Physical Condition x
SNR
0.034*

Physical Condition x
Hearing Status
SNR x Hearing Status

0.681

Physical Condition x
SNR x Hearing Status

0.627

0.002**

Significant Pairwise
Comparisonsǂ
Sit > Walk
Stand > Walk
High SNR > Low SNR
OANH > OAHL
• Sit: High SNR > Low SNR
• Stand: High SNR > Low SNR
• Walk: High SNR > Low SNR
• Low SNR:
o Sit > Walk
o Stand > Walk
• High SNR:
o Sit > Walk
o Stand > Walk
-----------------------• High SNR: OANH > OAHL
• Low SNR: OANH > OAHL
• OANH: High SNR > Low SNR
• OAHL: High SNR > Low SNR
------------------------

*

significant at alpha level of 0.05; **significant at alpha level of 0.01; *** significant at alpha level of 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons for significant interaction effects are only reported if main effects for all factors in the
interaction are statistically significant.
ǂ
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Figure 17. Mean percent listening accuracy for OANH (n=16; white bars) and OAHL groups
(n=11; gray bars) for High and Low SNR trials during the 3 Physical Conditions (Sit, Stand,
Walk). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
In terms of the main effect of SNR, all older adults, collapsed across Hearing Status,
performed significantly worse in Low SNR compared to High SNR trials, such that a difference of
18.48% in listening accuracy was observed (p<0.001b). With respect to the main effect of
Hearing Status, listening accuracy of the OANH group was 15.36% (SEM=5.44) higher than the
OAHL group (p=0.009b).

A significant two-way interaction between SNR and Hearing Status was also identified
[F(1,25)=12.55, p=0.02, ηp2=0.34] (Figure 18). There was a simple main effect of Hearing Status
at each SNR level. As a group, The OANH performed better than the OAHL group by a mean of
10.04% (SEM=4.64, p=0.040b). The OAHL group performed worse than the OANH group in
High SNR trials. The group difference in listening accuracy was even larger in the Low SNR
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trials, with a difference of 20.67% (SEM=6.49, p=0.004b). A simple main effect of SNR level
was identified for both OANH and OAHL groups. Both groups exhibited higher listening
accuracy in High SNR trials compared to Low SNR trials, with mean differences of 13.17%
(SEM=1.92) and 23.80% (SEM=3.57%), respectively (ps<0.001b).

Mean listening accuracy (%)

100
90
80
70
60

50
40
30
20
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0
High SNR

Low SNR
SNR
OANH

OAHL

Figure 18. Mean percent listening accuracy collapsed across 3 Physical Conditions for OANH
and OAHL groups in High and Low SNR trials.

In addition to the two-way SNR by Hearing Status interaction, a Physical Condition by
SNR interaction was also identified [F(1.79,44.67)=3.81, p=0.034, ηp2=0.132] (Figure 19). There
was a simple main effect of SNR for each level of the factor, Physical Condition. In each of the
three Physical Conditions, listening accuracy was higher for High SNR trials than for Low SNR
trials (ps<0.001b). This simple main effect was driven by the difference of 22.19% (SEM=2.36)
in listening accuracy between High and Low SNR trials in the Walk condition. Mean differences
in listening accuracy between High and Low SNR trials in the Sit and Stand conditions were not
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statistically different with mean differences of 16.86% (SEM=1.90) and 16.40% (SEM=1.74),
respectively. For each of the two levels of the factor, SNR, there were significant differences in
performance between Sit and Walk conditions and between Stand and Walk conditions. For High
SNR trials, mean listening accuracy was poorer by 5.20% (SEM=1.29; p=0.001b) and by 5.63%
(SEM=2.44; p<0.001b) in the Walk condition compared to listening accuracy during the Sit and
Stand conditions, respectively. Larger differences in listening accuracy between Sit and Walk and
between Stand and Walk conditions were observed for Low SNR trials than for High SNR trials.
Listening accuracy decreased by 10.99% (SEM=2.26) and by 10.95% (SEM=2.44) when
performance in Low SNR trials during Walk was compared to Low SNR trials during Sit and
Stand (ps<0.001b). There was no significant three-way interaction.

Mean listening accuracy (%)
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Figure 19. Mean percent listening accuracy collapsed across Hearing Status groups in High and
Low SNR trials in 3 Physical Conditions.
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III. Dynamic Balance Control Parameters (Walk)
Four, two-way mixed factorial ANOVAs with Listening Trial Type and Hearing Status as
the within- and between-subjects, respectively, were performed to investigate their effects on
four measures of dynamic balance control: mean trunk pitch variability, mean trunk roll
variability, mean MLCOM variability, and mean APCOM velocity (see summary in Table 8).

Table 8. Summary of ANOVA results for dynamic balance control parameters for OANH and
OAHL groups.
Between-Subjects Comparisons: Hearing Status
Dependent
Comparisons of
Results (pVariable
Interest
values)
Mean
Listening Trial Type
<0.001***
trunk pitch
variability
Hearing Status
0.935
Listening Trial Type x
0.291
Hearing Status
Mean
Listening Trial Type
0.178
trunk roll
Hearing Status
0.032*
variability Listening Trial Type x
0.668
Hearing Status
Mean
Listening Trial Type
0.974
MLCOM
Hearing Status
0.132
variability Listening Trial Type x
0.849
Hearing Status
Mean
Listening Trial Type
<0.001***
APCOM
velocity
Hearing Status
0.586
Listening Trial Type x
0.683
Hearing Status

Pairwise Comparisonsǂ
No Sound > Babble Only
No Sound > High SNR
No Sound > Low SNR
------------------------------------------------OANH > OAHL
----------------------------------------------------------------No Sound < Babble Only
No Sound < High SNR
No Sound < Low SNR
---------------------------------

*

significant at alpha level of 0.05; **significant at alpha level of 0.01; *** significant at alpha level of 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons for significant interaction effects are only reported if main effects for all factors in the
interaction are statistically significant.
ǂ
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Mean Trunk Pitch Variability
The first measure evaluated was mean trunk pitch variability. There was a significant
main effect of Listening Trial Type, whereby older adults exhibited greater variability in No
Sound trials (M=1.68°, SEM=0.12) than in each of the three remaining conditions with auditory
stimuli (ps<0.01b) [F(1.25,31.12)=20.96, p<0.001, ηp2=0.46] (Figure 20). The ANOVA tests
revealed that there was no significant main effect of Hearing Status or two-way interaction
effects on mean trunk pitch variability.

Mean trunk pitch variability (degrees)

***
***

2.5
***
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type

Low SNR

Figure 20. Mean trunk pitch variability for OANH and OAHL groups: Main effect of Listening
Trial Type. Data has been collapsed across these two groups.

Mean Trunk Roll Variability
The second parameter evaluated was mean trunk roll variability. There was no significant
main effect of Listening Trial Type. However, there was a main effect of Hearing Status, where
the OANH group exhibited greater roll variability (Mean=1.49°, SEM=0.12) than the OAHL
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group (M=1.07°, SEM=0.14) [F(1,25)=5.15, p=0.032, ηp2=0.17] (Figure 21). Finally, there was
no significant Listening Trial Type x Hearing Status interaction effect on mean trunk roll

Mean trunk roll variability (degrees)

variability.
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Figure 21. Mean trunk roll variability for OANH and OAHL groups: Main effect of Hearing
Status.

Mean MLCOM Variability
Mean MLCOM sway variability of OANH and OAHL groups were compared to
determine whether and how trunk stability was affected during performance in the four Listening
Trial Types. No significant main effects or interactions were identified. One trend observed in
Suppl. Figure 9 in Appendix E was that the OANH group had greater variability than OAHL
irrespective of Listening Trial. However, the mean difference between groups was only 4.53 mm
and not sufficiently large to be statistically significant.
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Mean APCOM Velocity
The final measure of interest was mean APCOM velocity. A significant main effect of
Listening Trial Type was identified [F(2.24,55.88)=11.49, p<0.001, ηp2=0.32] (see Figure 22).
Mean APCOM velocity was slower in No Sound trials (M=1.05 m/s, SEM=0.04) compared to
Babble Only (M=1.08, SEM=0.03; p=0.001b), High SNR (M=1.07, SEM=0.03), and Low SNR
trials (M=1.08, SEM=0.04; p=0.017b). There was no significant main effect of Hearing Status as
the OANH group (M=1.05 m/s; SEM=0.04) and OAHL group (M=1.09 m/s; SEM=0.05) had
similar APCOM velocities. Additionally, there was no significant two-way interaction effect.

***

Mean APCOM velocity (m/s)

1.40
*

1.30

***

1.20
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Types

Low SNR

Figure 22. Mean APCOM velocity for OANH and OAHL groups Main effect of Listening Trial
Type.
IV. Segmental Orientation Parameters (Walk)
A 2 (hearing status: NORMAL HEARING vs. HEARING LOSS) x 4 (listening trial type:
NO SOUND vs. BABBLE ONLY vs. LOW SNR vs. HIGH SNR) mixed factorial ANOVA was
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performed for each segmental orientation parameter (means of the largest magnitude of head
yaw, trunk yaw, head pitch, and head-on-trunk angles) (see Table 9 for summary).

Table 9. Summary of ANOVA results for segmental orientation parameters for OANH and
OAHL groups.
Between-Subjects Comparisons: Hearing Status
Dependent
Comparisons of
Results (pVariable
Interest
values)
Mean of
Listening Trial Type
0.499
largest
Hearing Status
0.261
magnitude Listening Trial Type x
0.342
head yaw
Hearing Status
angle

Significant Pairwise
Comparisonsǂ
-------------------------------------------------

Mean of
largest
magnitude
head pitch
angle

Listening Trial Type

0.004**

Hearing Status
Listening Trial Type x
Hearing Status

0.635
0.743

No Sound > Babble Only
No Sound > High SNR
---------------------------------

Mean of
largest
magnitude
trunk yaw
angle

Listening Trial Type
Hearing Status
Listening Trial Type x
Hearing Status

0.104
0.313
0.248

-------------------------------------------------

Mean of
largest
magnitude
head-ontrunk angle

Listening Trial Type
Age Group
Listening Trial Type x
Age Group

0.665
0.226
0.449

-------------------------------------------------

*

significant at alpha level of 0.05; **significant at alpha level of 0.01; *** significant at alpha level of 0.001.
Pairwise comparisons for significant interaction effects are only reported if main effects for all factors in the
interaction are statistically significant.
ǂ
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Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Yaw Angle
There were no main effects of Listening Trial Type or of Hearing Status on mean head
yaw angles. As shown in Figure 23, there was little variability in mean magnitude of the largest
head yaw angle between the OANH and OAHL groups. Finally, there was no significant two-

Magnitude of largest head yaw angle
(degrees)

way Hearing Status x Listening Trial Type interaction.
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type
OANH

Low SNR

OAHL

Figure 23. Mean magnitude of the largest head yaw angles for OANH and OAHL groups.

Mean of Largest Magnitude Trunk Yaw Angle
ANOVA results for mean horizontal trunk orientation revealed that there was no main
effect of Listening Trial Type [F(2.02,50.61)=2.36, p=0.104, ηp2=0.09]. Similarly, a main effect
of Hearing Status was not found [F(1,25)=1.06, p=0.313, ηp2=0.04]. Finally, statistical analyses
also revealed that there was no interaction effect between Listening Trial Type and Hearing
Status for horizontal trunk orientation (see Appendix E: Suppl. Figure 10).
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Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Pitch Angle
Analyses of the mean of the largest head pitch angles revealed a significant main effect of
Listening Trial Type [F(1.82,45.51)=6.70, p=0.004, ηp2=0.21], whereby larger mean head pitch
(i.e., more forward head pitch) angles were observed in the No Sound trials (M=18.58°,
SEM=1.76) compared to Babble Only (M=16.21°, SEM=1.43; p=0.025b) and to High SNR
(M=15.48°, SEM=1.28; p=0.024b) (Figure 24). Although the mean difference in head pitch
between No Sound and Low SNR trials were larger (Mean Difference=2.66°, SEM=1.01) than the
difference between No Sound and High SNR trials, this difference of 2.66° was not statistically
significant. There was no significant main effect of Hearing Status or Listening Trial Type x
Hearing Status interaction.

Mean magnitude of largest head pitch
(degrees)

*

*

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
No Sound

Babble Only
High SNR
Listening Trial Type

Low SNR

Figure 24. Mean magnitude of largest head pitch for OANH and OAHL groups: Main effect of
Listening Trial Type Data has been collapsed across listeners in these two groups.
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Mean of Largest Magnitude Head-on-Trunk Angle
The ANOVA tests did not reveal a significant main effect of Listening Trial Type on the
mean magnitude of head-on-trunk. The range of mean values across the four auditory conditions
only varied between a mean of 7.50° (SEM=0.54) in High SNR trials and 8.10° (SEM=0.64)
which was observed in No Sound trials. Furthermore, there was no main effect of Hearing Status
or two-way Listening Trial Type x Hearing Status interaction on head-on-trunk angles (see
Appendix E: Suppl. Figure 11).
V. Correlational Analyses Among Segmental Orientation and Dynamic Balance Control
Parameters (Walk) and Measures of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
This final subsection describes the results from correlational analyses performed to
determine whether and how kinematic outcome measures and measures of objective and
subjective hearing acuity are associated. Since the primary aim of these correlational analyses
were to investigate whether and how having poorer hearing acuity may be associated with
segmental orientation and dynamic balance control, only data from 16 older adults with normal
hearing and 11 older adults with hearing loss were examined. Since ANOVA analyses on mean
head yaw angles did not reveal any significant differences in head yaw rotation among Listening
Trial Types or between OANH and OAHL groups, the rationale to perform correlational
analyses to determine whether head orientation and dynamic balance control are associated were
diminished. As such, these correlational analyses were not conducted.
Results from Pearson and Spearman’s correlational analyses are reported in three
separate parts. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was calculated in lieu of Pearson’s correlation
coefficient when the distribution for one or both parameters being analysed did not meet the
assumption of normality. Further, Spearman’s coefficient, in comparison to Pearson’s correlation
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coefficient, is less susceptible to potential outliers (Mukaka, 2012) and suitable for use when
analyzing data from small samples. Results from analyses that evaluate whether objective
hearing acuity are associated with subjective measures of hearing acuity are reported first. These
analyses were performed first to determine whether self-reported ratings of hearing acuity and
listening ability (i.e. subjective measure) are related to pure-tone hearing thresholds (i.e.
objective measure). Two measures of objective hearing acuity (i.e., better ear and binaural PTA)
were included in the analysis because while better ear PTA is a more commonly used measure of
hearing acuity in research, it does not capture the hearing acuity of both ears. For this reason, the
less commonly used measure, binaural PTA, was also included in analysis. Second, results from
correlational analyses between measures of hearing acuity and selected measures of segmental
orientation are reported. For each set of correlational analyses, separate tests were performed for
kinematic data from No Sound, Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials (see Tables 10-13,
respectively). These analyses were performed to determine whether poorer subjective/objective
hearing acuity is positively or negatively correlated with changes in segmental orientation in
situations where auditory stimuli are presented. Finally, results from analyses of whether
dynamic balance control parameters are related to measures of hearing acuity are reported.

Relationship between Measures of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
As shown in Table 10, neither better ear PTA nor averaged binaural PTA values were
found to be significantly associated with Global and subscale scores on the SSQ.
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Table 10. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for kinematic measures in No Sound trials and measures of objective and
subjective hearing acuity for OANH and OAHL groups.

Better
Ear PTA
Binaural
Average
PTA
SSQ
Global
SSQ
Speech
Subscale
SSQ
Spatial
Subscale

Objective Hearing
Acuity
Better
Binaural
Ear PTA Average
PTA
----------0.99***

Subjective Hearing Acuity
SSQ
Global
-0.35

SSQ
Speech
Subscale
-0.31

SSQ
Spatial
Subscale
-0.26

Segmental
Orientation
Mean
Mean
HYaw
Head-onTYaw
-0.18
-0.21

Dynamic Balance Control
Mean
TPitch
Var.
0.04

Mean
TRoll
Var.
-0.25

Mean
MLCOM
Var.
-0.01

-----------

-----------

-0.33

-0.28

-0.27

-0.14

-0.17

0.08

-0.27

-0.05

-----------

-----------

-----------

0.78***

0.83***

-0.06

-0.20

0.00

-0.07

-0.27

-----------

-----------

-----------

-----------

0.86***

-0.09

-0.22

0.29

-0.07

-0.13

-----------

-----------

-----------

-----------

-----------

0.01

-0.10

-0.09

0.13

-0.16

Spearman’s rho coefficients are denoted by italicized font. *Significant at alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed). **Significant at alpha level of 0.01 (2 tailed).
***
Significant at alpha level of 0.001 (2 tailed). Abbreviations: HYaw – head yaw angle; Head-on-TYaw – head-on-trunk yaw angle; MLCOM Var – mediolateral center of mass displacement variability; TPitch Var – trunk pitch variability; TRoll Var – trunk roll variability.
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Table 11. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for kinematic measures in Babble Only trials and measures of objective and
subjective Hearing Acuity for OANH and OAHL groups.
Segmental Orientation

Dynamic Balance Control

Mean
HYaw

Mean TPitch
Var.

Mean Headon- TYaw

Mean Troll
Var.

Mean
MLCOM Var.

Better Ear
-0.42*
-0.29
-0.23
-0.40*
-0.08
PTA
Binaural
-0.37
-0.28
-0.20
-0.44*
-0.09
Average
PTA
Subjective SSQ
0.37
0.17
0.28
0.04
-0.18
Hearing
Global
Acuity
SSQ
0.47*
0.19
0.36
-0.00
-0.21
Speech
Subscale
SSQ
0.30
0.12
0.09
0.14
-0.05
Spatial
Subscale
Spearman’s rho coefficients are denoted by italicized font. *Significant at alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed). **Significant at alpha level of
0.01 (2 tailed). ***Significant at alpha level of 0.001 (2 tailed). Abbreviations: HYaw – head yaw angle; Head-on-TYaw – head-ontrunk yaw angle; MLCOM Var – medio-lateral center of mass displacement variability; TPitch Var – trunk pitch variability; TRoll
Var – trunk roll variability.
Objective
Hearing
Acuity
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Table 12. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for kinematic measures in High SNR trials and measures of objective and
subjective hearing acuity for OANH and OAHL groups.

Objective
Hearing
Acuity

Better Ear
PTA
Binaural
Average
PTA
Subjective SSQ
Hearing
Global
Acuity
SSQ
Speech
Subscale
SSQ
Spatial
Subscale

Segmental Orientation

Dynamic Balance Control

Mean
HYaw

Mean Headon- TYaw

Mean TPitch
Var.

Mean Troll
Var.

Mean
MLCOM Var.

-0.28

-0.33

-0.20

-0.30

-0.07

-0.24

-0.31

-0.18

-0.33

-0.11

0.42*

0.10

0.28

-0.01

-0.22

0.39*

0.20

-0.37

-0.04

-0.25

0.39*

0.16

0.16

0.11

-0.12

Spearman’s rho coefficients are denoted by italicized font. *Significant at alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed). **Significant at alpha level of 0.01 (2 tailed).
***
Significant at alpha level of 0.001 (2 tailed). Abbreviations: HYaw – head yaw angle; Head-on-TYaw – head-on-trunk yaw angle; MLCOM Var – mediolateral center of mass displacement variability; TPitch Var – trunk pitch variability; TRoll Var – trunk roll variability.
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Table 13. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for kinematic measures in Low SNR trials and measures of objective and
subjective hearing acuity for OANH and OAHL groups.

Objective
Hearing
Acuity

Better Ear
PTA
Binaural
Average
PTA
Subjective SSQ
Hearing
Global
Acuity
SSQ
Speech
Subscale
SSQ
Spatial
Subscale

Segmental Orientation

Dynamic Balance Control

Mean
HYaw

Mean Headon- TYaw

Mean TPitch
Var.

Mean Troll
Var.

Mean
MLCOM Var.

-0.28

-0.30

-0.32

-0.34

-0.11

-0.26

-0.29

-0.30

-0.40*

-0.11

0.41*

0.11

0.23

0.04

-0.09

0.49**

0.27

0.37

0.07

-0.09

0.41*

0.05

0.17

0.12

0.07

Spearman’s rho coefficients are denoted by italicized font. *Significant at alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed). **Significant at alpha level of 0.01 (2 tailed).
***
Significant at alpha level of 0.001 (2 tailed). Abbreviations: HYaw – head yaw angle; Head-on-TYaw – head-on-trunk yaw angle; MLCOM Var – mediolateral center of mass displacement variability; TPitch Var – trunk pitch variability; TRoll Var – trunk roll variability.
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Evaluation of Relationship among Head-in-Space and Head-on-Trunk Orientation and Measures
of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
Correlational analyses were performed on mean head yaw angle, mean head-on-trunk
yaw angle and PTA values to determine whether hearing acuity is associated with changes in
segmental orientation. First, head yaw rotation in-space and head-on-trunk angles in No Sound
trials were not significantly associated with better ear PTA or binaural PTA (Table 10). In
analyses of data from Babble Only trials, the only significant correlation among all parameters
was between mean head yaw angles and better ear PTA. Surprisingly, there was a strong
negative correlation between the two parameters, indicating that those with poorer hearing acuity
(i.e., higher PTA values) make smaller horizontal head turns (rs=-0.42, p=0.030; see Table 11).
Mean head-on-trunk position was not significantly associated with better ear PTA or binaural
PTA. Scatterplots of and correlational analyses of data and from High SNR (Table 12) and Low
SNR trials (Table 13) revealed that there were no significant correlations between measures of
head orientation and objective hearing acuity.
Subjective hearing acuity, as represented by Global, Speech subscale, and Spatial
subscale scores, were not significantly associated with head yaw rotations in space or head-ontrunk angles in No Sound trials. No significant correlations were found between each of the three
measures of subjective hearing acuity and mean head-on-trunk angles. In Babble Only trials,
larger head yaw angles were associated with higher scores (i.e., better self-reported listening
abilities) on the Speech subscale (rs=0.47, p=0.061; see Table 11). Head yaw angles in Babble
Only trials were not significantly correlated with Global SSQ or Spatial subscale scores
(ps>0.05). In High SNR, larger head yaw angles were significantly correlated with higher Global
(rs=0.42, p=0.028, Speech subscale (r=0.39, p=0.050), and Spatial subscale scores (rs=0.39,
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p=0.047) on the SSQ. Similarly, larger head yaw angles in Low SNR trials were also
significantly correlated with higher Global (rs=0.41, p=0.032), Speech subscale (r=0.49,
p=0.010), and Spatial subscale (r=0.41, p=0.033) scores.

Evaluation of Relationship among Dynamic Balance Control Parameters and Measures of
Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
Among the results from statistical tests for dynamic balance control parameters from the
four Listening Trial Types, only two significant relationships were identified, and both were
observed in data from Babble Only trials. Initial tests revealed that there were significant
relationships between mean trunk roll variability and better ear PTA (rs=-0.40, p=0.039) and
between mean trunk roll variability and binaural PTA (rs=-0.44, p=0.023). Data from one
individual with mean trunk roll variability of 2.95° could act as an influential outlier. Spearman’s
correlations were calculated after the removal of this data point and both correlations remain
statistically significant (rs=-0.42, p=0.035; rs=-0.45, p=0.021, respectively).
No significant relationships were found between measures of subjective hearing acuity
and dynamic balance control parameters in any of the four Listening Trial Types.
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DISCUSSION
The main objective of this research was to determine whether and how the dynamic
balance control of adults who differ by age or by hearing status, would be affected when
performing a listening task, of varying difficulty, while walking. An individual’s behaviour
under these increasingly challenging conditions is potentially affected by (a) limitations in
cognitive resources and/or (b) limitations in hearing abilities. The way that performance may be
affected by these limitations is by, for instance, showing detrimental effects during dual-task
conditions, particularly as they get more difficult. The trade-off from these effects may be
detrimental to either listening performance or balance control/walking performance or both,
depending what is prioritized and the capacity for the individual to prioritize. Further, changes to
physical behaviours may occur as a strategy for performing better on the listening task through
orienting responses (see Figure 1).
The discussion of results will be divided into five parts that each focus on the following
empirical questions and topics:
I.

Does listening accuracy differ depending on the SNR level and/or the Physical
Condition and, if so, are differences in these effects associated with age and/or
hearing status?

II.

Does the type of auditory stimulus presented in the listening task affect the
dynamic balance control and, if so, are differences in these effects associated
with age and/or hearing status?

III.

Does segmental orientation differ depending on the type of auditory stimulus
presented while walking and, if so, are differences in these effects associated
with age and/or hearing status?
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IV.

Are performance measures of segmental orientation, dynamic balance control,
and measures of subjective and objective hearing acuity associated with one
another?

V.

Study Limitations

I. Does Listening Accuracy Differ Depending on the SNR Level and/or the Physical Condition
and, if so, are Differences in These Effects Associated with Age and/or Hearing Status?
One of the novel comparisons made in this study was the comparison of listening
performance across the three Physical Conditions, Sit, Stand, and Walk. These comparisons
allowed us to determine how increased demands in balance control across the three Physical
Conditions and listening load would affect listening accuracy. Balance control during sitting,
standing, and walking differs in several ways. Balance control differs between Sit and Stand
conditions in that balance is controlled externally when sitting but controlled internally during
standing. Further, standing involves maintenance of static stability, where the spatial relationship
between the COM and BOS remain constant. In contrast to this, maintaining dynamic stability
during gait is more challenging as the COM only remains within the BOS during 20% of a gait
cycle (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2012). The attentional demands for maintaining stability
also differ among the three conditions. Attentional demands, or more generally-speaking
cognitive load, is greater when standing compared to sitting and greater when walking compared
to standing (Lajoie, Teasdale, Bard, & Fleury, 1993). Attentional load is greatest during the
single support phase during gait.
istening accuracy was expected to be more negatively affected in the OANH compared to
the YANH group and in the OAHL compared to the OANH group. Further, it was expected to be
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worst in Low SNR trials during Walk, where the listening conditions were most adverse and the
requirements for balance control were greatest.
Comparisons by Age Group
Listening accuracy of both younger and older adults with normal hearing was 5.75% and
6.17% higher during Sit and Stand, respectively, than in the Walk condition (see Figure 7). These
differences in listening accuracy show that the increased demands of maintaining balance control
during walking have a negative impact on listening accuracy. While listening accuracy was
expected to be significantly better in Sit than in Walk, no significant differences were observed
between Sit and Stand. This finding suggests that the change from external to internal balance
control, in addition tot other differences between sitting and standing, was not sufficiently
demanding to have a negative effect on listening accuracy.
Results confirmed the prediction that there was lower listening accuracy for the Low
SNR trials compared to the High SNR trials. The finding of a 11.32% decrease in listening
accuracy between High and Low SNR trials (see Figure 8) is consistent with results from
previous studies (see work by Besser, Festen, Goverts, Kramer, & Pichora-Fuller, 2015; PichoraFuller et al., 1995) and demonstrated that increasing the complexity of a listening task by
masking speech with background babble can negatively affect listening accuracy. These findings
also confirm that the High and Low SNR levels that were chosen resulted in the intended effect of
creating “less demanding” and “more demanding” listening scenarios. The finding that the
listening accuracy of the OANH group was 4.38% lower than the YANH group, supports a
consistent finding in literature on aging and auditory perception (Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995;
Pichora-Fuller & Souza, 2003; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016); specifically, that older adults often
experience listening difficulties in complex auditory environments, despite having normal
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audiometric thresholds. The SNR x Age Group interaction further indicates that older adults
were more negatively affected by the challenging listening conditions than younger adults, once
again, consistent with earlier hypotheses and with published literature (see Figure 8; PichoraFuller et al., 1995; Pichora-Fuller & Souza, 2003; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016). Moreover, the
combined effects of adverse SNR (i.e., Low SNR) and older age on listening accuracy were
sufficiently large to have an effect size of 0.22.
The finding of a Physical Condition x SNR interaction effect on listening accuracy
suggests that increased demands of balance control and increased listening demands can have an
interactive effect on listening accuracy (see Figure 9). This interaction is primarily driven by the
finding that while all pairwise comparisons were found to be significant, the negative effect of
Low SNR on listening accuracy was largest in the Walk condition where mean accuracy was
76.11%.
Comparisons by Hearing Status
While the OANH group were expected to have better listening accuracy than the OAHL
overall, it was also predicted that the listening accuracy of the OAHL group may be more
detrimentally affected by the increased demands on balance control and listening load.
Significant differences between listening accuracy in the Sit versus Walk and between the Stand
versus Walk conditions across both groups of older adults were observed, suggesting that
performing a listening task while maintaining dynamic balance control during walking is more
challenging than while sitting or maintaining standing balance. The absence of significant
differences in listening accuracy between the Sit and Stand conditions, once again, suggests that
the requirements for balance control during standing were not sufficiently different from that of
the sitting for either the OAHL or OHNH participant group. The listening accuracy of the OAHL
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group was not more detrimentally affected by the more challenging walking task compared to the
OANH.
The findings that all older adults performed better during High SNR than during Low
SNR trials and that OANH performed better than the OAHL group (see Figure 19) were
consistent with earlier predictions that the listening accuracy of the OAHL group would be more
negatively affected by the more adverse auditory conditions in Low SNR trials. Importantly, the
finding that listening at Low SNR levels had a more detrimental effect on listening accuracy in
the OAHL than OANH group shows that dual- listening and walking task performance may be
more cognitively demanding for individuals with ARHL than for those with normal hearing. This
is evidenced by the significant SNR x Hearing Status and Physical Condition x SNR interaction
effects (see Figures 18 and 19, respectively). While the SNR x Age Group interaction in
comparisons of YANH and OANH groups had an effect size of 0.22, the combined effects of
SNR and Hearing Status had a larger effect size of 0.34 on the listening performance of older
adult groups. This result highlights that the negative effects of adverse listening conditions (i.e.,
Low SNR) and hearing loss on listening performance.
The negative effects of performing a cognitive/listening task while maintaining balance
has previously been demonstrated by Bruce et al., (2017) and Lau et al (2016). The findings of
this thesis expand on the work of these researchers by showing that increased physical demands
and listening load have a proportionally greater effect on the OANH compared to the YANH
group and on the OAHL compared to the OANH group.
Finally, the absence of a two-way Physical Condition x Hearing Status interaction effect
on listening accuracy indicates that the increased physical demands of the walking task, alone,
were not sufficient to differentially affect the listening performance of OANH and OAHL
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groups. This null finding may be attributed to the fact that both OANH and OAHL groups were
in good physical health and baseline assessments showed that none of the participants had preexisting health conditions that would affect their ability to stand or walk for short periods of time
(≤ 30 secs). Therefore, our sample may have been biased towards particularly healthy,
community-dwelling older adults. With a more representative sample, group-related differences
in listening accuracy may be more apparent. Second, it may be the case that even in the most
challenging scenario (i.e., Low SNR trials during Walk) the OAHL group prioritized the listening
task over the physical task, thus maintaining their listening performance levels. In the next
section, the results for dynamic balance control of the OAHL group in Low SNR trials during
Walk will be interpreted in light of the results for listening performance.
As described earlier, careful attention and effort during the pilot phase of this experiment
was used to select two SNR conditions that would be suitable for testing not only YANH and
OANH groups, but also individuals in the OAHL group. Selection of a Low SNR and a High SNR
condition that would be more and less cognitive demanding, respectively, for individuals in all
three participants groups had to be made with careful considerations given that a higher SNR
condition that may be difficult for adults with HL may be not sufficiently challenging for
younger adults with normal hearing (and vice versa). There was a modulation of listening
accuracy as a function of the SNR manipulation, indicating that this manipulation had its
intended effect on all individuals. As Pichora-Fuller et al. (2016) described and as is illustrated in
Figure 2 (p.S16) of their article, the amount of listening effort required of and exerted by an
individual is dependent on at least two factors, their level of motivation and the demands of the
task. Based on the results of the current study, it is presumed that the listening effort was greater
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for all individuals when the SNR was lower compared to higher and that listening effort was
greatest for those with ARHL and lowest for younger adults with normal hearing.
In sum, three key findings with respect to listening accuracy were as follows. First, all
individuals, irrespective of age group or hearing status, had lower listening accuracy in Low SNR
than in High SNR trials. Second, listening accuracy of OANH group was more negatively
affected than in the YANH group and the OAHL group was more negatively affected than the
OANH group. Third, the increased balance control requirements that are associated with
walking, together with effects of adverse listening conditions in Low SNR trials had the most
detrimental effect on the listening accuracy of the OAHL group.

II. Does the Type of Auditory Stimulus Presented in the Listening Task Affect Dynamic Balance
Control and, if so, are Differences in These Effects Associated with Age and/or Hearing Status?
The listening accuracy results for the Walk condition that were discussed above provides
the foundation for the interpretation of the results for the primary kinematic outcome parameters
in the Walk condition. The results for the mean trunk pitch variability, trunk roll variability,
MLCOM variability and mean APCOM velocity must be considered in the context of these
listening results.
It was expected that as cognitive load increased from a single task to a dual task with
varying levels of difficulty, balance control would be negatively affected. Balance control was
also expected to differ as a function of the cognitive demand imposed by the listening trial type.
Among Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials, balance control was predicted to be the
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most negatively affected in Low SNR trials. Balance control of the OANH group was expected to
be more negatively affected by increased cognitive load than the YANH group.
Comparisons by Age Group
Mean Trunk Pitch and Roll Variability
The results for mean trunk pitch variability differed from initial predictions in that it was
only found to be significantly greater in No Sound trials when compared to each of the trial types
with auditory stimuli (i.e., Low SNR, High SNR, Babble Only). No significant differences were
observed among the three trial types with auditory stimuli (see Table 4). These results suggest
that younger and older adults with normal hearing adjust their control of trunk pitch movements
when they are in the presence of an auditory stimulus while walking, irrespective of the type of
auditory stimulus being presented. In addition, these results also suggest that perhaps the
difference between single- versus dual-task, rather than the type of listening trial in the dual-task
condition, is the more important distinction when it comes to evaluating dynamic balance control
in the current study. The finding that participants in the OANH group exhibited less variability
than younger adults was consistent with earlier predictions and suggests that older participants
with normal hearing were employing what has been referred to as a “stiffening strategy” (Young
& Williams, 2015). This strategy refers to the reduction of the degrees of freedom of movement
around the COM and has largely been reported as behaviour exhibited by older adults who have
a fear of falling (Carpenter, Frank, & Silcher, 1999; see review by Young & Williams, 2015).
The finding that significant differences are observed between No Sound trials and Babble Only
trials, the latter in which no target sentence is presented, may be attributed to the fact this
parameter was calculated over the 2-m spatial window after the onset of the auditory stimulus.
During this 2-m window, individuals may still be trying to discern whether a target sentence was
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being presented among the background babble. The absence of significant differences in mean
trunk pitch variability between Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials suggest that the
listening trial types did not have graded effect for which the act of listening to each of these
respective trial types would be considered gradually more cognitively demanding.
With respect to mean trunk roll variability, the finding that there was a significant main
effect of Listening Trial Type but an absence of significant results in post-hoc comparisons,
suggests that the significant main effect may have been driven by the (small) differences in
variability observed in No Sound trials compared to trials with Babble Only. For these reasons,
these findings along with the absence of a significant main effect of Age Group, together, lend
support to the null hypothesis that Listening Trial Type did not affect trunk roll variability of
participants with normal hearing. Two reasons why differences mean trunk roll variability, a
measure of stability in the medio-lateral direction, were not observed between trials with and
without auditory stimuli may have been due to the spatial location of the loudspeakers. The
loudspeakers were close to the average head height and were positioned at the end of the walking
path (i.e., ahead of the individual). As such, changes in head roll angles is not likely to be a
strategy used in the listening task. Further, given that the loudspeakers were positioned at the end
of the walking path and that the presentation of target sentences from the left side and right side
were unpredictable, participants may have adopted the strategy of maintaining the same level of
trunk roll variability in all trial types to respond the presentation of stimuli from any of the
speaker locations.
Mean MLCOM Variability
Mean MLCOM variability was expected to be greater in the OANH group than the
YANH group but be similar across the Listening Trial Types. The absence of a significant
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difference in MLCOM variability among Listening Trial Types indicates that neither increased
listening load nor increased load from performing single- versus dual-task affected MLCOM
variability. In accordance with earlier predictions, OANH did exhibit greater MLCOM
variability than the YANH group. This finding is consistent with literature on balance control
during walking (see work by Hackney & Cinelli, 2013).
Given that the MLCOM variability was greater in OANH than the YANH group, one
possible reason why MLCOM variability did not vary across Listening Trial Types is that the
OANH may have adapted their APCOM velocity and/or gait pattern (e.g., increased step width
or decreased gait speed) to adapt to increased cognitive demands of listening conditions.
Mean APCOM Velocity
Although APCOM velocity was hypothesized to decrease among the Listening Trial
Types as cognitive demand increased (i.e., Low SNR < High SNR < Babble Only < No Sound),
the nature and direction of the significant pairwise comparisons for Listening Trial Type differed
from what was anticipated. Surprisingly, APCOM velocity was significantly faster during each
of the dual-task conditions (i.e., Low SNR, High SNR, Babble Only) compared to single task
walking (i.e., No Sound) but no significant differences among the trial types with auditory
stimuli were observed. One possible explanation for these results is that the listening task,
particularly in trials in which sentences are presented, is also a working memory task. As such,
listeners may have been trying to reach the end of the walk path sooner so that they could repeat
the words they perceived as quickly as possible to reduce the amount of time and effort needed
to keep this information in working memory. Yet another possible explanation is related to the
effect of increased arousal on task performance as described by the Yerkes-Dodson Law (Yerkes
& Dodson, 1908). It may be the case increased arousal and divided attention associated with
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performing a dual-task resulted in faster walking speed and therefore, faster mean APCOM
velocity. This finding is consistent with other studies that have evaluated performance on a dualtask paradigm (see Tomprowski & Audiffren, 2014; Duncan et al., 2016). For instance,
Tomporoski & Audiffren (2014) found that older adult had faster response times on an auditory
switch task when they were walking on a treadmill. Another explanation could be that adults
with normal hearing counteract the negative effects of performing a dual-task by increasing their
momentum and improving their balance control by increasing their APCOM velocity.
Comparisons by Hearing Status
Mean Trunk Pitch and Roll Variability
With respect to comparisons of OANH and OAHL groups, it was hypothesized that mean
trunk pitch and roll variability would be more negatively affected (i.e., larger) as cognitive load
increased across the Listening Trial Types. Further, mean trunk pitch and roll variability of the
OAHL group was expected to be more negatively affected than that of the OANH group and the
most detrimental effects would be observed in Low SNR trials.
The results for mean trunk pitch variability contrasted these early predictions. Both
OANH and OAHL groups exhibited significantly lower trunk pitch variability in trials with
auditory stimuli (i.e., Low SNR, High SNR, Babble Only) compared to No Sound trials, but no
significant differences were found among the three Listening Trial Types with auditory stimuli
(see Table 8). Further, in contrast to initial predictions, OANH and OAHL groups exhibited
similar levels of trunk pitch variability. Together, these results suggest that all older adults,
irrespective of hearing status, reduced their trunk pitch variability when auditory stimuli were
presented (see Figure 20). Moreover, they suggest that all older adults, irrespective of whether
they have normal hearing or HL, exhibit a strategy where they reduce their trunk movement
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when performing a dual-task. These trends contrast those of Lau et al. (2016), as older adults
with normal hearing and hearing aid users in their study exhibited greater trunk pitch variability
(RMS error) in dual-task compared to single-task conditions. Several key differences that may
contribute to differences in findings between the current study and the previous study include:
the difference between treadmill and overground walking, the complexity of the listening task,
the spatial location of the sounds sources, and the use of hearing aids. With regards to differences
in task complexity, one possible explanation is that when the task is too challenging, as may be
the case in the study by Lau and colleagues (2016), reduction in trunk movement may no longer
be possible and as a result increased trunk pitch variability is observed. Another possible
explanation is related to the fact that older adults with hearing loss in the study by Lau and
colleagues (2016) were wearing hearing aid(s). As such, it may have been the case that (1)
auditory cues that support perceived self-orientation may have been either more readily
perceived by individuals who used hearing aid(s) compared to the OAHL group in this thesis
study and/or (2) the ability of hearing aid users to (more readily) access auditory cues compared
to the OAHL group in the current study may result in differences in movement strategies. Within
this thesis study, the reduction in mean trunk pitch variability, when walking in the presence of
auditory stimuli with and without target sentences, suggests that older adults may use a more
conservative movement strategy in order to manage the cognitive demands of performing two
tasks simultaneously.
In contrast to the hypothesis that mean trunk roll variability would vary among the four
Listening Trial Types, no such differences were found. As predicted, however, there were
significant group differences, whereby the OANH group exhibited greater trunk roll variability
than the OAHL group. This finding suggests that the OAHL group employed a more
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conservative movement by reducing rotational movement in the horizontal plane, irrespective of
the Listening Trial Type or whether they were performing a single- or dual-task. As described in
the literature review, one of the priorities during locomotion is to stabilize the position of the
head in space (Cromwell et al., 2001a). One method of doing this is by making head movements
to compensate for movements of the trunk, or vice versa. Given the spatial locations of the
loudspeakers in the current study, it is unlikely that listeners would alter their head roll angles to
facilitate performance on the listening task. Therefore, it is unlikely that greater mean trunk roll
variability exhibited by the OANH group was a method of compensating for large changes in
head roll orientation.

Mean MLCOM Variability
The results showed that mean MLCOM variability did not differ among Listening Trial
Types or between OANH or OAHL groups. Despite the absence of a significant main effect of
Hearing Status, a general trend of reduced MLCOM variability in the OAHL group was
observed in all four Listening Trial Types (see Appendix E: Suppl. Figure 11).
Taken together, evaluations of MLCOM variability of all participants in this study
suggest that older adults with and without hearing loss exhibit greater MLCOM variability than
younger adults with normal hearing. In other words, age, but not hearing loss, was associated
with increased MLCOM variability. The absence of significant main effects of Listening Trial
Types in analyses of YANH and OANH groups and of OANH and OAHL groups indicates that
changes in cognitive load did not affect linear variability in trunk movement. These results are
consistent with the findings of previous studies which show that older age have difficulty with
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lateral stability during gait and will often try to maintain balance by taking compensatory steps
(Bauby & Kuo, 2000; Maki & McIlroy, 1998).
Mean APCOM Velocity
Mean APCOM velocity was predicted to differ among the four Listening Trial Types
such that the velocity would decrease as cognitive load increased. Mean velocity was found to be
slower in No Sound trials compared to each of the trial types with auditory stimuli. No other
significant differences among Listening Trial Types were observed. Once again, these results
suggest that all individuals may adopt of strategy of increasing their gait speed when performing
a dual-task. While it was hypothesized that the OANH group would have a faster APCOM
velocity than the OAHL group, no significant group differences were observed. The reason for
this may be that the velocity at which all older adults were moving in trials with sound stimuli
already represented the upper limits of the possible range of APCOM velocities needed so that
participants reached the end of the walking path before the auditory stimulus had ended.
III. Does Segmental Orientation Differ Depending on the Type of Auditory Stimulus Presented
While Walking and, if so, are Differences in These Effects Associated with Age and/or Hearing
Status?
One of the proposed mechanisms through which dynamic balance may be affected during
dual- listening and walking was through changes in body orientation in response to the
presentation of auditory stimuli. To investigate this possibility, the results from the analysis of
four segmental orientation parameters will be discussed below. It was expected that as the
cognitive demand of the listening condition increased, adults would either facilitate their
listening performance by making head yaw rotations or prioritize their postural stability and
maintain a straight-ahead body orientation.
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Comparisons by Age Group
Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Yaw Angles
Yaw rotation of the head was predicted to differ among the four Listening Trial Types
and between YANH and OANH group. If the OANH exhibited orientating behaviours in
response to sound, then the largest yaw rotations of the head-in-space were expected to be
observed in the Low SNR trials. The absence of main effect of Listening Trial Type indicates that
no participant groups changed their head orientation in response to the presentation of sound
(i.e., single vs. dual-task), or in response to the presence of a target sentence (i.e., Low/High SNR
vs. Babble Only/No Sound). Further, the absence of a main effect of age group indicates that the
OANH group did not adopt a strategy of reducing the range of horizontal head movement during
the straight walking task relative to the YANH group. The absence of significant differences in
horizontal head orientation behaviour among the Listening Trial Types may be primarily be
attributed to the positions of the loudspeakers and secondarily, to the fact that the participants
had symmetrical hearing acuity. Changing horizontal head orientation in the High/Low SNR trial
types may not have been a strategy that would have been beneficial with respect to listening
accuracy as angle of the main loudspeakers in the horizontal plane (i.e., loudspeaker Pair #4)
may not have been sufficiently large enough (and therefore not sufficiently far apart from one
another). Further, as mentioned in the literature review, Brimijoin et al (2012) examined the
horizontal head rotation behaviour of listeners with asymmetrical HL. In their study, listeners
were found to make head yaw rotations so that the auditory signal would be directed towards the
ear with better hearing acuity. In the current study, both YANH and OANH groups had relatively
similar hearing acuity in both ears and for this reason, the need to turn their head to improve
access to sound may have been diminished.
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Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Pitch Angle
With respect to mean head pitch angles, it was hypothesized that the smallest head pitch
angles (i.e., smaller forward head pitch) would be observed when cognitive load was highest
(i.e., Low SNR) and largest in trials with No Sound. Reduced forward head pitch angles were
expected to be observed in trials with auditory stimuli as a more upright head position would
likely facilitate listening given the height of loudspeakers. Further, older adults were expected to
have more upright head orientation compared to younger adults. The results were surprising as
significant reductions in head pitch were found in High SNR trials compared to No Sound trials,
but significant differences were not observed between Low SNR trials and No Sound trials. It is
important to note, however, that the magnitude of the mean difference between High SNR and
No Sound trials was very small (i.e., 2.36°). One possible explanation for why significant
differences were observed between High SNR and No Sound trials, but not between Low SNR
and No Sound trials, could be that the OANH group used a more upright head position as a
listening strategy in High SNR trials, where the task of identifying the target sentence was
perceptively easier than performing the same task under Low SNR conditions. While there was
a significant main effect of Age Group, the nature of the group differences is in the direction
opposite to what was initially predicted. The OANH group had greater forward head tilt than the
YANH group and this group-difference was sufficiently large as the effect size was 0.25. These
results contrast the findings of Nieborowska et al (in press), where older adults with normal
hearing were found to have more upright head orientation when they were performing a dualtask. The difference in direction of the findings between the study by Niebrowoska et al and this
thesis study may be due to differences in head orientation when walking on a treadmill in a
virtual reality environment (as was the case in the former study) and overground walking in this
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thesis study. As shown in Figure 16, the mean amplitude of the largest head pitch angle was
17.23° for the OANH group and 10.09° for the YANH group. Another possible explanation is
that older adults may be tilting their head forward (with respect to their “neutral” head position
while standing) to view the walking path ahead and as a general movement strategy when
performing a dual-task involving walking overground. For instance, having greater head pitch
movement may help improve the visual depth perception of older adults when walking and
thereby, improve their ability to navigate the environment (Menant, St George, Fitzpatrick, &
Lord, 2010).
Mean of Largest Magnitude Trunk Yaw and Head-on-Trunk Angles
If the OANH group behaved “en bloc” and exhibited the larger yaw rotations of the headin-space as the listening condition became more adverse, then the OANH group were expected to
make similarly large yaw rotation of the trunk-in-space. The OANH group were also expected to
have larger trunk yaw rotations than the YANH group. However, if the OANH group prioritized
the postural stability by reducing their head-in-space movement, then no significant differences
in trunk yaw rotations among the Listening Trial Types were expected to be found. Mean headon-trunk angles were also expected to be smaller in the OANH group compared to the YANH
group.
In contrast to these predictions, significantly larger trunk yaw turns were observed in Low
SNR compared to High SNR trials and in No Sound trials compared to High SNR trials for both
groups (see Table 5). No other differences among Listening Trial Types were observed. Further,
in contrast to initial predictions, a main effect of Age Group was not found. Together, these
results suggest that adults with normal hearing only exhibited a trunk orientating response in the
most adverse listening conditions, Low SNR trials. Surprisingly, however, these trunk yaw
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rotations were not associated with head-in-space yaw rotations. Interpretation of the results for
head-on-trunk angles will help elucidate whether these changes in trunk orientation in the Low
SNR trial are accompanied by changes in head yaw rotation. If this is the case, then significantly
smaller head-on-trunk angles are expected to be observed in Low SNR trials compared to High
SNR trials. Given that the target sentence could be presented from a speaker from the left or
from the right, participants may have adopted the strategy of aligning the position of their trunk
so that their head and trunk position would face both left and right sets of speakers at all times.
Despite the fact that statistically significant differences were found between High and Low SNR
trials and between High SNR and No Sound trials, it is important to note that the respective mean
differences of 0.56° (High SNR vs. No Sound) and 0.35° (Low SNR vs. No Sound) are very small.
The absence of a significant main effect of Listening Trial Type were in contrast with the
hypotheses that head-on-trunk angles would be smaller as cognitive load associated with the
listening task increased (see Table 5). The absence of a significant main effect of Age Group
were in contrast with initial predictions that older adults would have reduced head pitch
movement compared to younger adults. The null findings for head-on-trunk angle are not
surprising as large changes in head and trunk yaw orientation were not observed in this study. In
other words, reductions in head-on-trunk movement would only be expected if older adults with
normal hearing altered their head orientation in response to sound. These null findings,
particularly the absence of significant differences in head-on-trunk position between Low SNR
and High SNR trials, suggest that the significant larger trunk yaw rotation observed in Low SNR
compared to High SNR trials were not accompanied by head-in-space yaw rotations in the same
direction. Further, the absence of significant differences in head-in-space yaw rotations between
Low and High SNR trials indicates that the larger trunk yaw rotations were not compensatory
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movements for head yaw rotations in the opposite direction. In other words, the head position of
YANH and OANH groups remained forward-facing in Low SNR trials, while horizontal trunkin-space were made.
Comparisons by Hearing Status
Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Yaw Angles
Initially, it was hypothesized that yaw rotation of the head-in-space would differ among
the Listening Trial Types such that it would increase as a function of increased listening and
cognitive load. Further, the OAHL group were expected to make larger head yaw rotations than
the OANH group. The absence of significant main effects of Listening Trial Type or of Hearing
Status on mean head yaw angles contrast these hypotheses. The explanations provided for why
significant results were not observed in analyses of YANH and OANH groups also apply here.
Like the YANH and OANH groups, the OAHL group also had relatively symmetric audiometric
configurations. As such, these null findings may once again be attributed the absence of
pronounced interaural asymmetry, the spatial arrangement of the loudspeakers, and the design of
the walking task. In other words, the two main loudspeakers were not positioned far enough from
the walking path (i.e., the midline) for horizontal head turns to be warranted. Finally, the null
finding for mean head yaw angles suggest that in conditions in which individuals are walking
along a straight path, making changes in head yaw orientation is not a strategy used to try to
improve listening accuracy under the conditions experienced here.
Mean of Largest Magnitude Head Pitch Angle
In accordance with the results from the study by Lau et al., (2016), it was hypothesized
that older adults would have smaller head pitch movements (i.e., more upright head position) as
the listening/cognitive load associated with the listening task increased. Further, the OANH
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group was expected to have larger head pitch angles than the OAHL group. Although, as
predicted, there was a main effect of Listening Trial Type, significant reductions in forward head
pitch were observed in High SNR trials compared to No Sound trials but no significant
differences were observed between Low SNR and No Sound trials (see Table 9). Although the
mean difference between No Sound and Low SNR trials were not statistically significant, this is
likely a result of low power, there is a general trend where there is reduced head pitch rotation
during dual-task trials compared to single-task walking (i.e., No Sound trials) (see Figure 24).
Surprisingly, significant reductions in forward head pitch were also found in Babble Only trials
when compared to No Sound trials. The finding that head pitch angles were reduced in High SNR
and Babble Only trials compared to trials with No Sound suggest that a more upright head
orientation may be more optimal for the listening task. Further, these results also suggest that
during dual-task conditions in which there is a clear distinction between whether a target
sentence is present (i.e., in High SNR trials) or not (i.e., in Babble Only trials), older adults adopt
a more upright head position.
In contrast to initial hypotheses, there were no significant differences between the OANH
and YANH participant groups. The absence of group differences is also consistent with results in
the study by Lau et al., where mean head pitch angles were found to be similar in older adults
with normal hearing and older adults who were bilateral hearing aid users.
Mean of Largest Magnitude Trunk Yaw and Head-on-Trunk Angles
It was hypothesized that the largest head yaw rotations would be observed in the OAHL
group in Low SNR trials and that these head yaw rotations would be accompanied by yaw
rotations of the trunk if the OAHL behaved in an “en bloc” manner. Results for head-on-trunk
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angles would, in turn, also be dependent on whether the OAHL group lock the movement of their
head and trunk such that their head and trunk move as one unified segment.
The absence of main effects of Listening Trial Type and of Hearing Status supports the
null hypothesis that no differences in mean trunk yaw angles would be observed between OANH
and OAHL groups or between Listening Trial Types. The absence of significant results was not
surprising as results for mean head yaw angles for OANH and OAHL were also not statistically
significant. For instance, if large axial head rotations had been observed and if older adults
moved their head and trunk as though they were a single segment, then one would predict that
large axial head rotations would be accompanied by trunk rotations so that head-on-trunk angles
would be minimal. The absence of main effects of Listening Trial Type and of Hearing Status
indicate that, like the null findings for head yaw angles, older adults with and without HL did not
respond to the presence of an auditory stimuli (i.e., in Babble Only trials) or to the presence of a
target sentence (i.e., in Low/High SNR trials) by altering their trunk orientation.
Like the results for mean trunk yaw angles, the results for mean head-on-trunk angles
support the null hypothesis that Listening Trial Type and Hearing Status did not affect head-ontrunk movement. Once again, the absence of significant main effects of Listening Trial Type and
Hearing Status are consistent with the finding that there were also no significant differences in
mean axial head rotations among Listening Trial Type and between OANH and OAHL groups.
Reduced head-on-trunk angles or movement of the head and trunk as a single segment may be
anticipated if it were the case that large head turns (35° or larger) were made and (b) trunk
rotations in the same direction are made in response to this “perturbation” (Cinelli et al., 2007).
The approximate location of the main pair of loudspeakers (Pair #4) in the experiment was much
less than ± 35° to the left and right of the individual along the horizontal plane so that voluntary
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changes in head-on-trunk movement could be observed. Given that large head yaw rotations
were not observed in this experiment, accompanying changes in trunk yaw rotation and
therefore, reduced head-on-trunk angles, would not be expected to be observed.
IV. Are Performance Measures of Segmental Orientation, Dynamic Balance Control, and
Measures of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity Associated with One Another?
To investigate whether segmental orientation, dynamic balance control, and measures of
objective and subjective hearing acuity were inter-related, a series of correlational analyses were
performed. In general, it was predicted that poorer hearing abilities, as represented by higher
PTA values and lower values on the SSQ, would be associated with poorer dynamic stability and
larger head yaw rotations.
Prior to discussing the results for correlational analyses involving kinematic data for
Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR trials, it is important to first note that no significant
correlations between segmental orientation parameters and objective/subjective hearing acuity or
between dynamic balance control parameters and objective/subjective hearing acuity in the No
Sound trials were observed. This is an important distinction as the results from No Sound trials
provide a control from which we compare and interpret any significant correlations observed in
data from trials with auditory stimuli. In other words, any significant correlations observed in
data from trials with auditory stimuli can be attributed, in part, to the listening situation itself
rather than to relationships present at baseline (i.e., No Sound) conditions.
Discussion of Relationship between Measures of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
The finding that better ear and binaural PTAs were not significantly associated with
Global, Speech subscale, or Spatial subscale scores on the SSQ was not surprising. Kamil,
Genther, and Lin (2015) compared subjective and objective assessments of hearing impairment
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in a U.S. representative sample of adults, 50 years old and older. They found that older adults
tended to underestimate the severity of their hearing impairment and that the association between
objective and subjective measures was also dependent on demographic factors, such as age and
gender. Specifically, older adults tended to underestimate the severity of their hearing
impairment and older women compared to younger women were less accurate in their subjective
ratings of their hearing ability.

Discussion of Relationship among Head-in-Space and Head-on-Trunk Orientation and Measures
of Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
The finding that there poorer objective hearing acuity (i.e., higher better ear and binaural
PTA values) were not significant associated with yaw rotations of the head-in-space or head-ontrunk is consistent with the finding that head yaw angles of OANH and OAHL groups did not
differ among Listening Trial Types. These null results support the interpretation that changing
head orientation was not a strategy used by participants in the listening task in this study.
One of the novel evaluations performed in this research was to examine whether selfreported ratings of hearing acuity and listening ability were significantly associated with
kinematic parameters, like head yaw and head-on-trunk orientations. It was surprising to find
that older adults who rated themselves as having better listening ability (i.e., higher scores) on
the SSQ overall and on the Speech and Spatial subscales made larger yaw rotations of the headin-space. These statistically significant and moderate findings, together with the absence of
significant relationships between objective hearing acuity and head yaw angles, suggest that head
orientating behaviours in response to sound are related to how an individual’s perception of their
own listening ability. One possible interpretation is that individuals who have better self-reported
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hearing ability were better able to maintain stability while making head rotations compared to
individuals with poorer self-reported hearing acuity.

Discussion of Relationship among Dynamic Balance Control Parameters and Measures of
Objective and Subjective Hearing Acuity
The absence of any significant correlational results and of any observable trends in
scatterplots for data on mean trunk pitch variability and objective hearing acuity suggest that
mean trunk pitch variability was not associated with hearing acuity in this sample. These null
findings are consistent with the earlier finding that there were no significant differences in mean
trunk pitch variability between OANH and OAHL groups. With respect the potential relationship
between mean trunk roll variability and objective hearing acuity, significant negative correlations
were only found in Babble Only trials (see Table 11). These results show that individuals with
poorer objective hearing acuity reduce the degrees of freedom of trunk roll movement.
Conversely, individuals with better objective hearing acuity exhibited more “noise” (i.e., greater
mean trunk roll variability) than individuals with poorer objective hearing acuity. Earlier in the
literature review, the amount of movement variability exhibited by an individual can be
interpreted as a negative or as a positive characteristic depending on the specific parameter
context (i.e., experimental task), and on where a given amount of movement variability lies in
the spectrum of values expected for a given parameter. The finding that individuals with better
hearing acuity exhibited greater trunk roll variability could, on one hand, be interpreted as a
positive trait as increased variability will allow the individual to better respond to potential
perturbations. Conversely, the decreased mean trunk roll variability observed in those with
poorer hearing acuity (i.e., higher PTA values) could also be viewed as a negative characteristic
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with respect to dynamic balance control. Given the large amount of epidemiological and
behavioural evidence linking poor objective hearing acuity and poor balance control, it more
likely the case that decreased mean trunk roll variability exhibited in those with poorer objective
hearing acuity has a negative effect on their dynamic balance control.
Finally, like the results for mean trunk pitch variability, mean MLCOM variability was
not significantly associated with objective hearing acuity. Furthermore, there were no observable
trends in the scatterplots that would suggest that these variables were correlated.
The absence of significant correlations between dynamic balance control parameters and
measures of subjective hearing acuity support the finding that subjective ratings of hearing
ability do not correspond with hearing thresholds measured in a sound booth. The finding that
measures of subjective hearing acuity and objective hearing acuity were not significantly
associated with the same kinematic parameters highlights an important factor that should be
considered in future studies. To date, the majority of studies that have examined the relationship
between static/dynamic balance control and hearing have only included measures of objective
hearing acuity (i.e., audiometric thresholds) and have not include subjective measures of hearing
ability. The findings of this study suggest that the ability to interpret the performance of older
adults with ARHL on tasks involving balance control and/or gait would be aided by knowing the
individual’s own evaluation of their hearing acuity and listening ability.

V. Study Limitations and Considerations for Future Studies
One of the limitations in the current study relates to the potential effects of variability in
the spatial locations of the listener’s head during Sit/Stand compared to Walk on our ability to
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compare listening response accuracy across the three physical conditions. In the current study,
there are many differences with respect to acoustics, head orientation, and the dynamic
relationship between acoustics and head orientation between the Sit/Stand conditions and the
Walk conditions that are potential confounding factors in the interpretation of listening accuracy
results. For instance, a more suitable method of comparing the combined effects of changes in
listening effort and “physical load” on listening performance in relatively static (i.e., Sit/Stand)
versus walking conditions in a sound field would be to first measure the sound level of the
stimulus as received in the ears of the individual in their respective position in the Sit/Stand
conditions. The average sound level between Sit and Stand conditions would be calculated and
the same presentation level would be used and maintained in the Walk condition. In this
proposed experimental design, the sound level of the stimulus would need to be adjusted as the
distance between the individual walking towards the loudspeakers decreases. However, in this
thesis study, participants did not appear to benefit from moving closer to the sound sources in the
Walk condition as listening accuracy was lower in Walk compared to Sit and Stand. As such,
these results suggest that underlying differences in the acoustic environment between Sit/Stand
and Walk conditions was not likely to be a critical factor driving the differences observed in
listening accuracy. Instead, these differences in listening performance were more likely driven by
differences in the physical tasks of sitting, standing, walking.
Second, two of possible reasons why changes in head yaw orientation were not observed
in this experiment were that (a) the angular position of the main pair of loudspeakers with respect
to the participant in the Sit/Stand position were too small, (b) all participants had relatively
symmetrical hearing acuity, and (c) the design of the listening task. Whether head and/or trunk
orientating behaviours would be exhibited by listeners when sound sources with larger and more
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distant spatial distributions are used remains to be evaluated. Further, future experiments can
also include a listening task in which the differences in the sound level between speakers on the
left and on the right sides would be greater.
The absence of head yaw rotation may have been due to the design the listening task.
Specifically, participants knew target sentences could be presented from both the left or right
side and may have adopted the strategy of maintaining a neutral head position. One question that
may be addressed in future experiments is to discern whether the participants’ expectations of
where the target sentence will be presented from and/or the positioning of the loudspeakers is
responsible for the neutral head yaw orientation observed in the current study. Yet another
question that can be addressed in future experiments is to determine whether and how the use of
hearing aids and increased availability of sound cues affects head orientation in the current
experimental paradigm. Another factor in the design of the listening task that may have
contributed to the absence of head yaw rotations was to do with the predictability of when an
auditory stimulus would be presented along the walking path. In the current study, auditory
stimuli were also ways presented when the individual took the first step (i.e., first heel contact).
Future experiments can use an experimental design where the presentation of the auditory
stimulus was less predictable. Finally, older adults have been found to make compensatory trunk
movements in order to maintain head stability in space (Cromwell et al., 2001a). Among adults
with normal hearing, significantly larger trunk yaw turns were found in No Sound trials
compared to High SNR trials and in Low SNR trials compared to High SNR trials. It is unclear
why this combination of significant differences was observed as there is no clear commonality
between the No Sound and Low SNR conditions.
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Third, when considering the results from this study, it is important to note that the
analysis window for kinematic data across trials and across participants were standardized by
distance along the walking path. Specifically, kinematic data within the first 2 m after the first
heel strike after the onset of sound was analyzed. This method of standardization differs from the
methodology that is more commonly used in gait research, where researchers will often control
for the number of steps and/or specific phase(s) of the gait cycle that are included in the analysis.
In the current study, there were two factors that motivated the decision to standardize analysis
using a 2 m window. First, the immediate effects of the “auditory perturbation” were captured
within this analysis window. Second, this method was used in attempts to reduce the variability,
across trials and across participants, in the distance between the position of the participant and
the loudspeakers. There are a few potential consequences of forgoing the standardization and
normalization of kinematic data using properties of gait and/or of the gait cycle. One
consequence of this is that the number of single- and double-support phases captured in data
used to represent each trial will likely vary. This variability may, in turn, affect the values
calculated for a given balance control parameter. In order to reduce the potential effects of this,
each balance control parameter for each individual was calculated across data from several trials.
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CONCLUSION
One of the first novel findings from this research was that increased balance control
demands, together with adverse listening conditions, affected the listening accuracy of all three
groups of participants, younger adults with normal hearing, older adults with normal hearing, and
older adults with hearing loss. Second, another key finding was that all three participant groups
had greater trunk pitch variability and slower APCOM velocity during single-task performance
(i.e., No Sound trials) than during dual-task performance (i.e., Babble Only, High SNR, and Low
SNR trials). These findings suggest that perhaps it is the increased cognitive load associated with
performing a dual-task involving an auditory stimulus compared to performing a single-task that
has the greatest effect on dynamic balance control.
Third, differences in balance control between age groups and between those with and without
hearing loss were also revealed in different trunk control parameters. Age-group differences
were revealed in mean trunk pitch variability and mean MLCOM variability, such that younger
adults had greater and lower variability, respectively, than the OANH group. Significant
differences in these same balance control parameters were not found in comparisons between
OANH and OAHL groups. Differences between OANH and OAHL were, instead, observed in
mean trunk roll variability, whereby the OANH group exhibited greater variability than those in
the OAHL group. Overall, these finding are consistent with and contribute to the literature by
showing that increased age and poorer hearing acuity are associated with a “stiffening response”
or, sometimes referred to as attempts at “postural prioritization” (Nieborowska et al., in press;
Young & Williams, 2015). Exhibiting decreased variability in trunk movement may be a
disadvantageous behaviour, under some conditions, as variability in segmental movement may
better prepare individuals to respond to perturbations encountered during locomotion
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(Murnaghan et al., 2017). Like the results from the studies by Nieborowska et al. (in press) and
Lau et al., (2016), participants exhibit a more upright head position in conditions where cognitive
and listening demand in the dual-task is higher. These results, once again, suggest that
participants prioritize their head stability during dual-task conditions.
The fourth and final novel finding in this study was that better objective hearing acuity
was associated with greater mean trunk roll variability, while better self-reported ratings of
listening ability) were associated with larger head yaw rotations. The finding that objective and
subjective measures of hearing acuity are significantly associated with different categories of
kinematic parameters – one associated with balance control and the other associated with
segmental orientation – suggests that both types of measures of hearing acuity are important to
understanding and interpreting the physical behaviour of older adults with and without hearing
loss when performing a dual- auditory and motor- task.
In conclusion, the findings of this thesis research demonstrate that the dynamic balance
control of adults, who differ by age or hearing status, can be affected by increased cognitive
demands associated with dual-task performance. To our knowledge, this is the first study that has
evaluated the dynamic balance control of younger and older adults with normal hearing and older
adults with hearing loss on a spatial listening task while walking over ground. The findings of
this study provide the foundation for further exploration of the relationship between poor hearing
acuity/hearing loss and difficulty with balance control and increased falls risk. Future studies
could be used to determine whether the use of hearing aids (and different hearing aid settings
such as directional and omnidirectional) will affect the dynamic balance control of older adults
with hearing loss when performing a spatial listening task while walking.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material describing demography and results from assessment
measures for all participants in Session One
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Suppl. Table 1. Summary of demographic and selected hearing-related characteristics from all YANH and OANH participants.
Variable

YANH (n=19)
̅
𝒙

Age (years)
Years of Education
PTA0.5,1,2,4 kHz (dB
HL)
Left ear
Right ear
Better ear
Binaural average
SSQ
Global score2
Speech subscale
Spatial subscale2
Qualities of
hearing subscale
MoCA Score3

Median

SE

OANH (n=20)
Range

̅
𝒙

Median

SE

Range

Group
Comparisons
t-statistic or
Mann-Whitney
U

25.26
17.74

25.00
18.00

0.70
0.55

DEMOGRAPHIC
20.00 – 30.00 68.20
14.00 – 22.00 16.65

67.50
16.00

1.20
0.79

59.00 – 80.00
10.00 – 24.00

-30.45***
1.13

0.99
3.82
0.99
2.40

0.00
3.75
0.00
2.50

1.01
0.88
1.01
0.92

-6.25 – 11.25
-3.75 – 12.50
-6.25 – 11.25
-5.00 – 11.88

14.38
14.44
13.06
14.41

13.13
13.13
11.88
13.75

1.38
1.46
1.34
1.34

6.25 – 25.00
5.00 – 25.00
5.00 – 23.75
6.25 – 24.38

-7.84***
-6.24***
-7.14***
-7.38***

8.741
8.611
8.391
9.211

9.00
9.00
8.50
9.50

0.27
0.24
0.26
0.22

6.00 – 10.00
6.50 – 10.00
6.00 – 10.00
7.00 – 10.00

8.181
7.551
7.781
8.601

8.50
8.00
8.25
9.00

0.38
0.39
0.44
0.38

3.50 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
2.50 – 10.00

154.00
122.00
167.00
146.00

-----

-----

-----

COGNITION
----27.80

28.00

0.35

24.00 – 30.00

-----

1

Values represent the average of individuals’ median scores. 2Item 14 in the Spatial Hearing section of the SSQ was excluded in the calculations of the Global
and Speech subscale scores. 3Adjusted for years of education and assessment was only administered to older adults.
*significant at an alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed); ** significant at an alpha level of 0.01(2-tailed); *** significant at an alpha level of 0.001 (2-tailed). MannWhitney U test statistic values are italicized.
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Suppl. Table 2. Summary of Demographic and Selected Hearing-Related Characteristics for all OANH and OAHL participants.
Variable

OANH (n=20)
̅
𝒙

Age (years)
Years of
Education

68.20
16.65

Median

67.50
16.00

SE

1.20
0.79

OAHL (n=13)
̅
𝒙

Range

DEMOGRAPHIC
59.00 – 80.00
70.08
10.00 – 24.00
15.96

Median

SE

Range

Group
Comparisons
t-statistic or
MannWhitney U

68.00
17.00

1.77
0.90

61.00 – 84.00
11.00 – 21.00

-0.91
0.58

HEARING
PTA0.5,1,2,4 kHz (dB
HL)
Left ear
Right ear
Better ear
Binaural average
SSQ
Global score2
Speech subscale
Spatial subscale2
Qualities of
hearing subscale
3

MoCA Score

14.38
14.44
13.06
14.41

13.13
13.13
11.88
13.75

1.38
1.46
1.34
1.34

6.25 – 25.00
5.00 – 25.00
5.00 – 23.75
6.25 – 24.38

35.58
35.38
30.00
35.48

32.50
36.25
28.75
34.38

3.38
1.95
1.40
1.66

22.50 – 71.25
25.00 – 50.00
22.50 – 38.75
27.50 – 48.13

3.00***
-8.75***
-8.42***
-9.87***

8.181
7.551
7.781
8.601

8.50
8.00
8.25
9.00

0.38
0.39
0.44
0.39

3.50 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
4.00 – 10.00
2.50 – 10.00

7.351
6.811
6.731
7.96ǂ1

8.00
7.00
7.00
8.00ǂ

0.51
0.53
0.57
0.53ǂ

3.00 – 10.00
3.00 – 9.00
2.50 – 10.00
3.50 – 10.00

89.00
99.00
88.50
85.50

0.35

COGNITION
24.00 – 30.00
27.85

28.00

0.44

25.00 – 30.00

-0.08

27.80

28.00

1

Values represent the average of individuals’ median scores. 2Item 14 in the Spatial Hearing section of the SSQ was excluded in the
calculations of the Global and Speech subscale scores. 3Adjusted for years of education.
*significant at an alpha level of 0.05 (2-tailed); ** significant at an alpha level of 0.01(2-tailed); *** significant at an alpha level of
0.001 (2-tailed). Mann-Whitney U test statistic values are italicized. ǂValue represents mean across data of 12 participants.
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Mean audiometric threshold (dB HL)
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Suppl. Figure 1. Mean pure-tone air conduction thresholds for left (circle) and right (x) ears of
19 YANH, 20 OANH, and 13 OAHL. Error bars represent one standard error from the mean.
Abbreviations: dB HL – decibels Hearing Level; OAHL – older adults with hearing loss; OANH
– older adults with normal hearing; YANH – younger adults with normal hearing.
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Appendix B. Results from psychophysical testing in sound booth using adapted R-SPIN stimuli
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Suppl. Figure 2. Group mean percent last word recognition accuracy for left ears of younger
adults with normal hearing (YANH; n=19; x-symbol), older adults with normal hearing (OANH;
n=20; circle), and older adults with hearing loss (OAHL; n=13; triangle) on the adapted sentence
in multitalker babble recognition test. Error bars represent one standard error from the mean.
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Suppl. Figure 3. Group mean percent last word recognition accuracy for right ears of younger
adults with normal hearing (YANH; n=19; x-symbol), older adults with normal hearing (OANH;
n=20; circle), and older adults with hearing loss (OAHL; n=13; triangle) on the adapted sentence
in multitalker babble recognition test. Error bars represent one standard error from the mean.
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Suppl. Figure 4. 60%- last word recognition accuracy thresholds for left and right ears (data
collapsed) of 19 YANH, 20 OANH, and 13 OAHL participants on the adapted sentence-inmultitalker-babble test.
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Suppl. Figure 5. 40%- last word recognition accuracy thresholds for left and right ears (data
collapsed) of 19 YANH, 20 OANH, and 13 OAHL participants on the adapted sentence-inmultitalker-babble test.
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Appendix C. Dynamic Gait Index
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DYNAMIC GAIT INDEX
Grading: Mark the lowest category, which applies. Total individual scores (24 possible). Scores of 19 or
less have been related to increase incidence of falls in the elderly. Add notes in the margins for any
notable performance errors. E.g., slight veer to the left side after head turn to the left.

1. Gait Level Surface
Instructions: Walk at your normal speed from here to the next mark (20').
Grading: Mark the lowest category that applies.
(3) Normal: Walks 20', no assistive devices, good speed, no evidence for imbalance, normal gait pattern.
(2) Mild impairment: Walks 20', uses assistive devices, slower speed, mild gait deviations.
(1) Moderate impairment: Walks 20', slow speed, abnormal gait pattern, evidence for imbalance.
(0) Severe impairment: Cannot walk 20' without assistance, severe gait deviations, or imbalance.

2. Change in gait speed ______
Instructions: Begin walking at your normal pace (for 5'), when I tell you "go," walk as fast as
you can (for 5'). When I tell you "slow," walk as slowly as you can (for 5').
(3) Normal: Able to smoothly change walking speed without loss of balance or gait deviation. Shows a
significant difference in walking speeds between normal, fast, and slow speeds.
(2) Mild impairment: Able to change speed but demonstrates mild gait deviations, or no gait deviations
but unable to achieve a significant change in velocity, or uses and assistive device.
(1) Moderate impairment: Makes only minor adjustments to walking speed, or accomplishes a change
in speed with significant gait deviations, or changes speed but has significant gait deviations, or changes
speed but loses balance but is able to recover and continue walking.
(0) Severe impairment: Cannot change speeds, or loses balance and has to reach for wall or be caught.
Add in spot to record time maybe

3. Gait with horizontal head turns ______
Instructions: Begin walking at your normal pace. When I tell you to "look right," keep walking
straight, but turn your head to the right. Keep looking to the right until I tell you "look left," then
keep walking straight and turn your head to the left. Keep you head to the left until I tell you,
"look straight," then keep walking straight but return your head to the center.
(3) Normal: Performs head turns smoothly with no change in gait.
(2) Mild impairment: Performs head turns smoothly with slight change in gait velocity (i.e., minor
disruption to smooth gait path or uses walking aid).
(1) Moderate impairment: Performs head turns with moderate change in gait velocity, slows down,
staggers but recovers, can continue to walk.
(0) Severe impairment: Performs task with severe disruptions of gait (i.e., staggers outside 15º path,
loses balance, stops, reaches for wall).

4. Gait with vertical head turns ______
Instructions: Begin walking at your normal pace. When I tell you to "look up," keep walking
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straight, but tip your head and look up. Keep looking up until I tell you "look down," then keep
walking straight and turn your head down. Keep looking down until I tell you, "look straight,"
then keep walking straight but return your head to the center.
(3) Normal: Performs head turns with no change in gait.
(2) Mild impairment: Performs task with slight change in gait velocity (i.e., minor disruption to smooth
gait path or uses walking aid).
(1) Moderate impairment: Performs tasks with moderate change in gait velocity, slows down, staggers
but recovers, can continue to walk.
(0) Severe impairment: Performs task with severe disruption or gait (i.e., staggers outside 15º path,
loses balance, stops reaches for wall).

5. Gait and pivot turn ______
Instructions: Begin walking at your normal pace. When I tell you to "stop and turn," turn as
quickly as you can to face the opposite direction and stop.
(3) Normal: Pivot and turns safely within 3 seconds and stops quickly with no loss of balance.
(2) Mild impairment: Pivot turns safely in >3 seconds and stops with no loss of balance.
(1) Moderate impairment: Turns slowly, requires verbal cueing, requires several small steps to catch
balance following turn and stop.
(0) Severe impairment: Cannot turn safely, requires assistance to turn and stop.

6. Step over obstacle ______
Instructions: Begin walking at your normal speed. When you come to the shoe box, step over it,
not around it, and keep walking.
(3) Normal: Able to step over box without changing gait speed; no evidence for imbalance.
(2) Mild impairment: Able to step over box, but must slow down and adjust steps to clear box safely.
(1) Moderate impairment: Able to step over box but must stop, then step over. May require verbal
cueing.
(0) Severe impairment: Cannot perform without assistance.

7. Step around obstacles ______
Instructions: Begin walking at your normal speed. When you come to the first cone (about 6'
away), walk around the right side of it. When you come to the second cone (6' past first cone),
walk around it to the left.
(3) Normal: Able to walk around cones safely without changing gait speed; no evidence of imbalance.
(2) Mild impairment: Able to step around both cones, but must slow down and adjust steps to clear
cones.
(1) Moderate impairment: Able to clear cones but must significantly slow speed to accomplish task, or
requires verbal cueing.
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(0) Severe impairment: Unable to clear cones, walks into one or both cones, or requires physical
assistance.

8. Stairs ______
Instructions: Walk up these stairs as you would at home (i.e., using the rail if necessary). At the
top, turn around and walk down.
(3) Normal: Alternating feet, no rail.
(2) Mild impairment: Alternating feet, must use rail.
(1) Moderate impairment: Two feet to stair, must use rail.
(0) Severe impairment: Cannot perform safely.

(Adapted from Shumway-Cook A, Wollacott M. Motor Control: Theory and Practical Applications. Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins, 1995).
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Appendix D. Comparisons by age group: Kinematic results
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Mean trunk roll variability (degrees)

2.00

p=0.052b

1.80
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1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
No Sound

Babble Only

High SNR

Low SNR

Suppl. Figure 6. Mean variability in trunk roll angles of younger and older listeners with normal
hearing in the four listening trial types during the WALK condition. Data has been collapsed
across these two groups. Abbreviations: b – Bonferroni correction; p – p-value.
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Mean magntiude of largest trunk yaw
(degrees)
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Suppl. Figure 7. Mean magnitude of the largest trunk yaw angles for younger and older listeners
with normal hearing (YANH; OANH, respectively) for four types of listening trials (No Sound,
Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR) during the WALK condition.
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Suppl. Figure 8. Mean magnitude of the largest head-on-trunk angles for younger and older
listeners with normal hearing (YANH; OANH, respectively) for four types of listening trials (No
Sound, Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR) during the WALK condition.
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Appendix E. Comparison by hearing status: Kinematic results
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Suppl. Figure 9. Mean variability in trunk center of mass medio-lateral sway (MLCOM) for
older participants with normal hearing and with hearing loss (OANH; OAHL, respectively) for
four Listening Trial Types (No Sound, Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR) during the
WALK condition.
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Suppl. Figure 10. Mean magnitude of the largest trunk yaw angles for 16 older listening with
normal hearing and 11 with hearing loss (OANH; OAHL, respectively) for four types of
listening trials (No Sound, Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR) during the WALK condition.
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Suppl. Figure 11. Mean magnitude of the largest head-on-trunk angles for 16 older listeners with
normal hearing and 11 with hearing loss (OANH; OAHL, respectively) for four types of
listening trials (No Sound, Babble Only, High SNR, and Low SNR) during the WALK condition.
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